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Introduction 
This is the reference manual for ROTASK 1.0, a dynamic simulation model for continuous 
cropping and tillage systems under temperate conditions. ROTASK 1.0 is meant to quantitatively 
evaluate crop rotation strategies on farms. Continuous cropping and its consequences for the 
environment are the main issues in ROTASK 1.0. 
ROTASK 1.0 is written in FORTRAN 77 and runs in the Fortran Simulation Environment (FSE 3.0), a 
version succeeding FSE 2.1 (Van Kraalingen, 1995), and FST 2.0 (Rappoldt & Van Kraalingen, 
1996). The Fortran Simulation Environment is specifically developed for continuous simulation of 
agro-ecological processes such as crop growth, water and nutrient fluxes. FSE 3.0 makes it 
possible to include and execute separate program modules for the simulation of those processes 
that are considered important. 
The MANAGE-module in ROTASK 1.0 enables the user to perform all kinds of management 
practices on field level which are common in temperate cropping and tillage systems. Ploughing, 
sowing, application of organic and inorganic N-fertilizer and of course crop growth are possible 
within ROTASK 1.0. 
The included crop growth models are based on Light Use Efficiency (LUE) for direct conversion of 
intercepted radiation into dry matter. These kind of models are referred to as LINTUL-models: for 
Light INterception and UtiLization. ROTASK 1.0 handles LINTUL-models for the growth of potato 
(LINTUL-Potato), winter and spring wheat (LINTUL-Wheat), grass (LINTUL-Grass) and sugar beet 
(LINTUL-Sbeet). Each dynamic simulation model with integration steps of one day may be 
included in ROTASK 1.0. How this is done is explained in chapter 4. 
The periods between crop growth can be characterized by continuously running processes in the 
soil system and their interaction with e.g. cropping and tillage practices and the weather system. 
ROTASK 1.0 simulates these processes likewise. During these periods, nutrient and water balances 
keep on running, while the development of plagues and diseases can be influenced. ROTASK 1.0 
covers several important processes during these periods, like the turnover of organic matter and 
nutrient leaching, which enables the user to quantitatively analyze the consequences of various 
management practices. 
1.1. Fortran Simulation Environment 
The Fortran Simulation Environment FSE 3.0 enables various models to run and interact 
simultaneously. Without any complications other routines can be attached to the model and 
executed. FSE 3.0 permits to associate advanced models for special subprocesses in crop growth. 
Chapter 2 gives more detailed information about the Fortran Simulation Environment and its 
principles. 
1.2. LINTUL-models 
Crop growth models can be distinguished in several ways. Spitters (1990) mentions static or 
dynamic and regression or mechanistic models like ROTASK 1.0. Mechanistic crop models describe 
crop growth and development by the interaction of environmental factors and significant 
processes responsible for growth and development. ROTASK 1.0 simulates crop growth, soil and 
weather processes as mechanistic and dynamic processes, while rotation effects like the build-up 
of soil-borne pests specific to a crop species during continuous cropping is dealt with statically. 
LINTUL-models make use of one single parameter to convert intercepted radiation into dry 
matter. They are typically operating at crop level. The Light Use Efficiency parameter (kg DM J"' 
ha"1 d-1) disregards underlying processes at organ or lower levels, such as photosynthesis and 
respiration. 
1.3. ROTASK 1.0 applied to ecological farming systems 
In this reference manual ROTASK 1.0 is depicted as a tool to simulate the environmental and 
production consequences of cropping strategies. In this case, ecological farming systems are 
taken because of increasing needs and interests in sustainable farming systems with minimal 
pressure on environmental resources. 
1.3.1. Crop rotations 
In ecological farming systems, crop rotations are vital to make efficient use of natural resources. 
The right choice of successive crops and use of optimal rotation frequencies may lead to more 
sustainable land use and less pollution, while plagues and diseases are kept at a tolerable level. 
Crop rotations in ecological farming systems take place in a finite area assembled by the fields 
for crop growth and non-productive (but perhaps green) parts of the farm. This area with its 
soils can be seen as a continuous factor and a base for the development of all kinds of positive 
and negative factors for crop growth. 
Crop growth takes place in a situation set by former crops. This will consequently influence the 
environment for following crops and their cropping systems. Especially biological, physical and 
chemical soil fertility are influenced. However, the growth of one crop has different implications 
than the growth of another crop. 
1.3.2. Weeds, pests and diseases 
Ecological farming strategies are executed without artificially produced or chemical products 
to protect crop or soil. Thus the problem of growth and development of weeds, pests and dis-
eases is tackled differently than in conventional farming systems. Additional problems can be 
expected by the lay-out of the farming system, and the selection of crop rotation schemes. 
The environmental conditions outside the farm boundaries may influence the occurrence of 
weeds, pest and diseases, as transportation of weed seeds and (agents transmitting) pests and 
diseases can cross farm boundaries easily. These transport processes can either be passive 
(wind, machinery, manure) or active migration. 
The occurrence of weeds, pest and diseases on a single field is dependent on former crop 
growth and infestations from outside the farm, from adjacent fields or non-productive areas 
and transportation within the farm by machinery and the spreading of manure. 
1.4. FORTRAN source and data files 
The FORTRAN source code and data files are available software products which can be ob-
tained by contacting the author at the DLO Research Institute for Agrobiology and Soil Fertil-
ity (AB-DLO). The Fortran source code and data files are also printed in the annex section of 
this report. The annex-A section contains ROT ASK 1.0 module fortran files. The Annex-B sec-
tion holds the concurrent data input files for main modules and crop modules. Both source 
code and data file of the same program module carry the same annex number (e.g. [A24] and 
[B24] for the wheat source code and for the wheat data file, respectively). 

2. FORTRAN Simulation Environment 3.0 
2.1. Principles 
The FORTRAN Simulation Environment (FSE) version 3.0 has evolved from earlier FSE versions 
(Van Kraalingen, 1995). The FSE-driver regulates task controlled execution of FORTRAN program 
modules in an explicit sequence. This is valid for one module, or for several modules running at 
the same time. A single task is executed for each program module, before moving onto the next 
task in sequence. This is shown in Figure 1. 
Integration Driving variables 
time=time+delt Rate calculations 
Output 
Figure 1. General structure for incorporating several subprocesses in a model. Illustration for a plant 
and a soil module containing integration and rate calculation tasks. 
FSE is based on Euler integration principles, which is a simple rectangular integration form with 
fixed time steps (delt). Rate values (/?) are calculated based on state values (S) at time t. The new 
state value at time t+delt is calculated as: 
St+delt=S,+(Rxdelt) 
2.2. Task sequence 
The correct order in which calculations should be executed is managed by the FSE-driver. The task 
sequence in chronological order is shown in Figure 2. 
The first task in line will be checking whether an included program module is running or not. The 
concurrent task name in the module is START? In this part of the program, a module might start 
itself if it is not running. The FSE-driver only performs the rest of the task sequence for this 
module if the module is found to be active. 
If a certain module is started by itself or by another module, it is initialized first. The task name 
INITIALIZE indicates the program section in which this is done. Data files with initial values are 




Figure 2. Order in which calculations are executed for continuos simulation systems using Euler inte-
gration. In this representation only one module (X) is depicted. Explicit task sections like 
START?, INITIALIZE, DO.RATES, OUTPUT, DO_STATES and TERMINATE are printed in bold. 
As the state values are initialized, the next task is to calculate the concurrent rate values. This is 
done in the DO_RATES section of the program. All kinds of rate calculations can take place here. 
If state variables are necessary for rate calculations, they belong to the same time step of the 
integration process. 
Once state and rate values of the last time step are known, finish conditions can be tested. If the 
model should stop, the termination flag is set to be valid, else it remains invalid. To resume the 
model performance so far, output can be generated at this point. Values of state and rate 
variables belong together and no further calculations are executed. The task name to provoke 
the storage of these values in various ways is OUTPUT. 
If the termination flag is valid, the model stops running here. A final section in the program is 
executed. The task name coinciding with this part of the program is TERMINATE. Here some 
terminal calculations can be executed. If the termination flag is invalid, the model skips this part 
and continues running. 
Now the FSE-driver updates the time value by adding time step delt to the previous time value. 
At this point the FSE-driver stops running if time has reached final simulation time. 
If simulation has to continue, however, the process starts again with the verification of active 
models and the calculation of new state values by the integration of the rate values over time 
step delt. Integration is done in the DO_STATES section of the program. 
The FSE-driver itself will re-loop until final execution time is reached. If reruns are defined, the 
FSE-driver restarts the execution of all models with new values for variables or parameters given 
in the rerun file. 
2.3. COMBOX and COMMAN for variables and values 
In FSE 3.0 each routine is responsible for the variables it defines. In other words, other routines 
may use (read) the values of other routines, but they can never change them. This means that 
variables belong explicitly to certain routines. 
The system responsible for the exchange of variables and their values is called COMBOX 
(Communication Box). A Communication Manager (COMMAN) controls incoming and outgoing 
information, like variable names and values. If values are time-specific (time series), the 
corresponding time value is stored with the information as well. 
Figure 3 illustrates how COMBOX and COMMAN preserve the quality of the model by checking 
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Figure 3. COMMAN and COMBOX; intelligence for the exchange of values and variables. RO = read 
only, OK = change and read, X = impossible to access. 
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COMBOX can be seen as a database, filled with variable names and their values stored by one of 
the routines in the model. COMBOX only holds variables and their values for running routines. If 
a certain routine is terminated, the variables belonging to this routine are eliminated from 
COMBOX. 
If in another part of the model a certain value of a variable is needed, this can be requested from 
COMBOX. COMMAN will see to it that the requested value is delivered, checking time depen-
dency if necessary. In the example of Figure 3, Routine B can read and use the value of alpha, but 
can never change and store it in COMBOX, because alpha belongs explicitly to Routine A (it was 
first stored by Routine A). 
For the same reason the value of time series alpha(t) can only be read and used, and not changed 
and stored by routine B. This is only possible during time step t. At time step t+1 or later, the 
value of alpha(t) is not available for both Routine A and Routine B. 
2.4. FSE 3.0 versus FSE 2.1 
The new FSE version has a higher abstraction level than the earlier FSE versions because it has 
some explicit features which allow qualitative and skillful modeling within the framework of 
earlier FSE versions. 
The most important difference between the two versions is that in FSE 3.0 a module has the 
possibility to start itself. The command CALL START_SELF needs to be stated in the START?-section of 
the module. Other modules can be started as well. An example: to start the module PLOUGH the 
command CALL START_MODULE(PLOUGH) must be stated. Likewise, modules can stop themselves (CALL 
STOP_SELF) or stop other modules, e.g. CALL STOP_MODULE(PLOUGH). 
In FSE 3.0 modules are called without an argument list because there is an internal database 
(COMBOX) controlled by an internal data communication manager (COMMAN). This feature 
withholds the user from making mistakes in data-transfer between modules. In addition, the 
strict task sequence in FSE safeguards the correct utilization of the variables, as their values can 
be changed and stored only once in a time-step, and only by the module that is responsible for 
the variable. 
Summarizing: 
• Modules can independently start and stop other modules and/or themselves. 
• An internal database controlled by an internal data communication manager handles the 
correct storage and exchange of variable values between modules. As a result, no argument 
lists are used when modules are called. 
3. ROTASK 1.0 modules 
3.1. Water 
ROTASK 1.0 makes use of the water module DRSAHE. The FORTRAN source code is printed in 
annex [A11 J. DRSAHE is based on tipping-bucket principles with a soil divided into one or more 
layers and an extra 'layer' which represents the domain outside the soil system. ROTASK 1.0 
regards each soil horizon as a single layer, with its specific soil characteristics. These characteristics 
are specified in the data file SOILDAT. Other soil files may have other names, but must contain the 
same variables and values as SOILDAT (annex [B11]). The name of the soil file is specified in the file 
CONTROL.DAT (annex [B13]). 
For the first soil layer, the incoming water flux is precipitation and/or irrigation (mm ha' d'1), 
minus runoff. The first 10 mm of precipitation always infiltrates the soil, while 15% of the rest is 
considered as runoff. The inflow of water for other soil layers consists of the outflow of water 
from the soil layer above. Soil layers are filled up to field capacity. Excess water percolates to the 
next layer. Percolation from the last layer is drained from the system. 
Several processes remove water from the soil layers; these include evaporation (mm ha'1 d"1) and 
transpiration (mm ha"1 d"1). Top soil layers evaporate more than soil layers deeper in the profile. 
The extent to which soil layers (depth) may contribute to evaporation rates can be influenced by 
a single parameter in the soil data file. Transpiration rates are related to rooting patterns and 
rooting densities. 
3.2. Soil organic matter 
ROTASK 1.0 makes use of an adapted version of the soil organic matter module SOM, developed 
for the simulation model CP-BKF3 (Verberne et ai, 1995). SOM simulates soil organic matter and 
nitrogen dynamics. Organic matter is partitioned into labile (LOM) and stable (SOM) fractions. 
Added residues and dead plant material are assigned to decomposable (DPM), structural (SPM) 
and resistant (RPM) plant material (see Figure 6). The adapted SOM-module is listed in annex 
[A13]. Input data for this module must be given in the soil data file (annex [B11]). Some 
interesting aspects will be highlighted in the following paragraphs. 
3.2.1. Nitrogen fluxes 
The nitrogen fluxes in the soil comprise various flows. ROTASK 1.0 takes care of the most 
important flows. These are described below. 
Wet nitrogen deposition 
Rain water transports small amounts of inorganic nitrogen to the soil system. In The Netherlands 
this can amount to 30-50 kg N ha"' y"\ With an average rainfall of about 700 mm ha"' y1, nitrogen 
concentrations in rain water are about 5.5*10' kg N cm"3. However, as high precipitation 
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intensities provoke runoff, not all rain water (and thus nitrogen) reaches the soil system. Runoff 
is set to be 15% of the precipitation over 10 mm ha ' d ' (see water section: 3.1). 
Nitrogen leaching 
If soil water reaches the groundwater, nitrogen is leached with it. Drainage water has a certain 
nitrogen concentration which allows calculation of nitrogen leaching. In The Netherlands, 
nitrogen leaching is considered as groundwater-polluting, if drainage water concentrations 
exceed 2.2*10* kg A/cmJ (Van Eck, 1995). 
Nitrogen mineralization and immobilization 
Since mineralization and immobilization are mainly based on biological processes, soil tempera-
ture and moisture content are important factors influencing the concurrent rates. Figure 4 and 5 
show how soil temperature and relative moisture content determine the correction factor for 
both mineralization and immobilization rates. The general correction factor for mineralization 
and immobilization rates is obtained by multiplication of both correction factors, as they act in-
dependently. 
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Figure 4. Mineralization rate correction factor for 
temperature. 
Figure 5. Mineralization rate correction soil 
factor for relative moisture content. 
Soil temperature is derived from air temperature, with a lag factor for its influence in deeper soil 
layers. On the first simulation day, soil temperatures are assumed to be equal to air temperatures, 
as no previous air temperatures are known. 
In the model, relative moisture content (per soil layer) is calculated as: 
(WCLQT-WCWP) 
RELWQ = (WCFC-WCWP) 




Relative moisture content (-) 
Actual volumetric water content (cm' Hfl cm3 soil) 
Volumetric water content at wilting point (cm3 Hfl cm3 soil) 
Volumetric water content at field capacity (cm3 Hfl cm3 soil) 
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3.2.2. Stable and labile organic matter 
Stable organic matter (SOM) and labile organic matter (LOM) can be represented as different 
fractions of organic matter, each with a specific quality as substrate for soil biota. Organic matter 
in small pores may be protected against degradation by microbes. This concept of 'physical 
protection' has been taken into account in other models (e.g. Verberne etal., 1990) and is 
described in detail by Hassink (1995). In ROTASK 1.0 it is possible to specify the percentage of 
organic matter that is protected in the soil. Carbon and nitrogen turnover in the soil are 
described by first-order rate of degradation and efficiency of respiration, biomass formation and 
transition to other organic pools. At soil temperatures of 10 °C, relative decomposition rates were 
found to be 2.7*10* d1 for LOM and 1.4*10* d'for SOM (De Ruiter & Van Faassen, 1994). 
Initial amount of carbon and nitrogen 
The initial amount of C and N at the start of simulation is derived from C% in the horizons. 
Percentage organic matter is calculated to be 1.73*C%. N% is obtained by dividing C% by the 
CN-quotient of the organic matter fraction. 
3.2.3. Decomposable, structural and resistant plant material 
Partitioning of organic applications and dead plant material 
The initial amount of plant material and added residues are partitioned to the fractions DPM, 
RPM and SPM. Partitioning depends on the CN-quotient of the added organic material. Figure 6 
illustrates this assignment. At initialization, carbon fractions are assumed to have fixed values 
within DPM (0.10), SPM (0.45) and RPM (0.45). 
The same partitioning method is used for dead plant material that is added to the field, like dead 
roots and other dead plant organs. At harvest living roots are treated like application of dead 
plant material in the layer in which they occur. After harvest, if crop residues are left in the field, 
it is ploughed in at a specified depth. 
3.2.4. Carbon and nitrogen balance check 
ROTASK 1.0 contains a carbon and nitrogen check to verify the amounts and change of C and N 
in various pools. 
Carbon balance 
The balance for carbon (SCCHK1) exists of the equilibrium of an input and output side. The input 
side consists of the amount of carbon in the profile at the start of simulation (CTOT0) and the 
cumulative input of carbon by organic matter fertilization and added plant material (CUMCD). 
The output side of the carbon balance consists of the amount of carbon in the profile (CTOT) and 
the cumulative amount of carbon respired by soil biota (CUMRES). Simulation will cease and an 
error message will be displayed if the absolute relative error of SCCHK1 exceeds the 1 % level: 
SCCHK1 = ABS( ( C T Q T 0 * C U M C p ) - (CTOT+ CUMRES) 
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Figure 6. Fraction of plant material assigned to decomposable (DPM), structural (SPM) or resistant 
(RPM) fraction is dependent on the CN-quotient of added plant material. 
Organic nitrogen balance 
The organic nitrogen balance (SNCHK1) exists of the equilibrium of an input and output side. The 
input side consists of the amount of organic nitrogen in the profile at the start of simulation 
(NTOT0) and the cumulative input of nitrogen by organic matter fertilization and added plant 
material (CUMND). The output side of the nitrogen balance consists of the amount of nitrogen in 
the profile (NTOT) and the cumulative amount of nitrogen mineralized by soil biota (CUMNET). 
Simulation will cease and an error message will be displayed if the absolute relative error exceeds 
the 1 % level: 
SNCHK1 = ABS( (NTOT0 + CUMND) - (NTOT + CUMNET) (NTOT0 + CUMND) ) 
Inorganic nitrogen balance 
The inorganic nitrogen balance (SNCHK2) exists of the equilibrium of an input and output side. 
The input side consists of the amount of inorganic nitrogen in the profile at the start of 
simulation (ANTOT0), the cumulative input of nitrogen by inorganic fertilization (TQAFER), the 
cumulative amount of inorganic nitrogen from wet deposition (TNRAIN) and the cumulative 
amount of nitrogen mineralized by soil biota (CUMNET). The output side of the inorganic 
nitrogen balance consists of the amount of inorganic nitrogen in the profile (ANTOT), the 
cumulative amount of nitrogen leached from the profile (TNLEAQ and the cumulative amount 
of inorganic nitrogen taken up by crops (NUPTOT). Simulation will cease and an error message 
will be displayed if the absolute relative error of SNCHK2 exceeds the 1 % level: 
INPUT» = ANTOT0 + TQAFER+CUMNET+TNRAIN 




3.3. Crop growth 
ROTASK 1.0 makes use of several crop growth models, based on light use efficiency (LUE). All 
models are LINTUL-based models as described in the introduction (chapter 1.1), with exception of 
the sugar beet simulation model. New models can be added by following the instructions in 
chapter 4. 
3.3.1. Wheat 
One of the crop models in ROTASK 1.0 is LINTUL-Wheat which is and adaptation of LINTUL-Grain, 
described as a non-limited growth version by Luyten (1995). LINTUL-Grain is specified for wheat 
and made water- and nitrogen-limited based on publications by Groot (1987) and publications by 
Laar et al. (1992). The source code of LINTUL-Wheat is listed in annex [A24]. The wheat data file 
can be found in annex [B24]. Some characteristic issues are listed below. 
Intercepted light fraction 
The intercepted lignt fraction (PARINT) is obtained by correction of Photosynthetic Active 
Radiation (PAR) for leaf reflection (10%), moisture stress (MSFLAI) and nitrogen stress (NSFACT). 
The intercepted radiation is calculated separately for leaf expansion phase and leaf senescence 
phase (both dependent on temperature sums). The minimum of the two interception values is 
taken. 
Dry matter partitioning 
Dry matter partitioning is dependent on development stage (DVS) and is corrected for drought. 
Relatively more dry matter is invested in the root system in dry periods. The range of DVS 
stretches from 0 (sowing) through 1 (flowering) to 2 (harvest) and is determined by temperature 
sums (TSUM). DVS reaches flowering at 60% of the temperature sum for harvest. From flowering 
on, no more dry matter is directed to the root system. 
Nitrogen relations 
In LINTUL-Wheat, nitrogen requirement is obtained by summation of nitrogen demand per 
organ (leaves, stem, storage organs and roots). Nitrogen contents in each organ vary during crop 
development and nitrogen translocation is accounted for. If nitrogen demand cannot be met by 
nitrogen availability, a nitrogen stress factor (NSFACT) adopts a value between 0 and 1, related to 
the amount of stress encountered. 
3.3.2. Potato 
LINTUL-Potato is another crop growth model used in ROTASK 1.0. It is based on potential and 
water-limited versions described by Kooman (1995). This LINTUL-Potato version is made nitrogen-
limited based on experiments and observations by Versteeg (1985) and publications in Kabat et 
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al. (1995). The source code of LINTUL-Potato is listed in annex [A22] and the potato data file is 
given in annex [B22]. Some characteristic issues are listed below. 
Dry matter partitioning 
The conversion of intercepted photosynthetic radiation is determined by the light use efficiency 
parameter LUE (* 2.94*10' kg DM J ' PAR). 
Nitrogen relations 
In LINTUL-Potato, nitrogen requirement is obtained by summation of nitrogen demand per 
organ (leaves, stem, storage organs and roots). Nitrogen contents in each organ vary during crop 
development and nitrogen translocation is accounted for. A daily nitrogen reduction factor 
(DNRED) is introduced if nitrogen concentrations (kg N kg"1 DM) in the crop fall below critical 
nitrogen concentrations, which vary by total living biomass excluding roots (Greenwood & 
Draycott, 1995). The relation between living biomass (DM ha') and critical nitrogen 
concentration is shown in Figure 7. 
0 5 10 15 20 
Total living biomass (ton DM ha-1) 
Figure 7. Critical nitrogen concentration with increasing biomass (excluding roots). 
3.3.3. Grass 
LINTUL-Grass is based on the LINGRA-model (Schapendonk & Stol, unpubl.). It simulates grass 
growth and periodical harvests (mowing). Like the other models, light use efficiency is affected 
by self-tolerance and rotation effects as described in chapter 3.4. The source code of LINTUL-Grass 
is printed in annex [A21 ], while the grass data input file can be found in annex [B21 ]. 
Dry matter partitioning and water relations 
Actual transpiration rates are restricted by soil moisture suction at critical water content for 
drought stress. A daily reduction factor (TRANRF) is calculated, which is responsible for the amount 
of dry matter allocated to the roots, TRANRF also determines the specific leaf area and death rates. 
Dry matter partitioning and nitrogen relations 
The nitrogen content in the leaves determines the fraction of dry matter allocated to leaves. Dry 
matter invested in storage organs is determined by the reciprocal of the leaf and root fraction. 
Mowing 
Mowing takes place at fixed dates, or when a certain amount of dry matter is available on the 
field. This can be specified in the data file GRASS.DAT. 
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3.3.4. Sugar beet 
LINTUL-Sbeet is based on a derived version from earlier versions of INTERCOM and SUCROS 
models for sugar beet (Bouman et ai, 1996). It was adapted for ROT ASK 1.0 as pointed out in 
chapter 4. The source code can be found in annex [A23] and the data input file is given in annex 
[B231. 
Water relations 
Among other parameter values, initial leaf area index is given in the data-file SBEET.DAT. Rainfall is 
reduced by interception of rain water by the sugar beet crown leaves. Effective root length is 
determined by the relative water content of the soil layer. Water reduction factors influence crop 
growth by diminishing the light use efficiency variable. 
Death rates and dry matter partitioning 
Death rates of stems, leaves and storage organs depend on temperature sums (degrees days). 
Redistribution of carbohydrates is accounted for. Dry matter assignment to the various plant 
organs depends on temperature sum and water stress. 
Leaves and roots 
Leaf area development is determined by the fraction of dry matter assigned to the leaves and the 
specific leaf area (hajeaf kgjeaf'), which is enforced by the temperature sum. If dry matter is 
partitioned to the roots, the soil profile is explored with a maximum root extension rate until the 
bottom of the profile is reached. 
3.4. Management 
The management module in ROTASK 1.0 requires the data file MANAGE.DAT (annex [B12]). In the 
upper part of this data file, four columns show the management tasks that will be performed 
during simulation. The description of three lines in this data file are given in Table 1. All actions 
applied to the field are specified in the file MANAGE.DAT. The lower part of this data file consists of 
technical specifications for the management tasks that can be performed. 
Table 1. Columns in MANAGE.DAT to specify management tasks in ROTASK 1.0. 
YEAR DATE MCODE MSPEC Meaning 
25 cm deep ploughing at day 120 in 1996 
15 cm deep planting of potato at day 130 in 1996 
125 kg KNO,ha'fertilization at day 135 in 1996 
The first and second column indicate year and date for the management task to be performed. 
Date is given as Julian day number (DOY; Day Of Year). Annex [D10] displays Julian day numbers 
for normal and leap years. The third column (MCODE) refers to the management codes for the 
management tasks to be executed in the given year at the specified date. Table 2 shows the 
possible management tasks in the model. The fourth column (MSPEC) in MANAGE.DAT enables the 



































































kg h a ' d " 
kg ha ' d ' 
cm 
-
mm ha"' d ' 
3.4.1, Ploughing and planting or sowing 
For ploughing the ploughing depth (cm) has to be specified. Ploughing means complete mixing 
of water, carbon and nitrogen pools over the ploughing depth. For planting or sowing, planting 
or sowing depth (cm) must be indicated. Planting or sowing depth is important to calculate 
rooting depth, root densities and concurrent transpiration rates per soil layer (mm ha 'd '). 
3.4.2. Emergence 
Emergence date can be given either as input (fixed), or calculated in the crop growth module. In 
the latter case the crop growth module must contain such an emergence determination part. 
3.4.3. Inorganic and organic fertilizer applications 
To apply inorganic and organic fertilizer to the system, management codes (MCODE) are nee-
ded for the fertilization type and management specifications (MSPEQ are needed for fertiliza-
tion rates (Table 3). Codes in the 400 range are inorganic nitrogen applications (e.g. 410 for 
KNO, fertilization). 
Codes in the 500 range refer to organic nitrogen applications. Table 3 resumes animal excre-
tions used as organic fertilizer. Codes in the 510s apply to slurry (faeces, urine and perhaps so-
me straw) while codes in the 520s apply to solid animals manures (faeces and straw). Codes in 
the 530s are for liquid manures (urine). 
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Table 3. Codes for manure (animal excrements), technical coefficients and nitrogen contents 

































Cattle liquid manure 




























































In addition, specific organic applications can be defined as well. The application type has to be 
specified by its technical coefficients in the section below the management dates and tasks. The 
self-defined code is given in the third column (MCODE). This number must be unique and range 
between 500-599. The self-defined code number must be added to the list with organic 
fertilizers. Values for technical coefficients must be specified in the succeeding columns, as is 
indicated in Table 3. The application rate (kg ha' d'1) can be given in the fourth column (MSPEC) 
at the top of the file. 
3.4.4. Harvest 
At harvest it is possible to indicate the destination of crop residues. As harvest default, all above-
ground dry matter and yield will be removed from the field. Living roots however, wil l be treated 
like organic applications to the soil layers in which they occur. This application is performed on 
the day of harvest. 
With code 610 the model is forced to remove the storage organs only, and leave crop residues on 
the field. Specific harvest codes are only executed if they are given on a date before actual 
harvest. If code 610, 620 or 630 is not encountered before the natural harvest date, the crop is 
harvested like described in the previous paragraph. Crop residues will be ploughed into the soil 
immediately after harvest, at a depth to be specified in the fourth column (MSPEC). Harvest is 
forced at a certain day, using code 620 for default harvesting, or 630 for harvesting and leaving 
crop residues in the field. 
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3.4.5. Irrigation 
Irrigation (mm ha1 d ') is added to the precipitation rates. Up to a sum of 10 mm ha' d ' infiltrates 
directly, while 15% of higher intensities is assumed as runoff. 
3.5. Rotation effects 
The influence of former crop growth on the growth of succeeding crops has various components. 
One component is the extent to which a former crop has absorbed the available nutrients in the 
soil. This aspect is dealt with separately, as the uptake of nutrients is simulated dynamically. 
3.5.1. Self-tolerance effects 
Another rotation effect is the build-up of soil-borne pests specific to a crop species during 
continuous cropping. Such an effect can suppress crop growth significantly by increasing pressure 
of plagues and diseases as a result of deterioration of the growth environment. This effect can be 
quantified by correction of the light use efficiency factors. Effects can be observed for years, as is 
indicated in Table 4. 
For potatoes and sugar beet, a nematode effect is included as well. Without control measures, 
the nematode yield reduction factor will also be taken into account. 
If e.g. potatoes are grown in the first and the third year of a rotation sequence (1:2 rotation 
frequency), and measures are taken against nematodes, the light use efficiency is reduced by 
15% (correction factor 0.85*). 
3.5.2. Former crop growth effects 
The third rotation component that affects actual crop growth is not self-tolerance, but tolerance 
to preceding growth of different crops. To obtain reliable correction factors for this effect, 
complex and long-term experiments have to be analyzed thoroughly. Table 5 presents the yield 
reduction parameters for several crop rotations. An asterix points to self-tolerance effects as 
indicated in Table 4. Correction factor 1 is used where question marks appear (no effect 
determined yet). These effects are valid for crops following a former crop. Long-term effects for 
succeeding years are not included (yet!). 
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Tabel 4. Rotation frequency of several crops, with yield multiplication factor as reciprocal of self-
































































































* example given in text 
Table 5. Environment and rotation effects for several crops, including yield reduction factors used in 



















































*) See Table 4 for self-tolerance effects 
The growth reduction factors for self-tolerance and rotation effects are directly applied to the 
light use efficiency parameter (LUE). Each interaction factor could be represented by a sub-model 
and attached to ROTASK 1.0 to predict its influence on crop growth. However, growth correction 
for interaction and self-tolerance is dealt with statically here. 
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3.6. Inventory and error checking of management 
tasks 
During simulation, all management tasks that are performed on the field are listed in the file 
MANAGE.LOG (annex [C10]). This file gives a synchronic enumeration of events ordered by year and 
date. All executed or attempted management tasks are specified, like ploughing, sowing, 
emergence, harvest, mowing and fertilizer applications. 
The management file MANAGE.DAT is checked for flaws and errors. Checking is done on the given 
date and year of the management task. Whenever ROTASK 1.0 detects an error, it will try to 
repair it. A warning wil l be written to the screen and the log file MANAGE.LOG. 
If ROTASK 1.0 judges that an error cannot be repaired, the coinciding management task will not 
be executed. A warning will be written to the screen and the log file. The errors and flows 
accounted for are listed below: 
Message Solution 
Ploughing depth < 0. 
Ploughing depth > profile depth 
Crop on field 
Sowing depth < 0. 
Sowing depth > profile depth 
Crop on field 
Crop code does not exist 
Fertilization rate < 0. 
Fertilization code does not exist 
Bad definition of fertilizer 
Crop on field 
Absolute value of plough depth is taken 
No ploughing 
No ploughing 




Absolute value of fertilization rate is taken 
No fertilization 
No fertilization 
No organic fertilization 
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4. Incorporation of crop modules in ROTASK 
1.0 
4.1. Basic conditions 
One of the modules most likely to be incorporated in ROTASK 1.0 is a crop growth module. 
The main reason will be that the current release and reference manual only includes crop 
growth modules for potato, wheat grass and sugar beet. Other crop growth modules must be 
attached following the guidelines in the following paragraphs. The first part describes how the 
new model should be structured (chapter 4.2). The second part details the configuration of the 
data- and FORTRAN-files to be able to run your new module in ROTASK 1.0 (chapter 4.3). 
The basic conditions for new modules, however, are summarized in the following list: 
A new module should: 
• have dynam'c simulation with integration steps of 1 day, 
• be written in FORTRAN, and 
• run in the Fortran Simulation Environment (see chapter 2). 
The last point about the FSE-driver preserves the quality of the module to be incorporated. It 
might look a comprehensive job to adapt a module to run under FSE but it is not such an ef-
fort, and satisfying results will be obtained. 
To use the special features for the simulation of crop rotations in a quantitative way: 
A new crop module should have: 
• special state and rate variables for root growth and starvation, and 
• special state and rate variables to incorporate crop residues in the soil. 
4.2. Module structure 
As stated earlier (see chapter 2), ROTASK 1.0 is run by the FSE-driver, which executes a series of 
tasks in an explicit order. Remember the task sequence that is enforced on the module: START?, 
INITIALIZE, DO_RATES, OUTPUT, DO_STATES and TERMINATE. These tasks will be focused upon in the 
following paragraphs. An indication will be given about the compulsory source code in a cer-
tain task section. Some parts indicate other (optional) commands. 
The crop module in FORTRAN is presented from top to bottom, starting with the crop file 
header. 
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4.2.1. Crop file header 
The header of your module file should first of all contain information about the name of the 
crop module, version, author, date, purpose and prefarably a reference for further reading. An 
example is given in Figure 8. 
Figure 8. Example of crop file header, with potato as an example 
* SUBROUTINE POTATO 
* 
* 
* Author : Raymond Jongschaap 
* AB-DLO, PO Box 129, NL-9750 AC Haren, The Netherlands. 
* Based on earlier versions by Peter Kooman (1990). 
* Date : 7 November 1995 
* Purpose : This subroutine simulates the growth of a potato crop by use of 
* intercepted radiation, temperature and light use efficiency. It uses 
* Fortran Simulation Environment (FSE version 3.0) developed by 
* D.W.G. van Kraalingen. 
* Refer. : Kooman, P.L (1995). Yielding ability of potato crops as influenced by 
temperature and daylenght. Thesis Landbouw Universiteit Wageningen. 
* AB-DLO, The Netherlands. 
* 
Furthermore, the header should enumerate the variable names which occur in the module, 
together with the units in which they are used. Optionally you can indicate whether the vari-
ables are of real (R) or integer (I) type, and of input (I) or output (O) class (Figure 9). 
Figure 9. Example of variables presentation in crop file header. 
Formal parameters: (I = input, O = output, C = control, IN = init, T = time) * 
name type class meaning units * 
AVTMP R I Average temperature degrees Celsius * 
CCRT R I Carbon concentration in roots kg_C kg_root-1 * 
CINT R O Total intercepted radiation J m-2 d-1 * 
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4.2.2. Module name and declarations 
The module to the incorporated must have a name. In the following paragraphs the name 
'NEWCROP' will be used for a cropmodule that we follow in the incorporation process. The ac-
tual source code then starts with the command: 
0 1 0 SUBROUTINE NEWCROP(NEW_TASK) 
Note that the subroutine NEWCROP has only one argument, namely NEWJTASK. This argument is 
used by the FSE-driver to specify the task to perform, i.e. the section of the module to be exe-
cuted. Even if your program sections are not written in this order, the FSE-driver will see to it 
that the correct sequence will be executed. 
The variables are declared In the declaration section of the module, which follows directly af-
ter the name of the subroutine. In addition to the variables that are used in the NEWCROP 
module, the FSE-driver needs some explicit variable declarations as well. Even ROTASK 1.0 has 
some variables that are shared by all the incorporated modules. Be sure to add these declara-
tions: 
020 CHARACTER*^) NEWJTASK 
030 CHARACTER*80 OLDJTASK, FILEI3 
040 INTEGER DATA_U, LOG_U, MAN_U 
NEWJTASK and OLD_TASK are internally used to check on the task sequence. FILEI3 is the name of 
the variable which holds the name of the data input file that the crop module needs. The units 
for I/O read and write statements are for data files (DATA_U), log files (LOG_U) and management 
files (MAN_U). 
If the crop module intends to use the rotation correction factor (ROT) and the self-tolerance 
correction factor (TOL) for light use efficiency as well (see chapter 3.5), these variables must be 
declared as reals: 
050 REAL ROT, TOL 
As last part of the declaration section, OLDJTASK will be given a value and the task sequence is 
tested in subroutine CHKTSK3: 
060 DATA OLDJTASK /'TERMINATE'/ 
070 CALL CHKTSK3(NEWjrASK, OLDJTASK) 
4.2.3. Start? 
In the START? section it is evaluated whether the module NEWCROP should start itself or not. This 
section is only referred to if the module is not yet running. In ROTASK 1.0 a crop module is 
started by the management module and management data-file (see chapter 3). The manage-
ment file activates a crop data file by storing its name in the internal data base. The assessed 
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crop modu le ( in th is case NEWCROP) is started if this active crop data f i le corresponds w i t h t h e 
data f i le needed f o r t h e NEWCROP modu le . In source code i t looks l ike: 
080 IF (NEWJTASK.EQ.'START?') THEN 
090 CALLGETSCM ('FILEI3' , FILEI3, " ) 
100 IF (FILEl3.EQ.'NEWCROP.DAT') THEN 
110 CALLSTART_SELF 
120 ENDIF 
In l ine 080 t h e task t o per fo rm is evaluated. If t he task equals 'START?' l ine 090-120 are exe-
cuted. The second l ine (090) presents a command t o Get a Single Character named 'FILEI3' f r o m 
the in ternal database and assign its value t o the variable FILEI3 (or an empty str ing (' ') i f the 
variable name is Missing). If this value is 'NEWCROP.DAT' then the crop module starts itself ( l ine 
110). 
4.2.4. Initialize 
The in i t ia l izat ion section is executed direct ly af ter the start o f modu le NEWCROP. A number o f 
parameter values is der ived f r o m the internal database. These values do not change du r ing 
the execut ion o f t he mode l . A m o n g t hem are t he values fo r D A T A J J , LOG_U (both needed by 
the FSE-driver) and M A N _ U (needed by ROT ASK 1.0), wh ich are integer values (Get Single In te-
ger; l ine 140-160. The t ime step in ROTASK 1.0 is called DELT wh ich is a real parameter (Get 
Single Real Parameter; l ine 170). Change the variable name fo r the t ime step in t he NEWCROP-
module in to DELT. 
130 ELSE IF (NEWJTASK.EQ.'INITIALIZE') THEN 
140 CALLGETSI ('DATA_U' , DATA_U ) 
150 CALLGETSI ('LOG_U' , LOG_U ) 
160 CALLGETSI ('MAN_U' , MAN_U ) 
170 CALLGETSRP ('DELT' , DELT ) 
If you w a n t t o use t he ro ta t ion correct ion factor (ROT) and the self-tolerance correct ion factor 
(TOL) fo r l ight use eff iciency as we l l (see chapter 3.5), this is the place t o include t h e m , ROT and 
TOL are Single Real Parameters (line 180-190). 
180 CALLGETSRP ('ROT' , ROT ) 
190 CALLGETSRP ('TOL' , TOL ) 
A n y add i t i ona l parameters are read f r o m t h e crop da ta f i l e FILEI3 (= NEWCROP.DAT). This c o m -
mand can be inserted after line 190, but before line 200. If these additional parameters are 
also needed in other subroutines than the NEWCROP-module, they must be stored in the inter-
nal data base wi th the PUT commands (see for an explanation the last part of paragraph 4.2.5). 
4.2.5. Do_rates 
The section for rate calculation is immediately executed after the initialization section. This is 
the place to get the values for the variables that change in time from the internal data base: 
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the so-called time-series. Among these variables are, e.g., the day of year (DOY), the average 
temperature (AVTMP), or the rooting depth (RD). See lines 210-230 for these examples. 
200 ELSE IF (NEW_TASK.EQ.'DO_RATES') THEN 
210 CALLGETSTS ('AVTMP' 
220 CALL GETSTS ('DOY' 
230 CALL GETSTSM ('RD' 
AVTMP ) 
DOY ) 
RD 0.5 ) 
Note the different commands for time series in line 210-220: here it is Get Single Time Series 
(and in line 230; Get Single Time Series and take value 0.5 if variable name is Missing in data 
base). 
To fetch an array of time series from the database use the command GETATS (example line 240): 
Get an Array of Time Series (eventually with a value for a Missing variable name like in line 
230). 
240 CALL GETATS ('WRTLAY', WPTLAY NL INL) 
The third argument NL is the variable that indicates the length of the array WRTLAY. In this case 
the Number of Layers (NL). Integer variable INL receives the value of the number of elements 
actually stored in the internal database. 
At this point in the program, rates can be calculated with all the values for the parameters 
read in the initial section and the values for the time series in the rate section. 
Certain variables must always be calculated in the rate section of every crop module in 
ROTASK 1.0. These variables are needed for the calculation of the change in various pools 
(state variables) in the model. The death rate of roots per soil layer, together with the carbon 
and nitrogen concentration of these roots are needed to assign dead root fractions to the de-
composable, resistant and structural plant material pool (chapter 3.5). Actual water content 
per soil layer must among other processes, be reduced by the transpiration rates per soil layer. 
The same goes for nitrogen uptake per soil layer. Summarizingly, the following rate variables 
must be calculated and stored: 






carbon contents of roots 
death rate of roots 
nitrogen contents of roots 
nitrogen uptake rate 
transpiration rate 
(kg_C kg_DM ') 
(kg_roots ha ' d"') 
(kg_N kg_DM') 
(kg_N ha ' d ') 
(mm_H20 ha ' d ') 
Compulsory array variables: 
• DRTLAY death rate of roots per soil layer (kg_DM ha ' layer' d ') 
• NUPT nitrogen uptake per soil layer (kg_N ha ' layer' d ') 
• TRLAY transpiration rate per soil layer (mm_H20 ha ' layer' d ') 
To store these single time series (line 250-300) and array of time series (line 310-330) in the 









































If the NEWCROP module calculates rate values that are needed in other modules or other sub-
routines, they must be stored here as well. To obtain these variable values in other subrou-
tines, the same GET-commands as in lines 210-240 can be used. 
The place to test whether the module NEWCROP must be terminated because terminal condi-
tions are met, is located in the ultimate part of the rate section. At this point, state and rate 
values belong to the same time step, and the module can be stopped validly. To invoke the 
termination of the module, insert the following lines (of course the TERMiNAL-flag is true when 
the specified conditions of NEWCROP are true): 
340 
350 
IF (TERMINAL) THEN 
CALL STOP_SELF 
4.2.6. Output 
The legitimate place for output of your module is here. At this point state and rate values be-
long to the same time step. Internal output routines write values to the output file ROTASK.OUT. 
The FSE-driver also creates a binary file that can be used with the application TTUTIL (Rappoldt 
































Note that the output command for single variables (OUTDAT; line 370-380) have fixed values for 
the first (2) and second (0) argument. The third argument holds the variable name that will 
appear in the output file, and the fourth argument holds the value of the module variable 
that will be written to the output file. 
The output command for array variables (OUTARR; line 390-400) differs slightly: the first argu-
ment holds the variable name that will appear in the output file. The second argument holds 
the values of the module variables that will be written to the output file. The third and fourth 
argument indicate the array length, in this case from element 1 to NL (the number of layers). 
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4.2.7. Do_states 
The section for state calculation is executed after the output section. Here we stand at the be-
ginning of a new time step, as the FSE-driver added DELT to the elapsing time just before this 
section. In fact nothing else than Euler integration takes place over time step DELT. Euler inte-
gration is adding the value of the rate variable to the value of the state variable. In the exam-
ple of line 420, STATE stands for every state variable in the module. The same is true for RATE. In 
the NEWCROP-module all other variables must be added between line 420 and line 430. 
410 ELSE IF (NEW_TASK.EQ.'DO_STATES') THEN 
420 STATE = STATE + (RATE*DELT) 
4.2.8. Terminate 
The terminal section of the module contains the source code that is executed when the mod-
ule is ordered to stop (by itself: CALL STOP_SELF or by another module: CALL STOP_MODULE 
(NEWCROP). Here as an example, the 'plough'-module is called. But in the same way, some other 
commands might be executed here. 
430 ELSE IF (NEW.TASK.EQ.'TERMINATE') THEN 
440 CALL START_MODULE(PLOUGH) 
4.2.9. Internal sequence check 
The module started with the first iF-statement (line 080), followed by ELSE iF-statements for the 
tasks START?, INITIALIZE, DO_RATES, OUTPUT, DO.STATES and TERMINATE. To close these serie of tasks, 
the following lines are inserted: 
450 ELSE 
460 CALL ERROR ('NEWCROP','WRONG NEW_TASK') 
470 ENDIF 
480 OLD_TASK = NEW_TASK 
490 RETURN 
500 END 
4.3. Input files 
If the NEWCROP-module is written in the right format (chapter 4.2), it has to be compiled by a 
FORTRAN compiler, and linked to the other modules by a FORTRAN linker. After this is done, 
the FSE-driver has to be notified that an extra module is running along. Therefore, the content 
of several data files must be changed. This will be explained In the following paragraphs wi th 
the same example for a new module (NEWCROP) as in chapter 4.2. 
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4.3.1. TlMER.DAT 
The name of the newcrop-module must be added to the list of modules that run along in 
ROTASK 1.0. This list is stated at the top of the timer data file (TIMER.DAT; annex [B14]). The top 
of the timer-file is pictured in Figure 10 and shows two variable names: MOD_LIST and 
START_MODULES. 
The sequence of the names is very important here! 
It determines the sequence in which the FSE-driver will call the modules in a time-step. Crop 
modules are grouped together in the middle of the list. The NEWCROP module is inserted be-
tween the POTATO and the WHEAT module. 
Figure 10. Example of module lists in data file TIMER.DAT. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* TIMER.DAT for ROTASK 1.C * 
« A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * 
* Required call sequence of the modules 
MODJ.IST = 'WEATHERVMANVPOTATO*, 'NEWCROP','WHEAT','DRSAHE','SOM' 
* List of modules to be started (sequence is not important here) 
START_MODULES = 'WEATHER','MAN','DRSAHE','SOM' 
The second variable name (START_MODULES) has a list of modules that will be started when 
ROTASK 1.0 is launched. None of the crop modules will be started immediately. This is done in 
the management data file. 
4.3.2. MANAGE.DAT 
To start the NEWCROP module at a certain date, its crop code must be inserted in the manage-
ment file MANAGE.DAT (annex [B12]). As an example (Figure 11), code number 250 will be used 
for NEWCROP. This is the last datafile to change. In the next chapter (4.4) will be explained how 
ROTASK 1.0 will recognize the new module. 
In order to use the reduction factor on light use efficiency for the NEWCROP-module, two tables 
must be adapted in the management file. The first table handles self-tolerance (Figure 12). The 
new item (TOLNEW) is added in bold. If no self-tolerant effects are present, or are not known, 
the whole line contains 1.00-values. Otherwise, insert the correction factors for light use effi-
ciency in the 1", 2nd, 3rd, to the 7* year after the reference year. 
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220 Spring wheat 
225 Winter wheat 
230 Grass 














Figure 12. Self-tolerance specification table in the management file MANAGE.DAT. 





TOLPEA = 0.62, 
TOLPTA = 0.75, 
TOLPTB = 0.40, 
TOLSBA = 0.52, 





























































! New crop 
!Pea 
! Potato 
! idem without f urn 
! Sugar beet 
! idem without f urn 
! Wheat 
* 
The same goes for the effects of other crops on the light use efficiency of NEWCROP. Again, if 
the possible effects are not deteremined, it is most safe to enter the value 1.00. See Figure 13 
for this rotation table. The values for NEWCROP are printed in bold. 
4.4. Fortran files 
Adaption of the files MAN.FOR and ROTASK.FOR is remaining. In these files the crop code number 
has to be recognized in order to start the new module NEWCROP. After the adaption of these 
files, they must be compiled and linked again. 
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Figure 13. Rotation specification table in the management file MANAGE.DAT. 
* Tolerance for former crops in rotation schedule 
GRASS 
ROTGRA= 0.000, 
ROTMAI = 0.850, 
ROTPEA= 1.000, 
ROTPOT= 1.000, 






































4 . 4 . 1 . ROTASK.FOR 
The lines that should be added in ROTASK.FOR must be inserted in the subroutine MODULE_SELECT. 
This subroutine calls the various subroutines in ROTASK 1.0 (annex [A13]), so the newcrop-
module must be added. Just insert the following lines in the right section: 
ELSE IF (MODULE.EQ.'NEWCROP') THEN 
CALL NEWCROP (NEWJTASK) 
4.4.2. MAN.FOR 
New data variables are declared in the source code of the management module (MANAGE.FOR; 
annex [A12])). This is done in the first section of the program. The array size depends on the 
number of crops (#CROPS) described in the rotation table in the management data file (see Fig-
ure 12 and Figure 13): 
REAL ROTNEW(#CROPS), TOLNEW(#CROPS) 
After the declaration, they are read from the managemant data file (MANAGE.DAT) in the INI-
TIALIZE section: 
CALLRDAREA ('ROTNEW', ROTNEW, #CROPS , INROT ) 
CALLRDAREA ('TOLNEW', TOLNEW, #CROPS , INTOL ) 
In the RATE-section two lines must be added in the place where the self-tolerance effect is 
evaluated: 
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ELSE IF ((NCROP(RCROP).EQ.'NEWCROP') THEN 
TOL=TOLNEW(LASTIL) 
Former crop growth effects are described by the ROT-variable. The line to determine the for-
mer crop on the field looks like: 
IF ((NCROP(LASTCRP).EQ.'NEWCROP') NROT=#PLACE 
This line is inserted in the first part of the section after the self-tolerance evaluation. In the ex-
ample, #PLACE is the number of NEW-items in the management dataf ile. To determine the value 
for ROT, two lines must be added in the following section: 
ELSE IF (NCROP(RCROP).EQ.'NEWCROP') THEN 
ROT=ROTNEW(NROT) 
Furthermore, a few lines have to be added in the subroutine SUBSOW. This subroutine assigns 
the right crop data file name to the variable FILEI3. This variable is stored in the internal data-
base, where it wil l be read by the concurrent crop module. The lines to add in the source code 
are: 
ELSE IF (CRPNMB.EQ.250) THEN 
FILEl3='NEWCROP.DAT' 
At this point, the FORTRAN files ROTASK.FOR and MAN.FOR must be compiled and linked together 
to form ROTASK.EXE. 
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5. Examples for calibrating ROTASK 1.0 
ROTASK 1.0 consists of various submodules for crop growth and other agricultural processes. 
Most incorporated modules which simulate these processes are calibrated and validated before 
they are used within ROTASK 1.0, but as ROTASK 1.0 superimposes a water balance (DRSAHE) 
and a soil organic matter balance (SOM) which influence the environment for other submod-
ules, calibration might be necessary again for the integrated model. This is valid for each sub-
module that will be attached. 
• Calibration and validation remains a compulsory exercise whenever a new sub-
module is incorporated in ROTASK 1.0 
As examples of some calibration tests three cases under Dutch circumstances will be discussed. 
The first (5.1) handles the water balance (DRSAHE) and nitrogen dynamics. The second (5.2) pre-
sents some results on soil organic matter development after organic applications. The third 
case (5.3) is an example of the growth of winter wheat and potatoes in succeeding years. 
The last paragraph (5.4) hands some suggestions of rotation trials that might be used as cali-
bration or validation exercises for other submodules. 
5.1. Water balance and nitrogen dynamics 
5.1.1. Trial 'De Bouwing' 1982-1984 
The water balance module DRSAHE was tested on data from the experimental farm De Bouwing 
as described by Groot (1987). De Bouwing is an experimental farm of the DLO Research Insti-
tute for Agrobiology and Soil Fertility (AB-DLO) in The Netherlands. Three extensive field ex-
periments were done, aiming to obtain reliable data sets on crop growth, crop development 
and nitrogen distribution in crop and soil with different nitrogen treatments. 
5.1.2. Settings and data records 
The trials were located in The Netherlands (Randwijk 51° 57' N, 05° 45' E) on a clay soil (60% 
silt). Bulk density (g cm'3) of the soil layers was determined before the experiment started. 
Ammonium and nitrate (kg ha'1) and volumetric water content (cm1100 cm'3) in the soil layers 
0-30 cm, 30-60 cm and 60-100 cm were recorded at 14-day intervals. 
5.1.3. Results 
ROTASK 1.0 enables the user to define soil layers by assigning specific soil types to soil layers. 
These soil types can be found in the top section of the soil data file (annex [B11]). 
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Figure 14 shows that the assigned soil type for the experimental field at De Bouwing had 
lower water holding capacities than the actually measured values. The initial circumstances 
with regard to the volumetric water content might be simulated more accurately if the cus-
tom-define option is used in the soil data file instead of the soil-assign option. The develop-
ment of the volumetric water content is simulated fairly well in both layers, especially in peri-
ods with high dynamics. 
The simulation of mineral nitrogen dynamics in the soil profile (Figure 15) shows that too 
much nitrogen leaves the profile in comparison to the actual measurements. This might be due 
to the common flaw in all tipping-bucket based water balances, as in this approach drained 
soil water can never re-enter the upper layer by capillary rise, which is quite a normal process, 
especially in heavier soils. 
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Figure 14. Deve'opment of volumetric soil moisture content (cm' cm1) in soil layers 0-30 and 30-60 cm. 
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Figure 15. Mineral nitrogen (kg ha ') in total profile and in soil layer 0-30 cm. 
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5.2. Organic applications 
5.2.1. Trial 'De Lovinkhoeve' IB0010 1946-1993 
Field experiment IB0010 lasted almost 50 years and was conducted from 1946 to 1993 on field 
number 14,15 and 16 of the Lovinkhoeve (Van de Riet, 1996). The trial was set up to deter-
mine the influence of Farm Yard Manure (FYM) applications on crop quality and quantity. 
From 1958 on, the crops were grown in a more or less fixed rotation: sugar beet - barley - po-
tatoes - winter wheat. 
5.2.2. Settings and data records 
De Lovinkhoeve is an experimental farm of the DLO Research Institute for Agrobiology and 
Soil Fertility (AB-DLO) and is located in Flevoland (The Netherlands, Marknesse). The polders 
were reclaimed from the Usselmeer in 1942 and the soils can be characterized as loam-clay soils 
(Vos eta/., 1993). 
Data are written down in yearly reports and stored in the AB-DLO archive in Haren (Gr.). All 
management practices were recorded with their execution date. Crop quality parameters were 
recorded at two-week intervals. Soil and soil organic matter data were recorded once or twice 
a year. These measurements concerned mineral nitrogen (NH4* and N03") and humus concen-
trations per soil layer. Applied organic fertilizers were analyzed for dry matter content, ash, 
total nitrogen, PjO,, K20, CaO, MgO, Na20, organic matter, CaCO, and pH. Recorded data on 
crop parameters (see below) varied with the crop species. Crop parameters were taken at the 
end of the growing season. 
Sugar beet 
Recorded parameters: cultivar, row distance, sowing date, emergence date, harvest date, yield, 
sugar content, K concentration, Na concentration, and sugar extraction index. 
Barley 
Recorded parameters: cultivar, row distance, seed quantity, planting date, emergence date, 
harvest date, and yield. 
Potatoes 
Recorded parameters: cultivar, row distance, planting date, emergence date, harvest date, 
yield, starch content, N concentration in tuber, and percentage tubers > 55 mm. 
Winter wheat 
Recorded parameters: cultivar, row distance, seed quantity, sowing date, emergence date, har-
vest date, and yield. 
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5.2.3. Results 
Figure 16 only shows the simulation results for the organic matter dynamics and the develop-
ment of carbon (weight%) in the plough layer (0-20 cm). Crop performance was also simulated 
under these circumstances and the results are presented in chapter 5.3. 
For the simulation model, the applied Farm Yard Manure was specified by the following char-
acteristics: carbon fraction (7.5%), nitrogen fraction (0.61%) and C/N ratio (12.3). 
The applications of 201 ha"' Farm Yard Manure every 2 years kept the carbon weight% in the 
plough layer at a constant level. The absence of organic matter applications resulted in de-
creasing organic matter contents in the plough layer. This is also true for the simulation results 
(Figure 16). 
Organic Matter dynamics 
Plough layer (0-20 cm) 
_ No applications 
. . Appfcations 
) 1 2 3 
Thousands 
Days since 1 Jan 1978 
Figure 16. Organic matter dynamics in the plough layer after applications of 0 and 201 ha ' every 2 
years in trial IB0010 at De Lovinkhoeve. 
5.3. Winter wheat - potato rotation 
The trial mentioned in chapter 5.2 was also used to simulate a crop rotation of potato and 
winter wheat in succeeding years. An example of a management file can be found in annex 
[B12]. In this file all management practices are translated and placed in the right format for 
ROT ASK 1.0, so that they wil l be performed in the right time and order. After simulation, 
ROTASK 1.0 created the management log file MANAGEOO.LOG (annex [C10]) in which all actually 
performed tasks are recorded. 
5.3.1 Results 
Figure 17 shows the simulated results for tuber and grain dry matter production in trial IB0010. 
The file MANAG00.LOG (annex [C10]) states that the growth of winter wheat in 1979 is reduced 
by 2% because of the rotation effect of potato. In 1983 after 2 years fallow, ROTASK 1.0 noted 
that the soil had not been treated against nematodes, and an extra decline in potato growth 
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was introduced (13% reduction). Winter wheat growth in 1984 was reduced by 2% because of 
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Figure 17. Tuber and grain production in potato-wheat-fallow rotation as simulated by ROTASK 1.0. 
5.4. Suggestions for calibration and validation 
Besides the experiments mentioned in chapters 5.1 to 5.3, the following experiment may also 
be interesting for calibration or validation. 
5.4.1. Crop rotation experiment FH 82 
Crop rotation experiment FH 82 was carried out by the Proefstation voor de Akkerbouw en de 
Groenteteelt in de Vollegrond (PAGV). In 1976 the experiment was laid out on a marine cal-
careous sandy loam in Kloosterburen, in the northern part of The Netherlands. Until 1988 sev-
eral rotation strategies were performed with seed potatoes, sugar beet and winter wheat. The 
rotation strategies were analyzed for the influence of the cropping frequency on soil fertility 
and crop productivity (Floot etat., 1992). 
Three cropping patterns were compared: a four-course crop rotation with: winter wheat -
sugar beet - winter wheat (+ green manure) - potatoes, a three-course crop rotation with: 
sugar beet - winter wheat (+ green manure) - potatoes and a two-course crop-rotation with: 
sugar beet - potatoes. 
5.4.2. Crop rotation experiments 'De Schreef' 
De Schreef is another experimental farm of the Proefstation voor de Akkerbouw en de Groen-
teteelt in de Vollegrond (PAGV) in The Netherlands. In 30 years of its existence, lots of rotation 
experiments were executed and described in various reports. Some trials that focussed on the 
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ROTASK 1.0 Output files 
Auxiliary data 
AUXIL.FOR ANNEXAI 0-1 
SUBKOUTTHi MAJOKXM I I W . T M K I 
C H M A C T B * C ) NB**_TASK 
U U , AVTMP. B F A . OANNA.LAfiDA.SW, SLOPS. THNN.TMMX 
RlLABDA • 2 4 S 4 - ) 
PAAAMBTER(GAMMA • 0 6 5 8 ) 
CALL a s m ('ML' . KL \ 
C A L L carrsnp ( ' w - n a - , R U W ) 
CALL O R B » I R O W D I S ' . ROMDISI 
C A L L CBTSW r r m u t c ' , R T F E A C J 
CALL a r r S W ('ITMOBD' , M D » ) 
CALL OKTBHP ( 'SOMDE»'. S O M » ) 
CALL CATSUP ( - B r a n , - , SFftTL ) 
CALL C m U t P ('DKPTH' , DOTH , 
CALL C H M T ('MOOn" , K W « ? , 
C A L L OBTTABF e m u » - . m m . 
C A L L G c x w p c u m ' . m m , 
CALL GBTAAP CTRL' , TKL 
CALL OBTATS ('HCLOT' , HCLOT . 














Xaltlallaa toot oBaxaatariatlas wm lapar 
DO 10 I - l . M L 
ALItV(I) • 0 . 
LKV(X) - 0 
KWH) - 0 . 
WORTH» - 0 
MRTLAX(II> 0 . 
carrmuB 
LABDA - 0 . 
LNULLI- 0 . 
TKTL « 0 . 
WRT - 0 . 
RD - SONDEP.RLINI 
M t i a d M t l « ot oow layor 
DO 20 1*1,NL 
LOWLIM * D 8 P T R ( I I * 0 . 5 * T K L ( I 







IF (NBWjrASKBQ.'DO_RATB5' THEN 
- O o t v u l « h l M I 
CALL GBTSTSI THMH' , TMHN ) 
CALL GSTSTSCTMMX' . TMKX ) 
CALL GCTSTSCKDO- , REO ) 
AVTMP • (TJMHTJMX) /2 . 
SV? - 6 1 0 S M ' E X P U 7 )24*1*AVTHP/(AVTMP*211 1 0 2 1 ) 
SLOP! . 4 1 2 5 . 1 ' SVP / (AVTMP*21I 1 0 2 > " 2 
H U P - 0 . 6 S * (SLOPI / (SLOPt+CAHWAM * ADD/ LABDA 
CALL PUTSTSj 'AVTMP' 
CALL PUTSTSI EEEF 
CALL PUTSI I 'IOUT' 
CALL PUTSI { ' I N ' 
CALL PUTSTSl'RD' 
CALL PUTSTSI 'WRT' 
EL5S I F (K»„TASK.BQ. •DO_AATtS-| 





( ' O W 
CIOOT' 
('DT* 
CALL CBTSI ( 'KL' 
CALL OSTSTSMI'REH' 
CALL GBTATS ('RBLHQ' 
CALL CBTATS ( 'SOILTP' , SOILTP, ML 
IRELMQ) 
ISOLTP) 
L l r i a » w o t o o a o l t r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
C/m r a t i o 4 a a 4 r a a t « « B _ e 
T i a o a t a » o f l a » ^ H t l f l » 
D o p t * o f a l a d l o ©« M i l I n « 
Domta r a t « r o o t « * • _ > * 
a n w t k r a t a r o o t * * • _ » • h a 
L a y a c w i t * r o o t t o p a 
m 4 - 1 
•1 4 - 1 
RKft-RKR*LINT{RKRBR. IRKRER. RELWQl IM) ) 
I P (RD+RER CT DEPTHIINCO .5*TKL(INI ) TKBH 




DO 40 1*1.NL 
IF U W r r . C T 0 . ) .AND. (DftT.CT.0 . > I THEN 
WORT[I(>(WRTLAYII)/WRT)*DRT 
CMDRT « CCRT/NCRT 
ELSE 
HDRT(I)> 0 . 
ENDIF 
IBBjBBJBBJ 
CALL POTSRPI'CNDRT' , CMDRT ) 
CALL PUTATSCMDRT' . MDRT , KL I 
ELSE I F (NEW_TA5K.BQ.'DO_STATES-| THBN 
MoLotat « t c o o t * (ka_DM * * - i ) 
MRT- tNTGRLIWRT. CKT-DRT, DtXT) 
B n n t l a a 4 a p t h ( o a ) 
RD - ornatLfRD . w t , DELT» 
DoAazMLnat loa o f l a y a x w i t h r o o t s (IM) 
DO SO I - l . M L 
UPLXM - DSPTHlI l -O S ' T K U I i 
LOWLIM - D B F T H I I I ' O . S ' T X L I I ) 
I F I ( R O C T O P L m i AMD. I RD. LB. LOWLIM! > 




SUEACCTTNB RTDBNS (MBPJJTASE) 
CMAIUVCTBR't'l HWJTASK 
INTBCBP I .IDBPTK.LM.DBOlrr.ICOT.IRBLPlB.IAWPJR.IRTRB». ISOLTP. ITBS 
INTEGER TTItL. IMCLQT, IKCWP.KL 
PARAMETER ! ITBS - S | 
REAL CCTTT, C J « r r , DELT. Dlrr.GBT. LABDA. L W U T I J . U ^ 
REAL MOtTI,RD.RER.RLJ3n.RapCIS,FTFRAC,RMOP^,SOMCaT.SPlrrL,TRTT. 
REAL UPLDI.aTDMAl.tBtT.ZXH 
REAL ALRV ( ITBS i , DEPTH IITBS ) ,LRV(ITBS| .MMXRTt«) .RBLMQdTBS) 
REAL RNJUSP(IS) . RTRER 11(1 . RM( ITBS I .SOILTP (ITBS) , TEL I ITBS' 
REAL MCLQT<rrH) .MCMP(ITBS) . WDPTI ITBS) . WBTLAY I ITBS I 
REAL IMTCRL.LIMT 
OAT» ZBOTXaLXBArn« 
I P INBWJTASK EQ ' I N I T I A L I Z E ' ; TKBN 
O a t v u i A b l « f r o » O a a a f a a L o a t l o » I 
CALL GETSRP I'CCRT' , CCRT I 
CALL GtTSRP <*DBLT' , DBLT ) 
CALL GBTSRP ['MCBTI' , MCRTI ) 
— C a l e a l a t l o a o f a a r l a o a t a l r o o t w i a t a p a t 
WIDMAX - RWORD'RD 
DO 7 0 I - I O U T . I N - 1 
RWHt - WTDMAX'SORTI I RD-DEPTH ( I ) ) / IRD-
I F I R W d l OT (ROMDIS/2-1 ) RM(I) > ROMDIS/2 
CONTINUE 
ZIN » R D - l D B P T H ( I N l - 0 . 5 * T I C L ( I l t n 
RM(DI) - WDM«*SORT(ZIM/fRD-SOWDEP! I 
• - - D a t a c a a a a t L o B o f r o o t d a a a l t l a a ( o a r o o t / o a J a o t l ] 
LABDA <car-l) U a ftoath o u r a t o a t f o c a a l o a l a t l a n 
LaTBLLZ ( o a r o o t / o a S » o i l J 
TRTL » 0 . 
DO SO I-IOUT.EH 
LABDA - - (LOCI1 -RTFRACi1/[RD-SOMDEP) 
LNULLI - 1 E-}M4BT*SP*TVLABDA 
UPLIM * DEPTHHi -0 S*TKL(II 
LOWLIM - DEPTHtl j .O S 'TRXIH 
f o a r a a a s i a l l l t l o s i l o y o r a l t a / w i t a o n t a a a o « ( 
r o o t « y o a / a a L a l a a t l a p a s ( M ) 
I F l i l . B D IOUT) AMD. { I . B O I N ) ) THEN 
UN il) - - ( (LNDUa/LABDA) ' (EX»( -LABDA' lRD- . 
EXP I -LABDA" ISOfaTBTP-SOMDBP) ) ) I /TKLII 
ELSE I F l l I . M B I M ) A M D . ( 1 M B IOUTII THBN 
U t V ( I ) - - ((LMDLU/LABDAJMBX7(-LABDAMLOMLDI-
E » { - L A B D A * ( U P U I 4 - S O W D B P I I ) ) / T R L ( I I 
ELSE I F ( ( I BD.LM) .AMD. ( I MBIOUT) I TKBN 
LRVH) . - l ( I A t T L U / L A B m ) M B T P ( - L A B r A * ( R D - i 
EXPt-LABDA*(UiT.D»-SOMDBTlI I ) / T K L I I ! 
ELSE I F ( I I BQ-IOOTI AMD. ( I . N B LTD ) THBN 
LRV(I) • - ( I LNULLI/LABDAI *IEXP(-LABDA*ILOMLIM-
AUXIL.FOR ANNEXAI 0-2 
ALRV(I) - LRVU)*ROWDIS/<2 *RNU) ) 
TETL - TETL* ( L E V U ) * T B L d l ) 




l a y a r < a » _ « l * • - ! l * p « * - l ) - - " • i a a t o c r o o t » | 
DO 90 I - l . M L 
I P (TETL.CT 0 ) THEN 
W T U Ï I I ) . WRT*1LEVUI*TKL(II/TRTL) 
mm 
WBTLAYd)« 0 . 
BNDIF 
CONTINUE 
» la« l a c i — m l c a t i o n r t î r i T 
CALL PUTATS C S O I L T P ' , SOILTP. ML I 
• - • t o r « M T U U M t a Ooj 
CALL PUTSI ( ' IOUT' 






: I P (N LTASKBQ.'HARVEST'I THEN 
RD - 0 . 
WRT • 0 . 
DO 1 0 0 I - l . N L 
LAV ( I t - 0 . 
worm) • o. 
CONTINUE 
ELSE IF (NBW.TASE.BQ.'OUTPUT'I THEN 
CALL OUTDATI 2 . 0 . 'RD' . RD 
CALL OUTMT( 2. 0 . . 'NET' . WET 
CALX OUTAREi'LEV' , LBV , I 
CALL OUTAMCHDKT' , MCBT , 1 
AB-OIC, PO SOK U P , » 7 5 0 AC 
l* J o u i 1PP« 
t a l " — k w t I a a « » 1 — l « t — 
« * 4 s o i l p o i n t o f v l a w . 
r a t * trcm c r o p 
, I B ^ l A l t , T - t l M > 
• O i l p o i n t W Vl«W 1 
i b a - 1 4 - 1 
• a * - l 4 - 1 
i a a - 1 4 - 1 
SUBROUTINE TRANS INEN_TASK1 
I , I D E P T H , I N . I O U T , I P R O O , I P T B . ITEL,IWCPC 
IWCLQT,IWCWP.NL 
C7fP^«,CRPP.DWRED.DOY,ERKP. FRAC. KDF. LAI 
V. PTRANCPTRANE.RD.SOWDEP.TRDAY TRANKT 
TRANEP,VSMPC,VSMWP,VSMCE 
TRTL,WRT.DEPTH<5>,LRV(5), PTB < 8 I ,TKL(5> 
T R L A Y { S ) , N C F C I 5 ( , N C W ( 5 ) ,WCLQT(5) 









IP (NBWTASE.EQ.• INITIALIZE'I THEN 
CALL CETSBPf 'CBPP' , CBPP | 
CALL GETSI { ' IOUT' . IOUT I 
CALL GETSI r r P B O O 1 . IPROD ) 
CALL OSTSItPr KOT' . KEP ) 
CALL GETSI ( ' N L ' . ML t 
CALL OBTSEPI 'i 
CALL (2STABP<'DEPTH' 
CALL GETARP('TEX' . TEL 
CALL CVIMtPCHCTC' , HCPC 




l o i t U l i — n t * a 
•WEED - 1 
TRANS P - 0 
DO 10 I - l . N L 
T B L A Y d l « 0 . 
CONTINUE 
CALL PUTSTS " DWRKD ' . DHRBD I 
CALL PUTSTF 'TEAMSP', TRANSPi 
CALL PUTA-.JCTELAJf' , TMLAY , NL 
ELSE IF (NBW.TASE.EQ ' [ » . R A T E S ' ) THEN 
SUBROUTINE SOL TMP INEWTASEJ 
CHARACTBB'f' 
INTEGER DAY. I , U . ILAGilO) , INIDAY, ISTART.NL 
REAL AVTMP . DOY , SUMTMP 
REAL S O I L T P l S t . T M P A I 3 6 6 ) . T M P B l l O l l 
CALL GBTSTS ( 
CALL GBTSTS { 
CALL GETSI 
CALL GETSI < 
CALL GBTSTSM 
CALL GETSI 
CALL GETARP < 
CALL GETSTS 1 
CALL GETARP ( 
CALL GSTATS ' 
CALL GETARP ( 
P o t a a t l a l t r » 
'DOY' 
•BREF-
• M ' 
'IOUT' 







M p l n t l 
, DOY 
. EREF 

















, IPTB I 
. ITEL ) 
. IMCXQT) 
. IWCWP 1 
4 - 1 ) f r o « 
DATA »TTXALIEATZOM 
«SaW 
PTRANC-BBBF'CRPF'd . -BXPI-KDF'LAJ) ) / ( l . -BXP( -KDF'3 . ) J 
I F (IPROD BO 1) THBN 
TRANSP-PTRANC 
DO 20 I - l . N L 
T R L A Y ( I ) . 0 
CONTINUE 
1-
• 1 . 
I P (NEN_TASK BQ "INTTTAXIZB') THEN 
DATA I L A C V 1 . 4 . » , I S , 2 « , 3 i , 5 2 , 4 i , 1 4 , 1 0 0 / 
DAY-0 
ELSE I F (NEM.TASK.BQ -DO_RATES'I THBN 
I F (DOY BQ 1 I DAY-0 
-9mt i n i t a M o o a d l t l o a « f r o m Coamni c a t i o n Mai 
CALL GBTSTS I 'AVTMP',AVTMP ) 
i d a l l y I a i i M i l m ( d a g x a a s C i l i i u l 
DAY - DAY + 1 
TNPA(DAY) - AVTNP 
IF DOY CT 182) TMPB(DAY-li2)-AVTMP 
• b a a t a « 4 a l a y l a « 
a « « a l s t a a p i 
DO 1 0 . I = l . M L 
IP I ILAG(I ) B O D TMP 
SOILTPII l - AVTMP 
C a l c a l a t « 
P a r d a y « p r i o r t a i n i t i a l i s a t i o n , »• 
t a a p a c a t a r a a a r a n o t « v a l l a b l i 
at a l l » o i l i i a j u t a i a i a t UM> m 
la —•< ta «a t a i l to taa a i r 
' - KAXIDAY-ILAGdl * 1 . 1) 
INIDAY - M A E d X a G U J - D A Y . O ) 
- P o t e n t i a l t r a a a p l r a t i o a r a t « ( o a b a - l d - l ) f r o » SOU. p o i n t o f 
v i « v 
FRAC - 0 
PTRANS-0 
VSMPC - 0 
VSMHP - 0 . 
P •XIMTfPTB,IPTB.EEEFI 
DO 30 I - l . N L 
I F ( I D E P T H l I i - 0 S ' T K L I I I j OT RD) GOTO 30 
I P l E D . G E . < D B P T H d ) * 0 . 5 ' T E X d H I THEN 
FBAC-1 
ELJE IF ( R D . L T . ( D B P T H I I ) * 0 S ' T E L I I ) ) I THBN 
I P f I . B Q IOUT) THEN 
PBAC-(RD-SCMDEP)/TEL(I) 
ELSE 
FRAC-(RD-I DEPTH 1 1 ] - 0 5 ' T E L ( I ) ) ) / T K L < I ) 
BNDIF 
ENDIF 




C r i t i c a l « a l l a a l a t a r « o n a t a a t 
VSMCE -( l . -PI*IVSMPC-VSM*#Pl.VSMMP 
TRANEF-LDtlTfO .1 . . (PTRANS-VSMNP)/ iVSMCE-VSNMP)) 
p o t — t l a l t r a a a p l r a t l a a r a t « C r é a am h « - l 4 - 1 t o a s h a - 1 4 - 1 
PTKAMS-PTRANS'CMTONM 
t r a a a a l r a t i o » r a t a <aa a a - 1 4 - 1 ) i a « l i l a a a mt • ! • • • « a i 
TEAMSP - KIN' PTRANC. PTRAHS i 
[ • d a o t l s a C a o t o r ( - ) i f t r a a a p l r m t l a a l a « o i l a a l a t a x « 
r a a t r l a t a d 
I P (T 1 . 
AUXIL.FOR ANNEXAI 0-3 
- - C h e c k i f t h a r « i e r o o t l e n g t h ( c a h a - 1 ) I n t b « « o i l p r o f i l « 
CALL GETSTSMI ' TRTL ' , TRTL - 1 I 
CALL CETSTSMi 'WRT' . WRT 0 . I 
CALL GETATSMI'LRV' . LRV , NL . ILRV , 0 ) 
TRDAY-TRANSP 
1
 l a e r o p l i m i t e d , t x a n e p i r a t i o n n t i p e r » o i l l a y « 
( M I h a - l d - l ) l e p r o p o r t i o n a l l y w i t h r o o t l e n g t h p a x L a y e r 
I « h * - D 
I F (TRANSP.EQPTRANC) TOEN 
DO «0 I - l . N L 
IF { ( I . L T . I O U T t OR (I GT.INII THEN 
TRLAY(I)a 0 . 
ELSE 
IF (WRT EQ.0 ) THEN 
TRLAY(I)« (ONI l l . - P ) •MAXIWCLQTII)-WCWP(I) , 0 . ) 
*CMTcati*TKLlI].TRANSP) 
ELSE 
FRAC - L R V U I ' T K L ( I ) / T R T L 
TRLAY(I)« PRAC'TRDAY 





TRTL «TRTL-TKLUI'LRVII ) 
CONTINUE 
1
 l a « o i l / r o o t l l M i t a d , t r a n a p l r a t l o n r a t a p a r » o i l 
l a y a r (am h a - 1 d - l ) agjuala t h e d i f f e r e n c e b e t w e e n F i e l d Capa-
c i t y <pF 4 . 2 ) a n d W i l t i n g P o i n t (pF 3 . 0 ) I n r o o t z o n a . M u l t i -
p l i e d b y [ l - d e p l e t i o n f a c t o r ) 
ELSE IF (TRANSP EQ.PTRANS) THEN 
DO 50 I a l . N L 
I F H I . L T . I O U T ) . O R . ( I . G T . I N I . O R . I L R V I I » . E Q . 0 . ) ) THEN 
TRLAY(I) - 0 . 
IF (RD GE ( D B P T H I I ) * 0 . 5 - T K L ( I ) I I THEN 
TRLAY (I)-HIN(TRDAY, (1 --PI*HAX(WCLOTII)-WCWP(I) . 
0 . ) 'TRXUt'CWrOMMI 
ELSE 
TRLAY(I)-MIN(TRDAY.Il -P)*MAX(WCLQTII)-WCWPII),0. 






r o o t d i s t r i b u t i o n o u a o i l « s t a r u p t a k e r e s u l t « i n 
DWRXD, t h a « - » a c t u a l t r a n a p l r a t l o n r a d u c t i o a f a c t o r ( - ) 
I F ( T R D A Y . G T . l . E - S ) THEN 





- S t o r t v a r i a b l e s i n C o m m u n i c a t i o n 
CALL PUTSTSI' DWRED' . DWRED I 
CALL PUTSTS('TRANRF', TRANRFl 
CALL PUTSTS('TRANSP1 . TRANSP) 




DRSAHE.FOR ANNEXAI 1-1 
D a n i e l T U K r u a l i n g e u 
D a t « i l ^ t a b « l t » 5 
V u i l o n i 1 . 4 
P u r p o s e i T i p p i n g b u c k e t u n t e r b a l a n ç a r o u t i n e 
{ I - I n p u t , o - o u t p u t . ei 
t y p « — ning 
i t r o l , D J t a i n l t , T - t i i 
u n i t « 
1 . C M I I I « e n d 
Medluw. f i t » «end 
« t r o l 
u i 14 d t f w l B M a c t i o n o f r o u t i n e 
t o ba u « * d , • • • ( i l * u e e g e h a l o -
l f o r I X » FILS 
• 0 , n o l o g ( i l * i « u a e d o r aaa^auod t o e u i a t 
> 0 , « r r o r » m i a « i « r « w r i t t e n t o l o o ' t l * 
r i L I B C* M M o f f i l e w i t h « o l l d a t a 
i d e c l a r e d I n c a l l i n g t > i o g t « 
C . I 
I B . C . I 
I B . C . I 
t l a M v a r i a b l e * 
TTJal M « L n u l a t l o n « l a w 
r«LT Ré t i n e « t a p 
OUTPUT L-4 r i e g t o i n d i e n t « I f o u t p u t * n o u l d b « c 
l i e i n p u t 
•VSC K4 p o t e n t i a l m p o c t t l o o r a t a 
i n u a M I r r i g a t i o n r a t « 
• t a » Ba r a i n f a l l r a t « 
TKLAY R* a c t u a l t r a n w p i r a t i o n r a t « p a r l a y a r 
( « v a i l u b l « a f t e r I n i t i a l c a l l ) 
KL 1« l a n e i i l o f l a y e r « « p e c l f l e d I n I n p u t t i l « 
TRUt U t b i e t e n — a o f « o i l c o n p « r t n e n t « • 
MCMB M v o l u m e t r i c w a t e r c o n t e n t a i r d r y 
wcwrr. M v o l u n e t r l c e n t e r c o n t a n t a t « i l t l n g p o i n t ; 
wCTOt U v o l u u n t t x l e e n t e r c o n t e n t a t f i e l d c a p a c i t y -
MCVTX M r o l i a e t r i c n e t t e r c o n t a n t a t s a t u r a t i o n 
i o u t p u t 
•VaW »4 a c t u a l ( r e a l i a a d ) e v a p o r a t i o n r a t e 
rUBQT *4 l a y e r b o u n d a r y f l a x e n ( r e t e n ) 
«CLOT R4 TOlunetrlc n o i l e n t e r c o o t « « p e r l a y e r 
c e a n v l a t e d , d e r i v e d a n d h e l p v e r i a b l e « 
a u J C V U L u e a i l a t l v e d r a i n « « « b y d r a i n a 
• v a w c u R4 i a n l i l I n e v a p o r a t i o n 
IkTLCTJ *4 c u u u l e t l v e I n f i l t r a t i o n 
4 i a — l i l I i i t r a n a p l r n t l o B 
4 i — l i l i T I r i f l u x f o r a n o n l a y e r b o u n d a r y 
1 1 . F i n n « a n d y la . 
12. U i t loan 
1 3 . Loan 
1 4 . S a n d y c l a y l o 
1 5 . S i l t y c l a y l a 
1C. C l a y l o a n 
1 7 . L i g h t c l a y 
I I . s l l t y c l a y 
I f . l e a v y c l a y 
2 0 . F e e t 
'0 0 8 5 3 . 0 . 0 4 S 0 . 0 . 0 3 * 6 . 0 . 0 2 5 5 . 0 . 0 1 3 5 . 
0 0 1 5 3 . 0 . 0 2 4 3 . 0 . 0 2 9 9 . 0 0 2 5 1 . 0 . 0 1 5 6 . 
0 0 1 8 * . 0 . 0 1 * 5 . 0 . 0 1 * 4 . 0 . 0 1 0 1 . 0 . 0 1 0 8 , 
> 0 0 8 5 , 0 . 0 0 5 9 . 0 . 0 0 4 3 , 0 0 1 0 8 / 
» t u r a t a d a o l l n o i a t u r e o o n t e n t , d l n a a a i o n l e a a < K 1 j t a u n / D r i a a a a n ) 
DATA WCSTT / 0 . 3 9 5 0 . 0 . 3 6 5 0 , 0 . 3 5 0 0 , 0 . 3 * 4 0 . 0 . 4 7 0 0 . 
k 0 . 3 9 4 0 , 0 3 0 1 0 , 0 . 4 3 9 0 , 0 . 4 * 5 0 . 0 4 5 5 0 , 
& 0 . 5 0 4 0 . 0 . 5 0 9 0 , 0 . 5 0 3 0 . 0 . 4 3 2 0 , 0 . 4 7 5 0 , 
k 0 . 4 4 5 0 . 0 4 5 3 0 . 0 . 5 0 7 0 , 0 . 5 4 0 0 , 0 . 8 6 3 0 / 
DATA H5WCAT 
T . I 
T . I 
» o i l t y p e p r o p e r t i e e 
The 4 « o i l p r o p o r t i e « 
( f o r d e c l a r a t i o n « , a« 
f o r e a c h l a y « 
1« a e l a c t e d . 
a f e n s o i l t y p e « o f 
To b e e x t e n d e d b y u» 
12b 
a c c o r d i n g t o t h e v a n f l a m c h t a n « y s t a n 
i n d a t a t e n i a e f o r «VCJTT» « o i l « . 
By d e f i n i n g t h e « o i l t y p e TTL(I ) 
i t i o n o f no 
d a t a r e f e r t o 
L o v l n k h o e v « ( P e t e r d e W i l l i g e n } 
IM. O 




DATA VCWRT / 0 0 4 4 8 , 0 0 0 0 0 . 
TBTA-a. d l n e o M i o n l e a a 
DATA VGWST / 0 4 0 1 2 , 0 . 4 5 0 5 / 
DATA VCAT / 0 . 0 0 3 * . 
M, d i n n n a l o n l o a a 
DATA VGNT / 1 . 5 0 0 7 , 
0 . 0 0 6 7 / 
1 . 2 3 1 8 / 
CHARACTER'* TASK 
- L o c a l v a r i a b l e * 
I n t e g e r e l n g l e v a r i a b l e « 
INTEGER DATA_U, L0C_U. PLBM. I 
R e e l a l n g l « v u r l a h l e n 
REAL DELT , BV5C , IRRIG . RAIN . EVSM . HHTOCM. CNTOMM 
REAL DRAICU. EVSWCU, INFLCU. TRWCU, PLDEP . PLFRAC 
REAL PARMI . PARM2 , FRAC . FRAC1. FRAC2 . WCPLAY 
PARAMETER (MHTOCM-0 1 . CKTCHM-10.) 
C h a r a c t e r a l n g l e v a r i a b l e « 
HARACTER F I L E I 2 * 8 0 
L o g i c a l a i n g l a v u r l a h l e n 
LOGICAL PLOUGH 
DATA OLDJTASK /-TERMINATE-/ 
CALL CHKTSK3 (NEW_TASK.OLD_TASK) 
IF ( « H J T A S K . E Q . ' S T A R T ? ' ) 
CONTINUE 
IF (NBH_TASK.SC • INITIALIZE 1 ) THEN 
•tend I n p u t f i l e 
CALL GETS I C0ATA_U' . DATA_U) 
CALL GETSI l'LOG_U' . L0G_U ) 
CALL GETSC C F I L E I 2 ' , FILEI2) 
CALL RDINITIDATA_U , LOGJU. FILBI2) 
CALL RDSINTCNL' . NL1 
IF INL.CT.NLLM) CALL ERROR 
i ' D R S A H E ' , ' t o o n a n y l a y a r « d e f i n e d In d a t a f i l a ' . 
CALL RDFREA ( 'TKL' , 








REAL TKL(NLLM) , TYL(NLLM) . DEPTHINLLH), 
REAL WCAD(NLLM) . MCWP(KLLM) . WCFC(NLLM) . 
REAL WCLQTI(NLLMI . WCLCH(NLLM) . WCL(NLLH) 
REAL FLXQT(NLLM*1I. FUCCUINLLM*1», WCLQTINLLM) 
- • o i l e b n r a o t a r l a t l e a a o o o r d l n a t o U j t n u m / D r l e a a a n « y e t e e 
T h e unulini o f a o l l t y p e n d e f i n e d l a aVDTTf 
INTEGER NRJ7TYP 
PARAMETER INRDTYP-20) 
REAL HSNCATINMTYP). WCSTTireRDTYP) . MSWCAINLLM) 
- S o i l e h a r u c t e r l r t i c a a c c o r d i n g t o T o n O e n n c h t e n a y e t o n 
T h e ! • « • I I o f a o l l t y p e * d w f l n o d l a nVOTir 
INTBCER NVCTYP 
PARAMETER (NVGTYP»2) 
REAL VGWRT(NVGTYP) . VGWSTINVGTYP), VGATINVGTYP! . VGKHNVGTYP) 
REAL VGA(NLLM) . VCRINLLM) . VCNINLLMI 
REAL VGM. TMPR1. TKPR2 
- L i n e a r I n t e r p o l a t i o n o n u a e r - d e f l n e d l a g a c a l * 
REAL PPWCOOIMLLMI , PFWCOl (NLLM) , PFWC02 (NLLMI , PFWC0HNLLM) 
REAL PFWC04(NLLM). PFWCOSINLLH). PFWC06(NLLMI. PFWC07INLLM> 
REAL PFWC08INLLN). PFWC09tNLLNI. PPWCIOINLLMI 
REAL P F I 2 2 ) 
r i l l f o r f i e l d c a p a c i t y , w i l t i n g p o i n t a n d a l r d r y 
REAL FIELD, WILTP, AIRDR, REST 
PARAMETER (FIELD - 1 . 0 B 3 . « L T P « 1 6E4 . AIRDR > 1 . 0E7 » 
SWIT91 
SWITB1 
IF (SWIT9 .BQ.U THEN 
M o l a t u r * c h a r a c t e r l e t i c e b y u e e r - d e f i n e d p a r a a e i t a r « 
CALL RDFREA I'WCSTV WCST. NLLM, NL) 
IF (SWITB EO-1) THEN 
D r l e e a e n n o l « t u t « c h a r a c t e r i « t i c 
CALL RDFREA ('MSHCA'. MSWCA. NLLM, NLI 
DO 10 I L - l . N L 
WCFC(XL) » WCST(IL)'EXP I-MSWCA(IL)*LOG I FIELD)* 
WCWPIILI = WCST(IL)*EXP I-HSWCAIIL)'LOC (WILTP)* 
WCADIIL) - WCSTIILCEXP [ -HSWCA(IL) *LOG (AIRDR)' 
CONTINUE 
ELSE IF ( S N I T f . B 
Van (»enuchten 
CALL RDFREA ( 
CALL RDFREA ( 
CALL RDFREA ! 
DO 2 0 I L - l . N L 
VGM 
I 21 THEN 
n o i a t u r e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
VGA'. VGA, NLLM, NLI 
VCR', VCR, NLLM. NL} 
VON', VON, NLLM. NL) 
REAL LINT. INTGRL, INSW 
- - C o n t r o l , « w i t c h , t e n p o r a r y a n d n l » c « l l a n e o u « v a r i a b l e * 
INTEGER I L . TMPII 
INTEGER SWTT6. SOTT*. SWIT9,NL_TMP 
RIAL WCUM. WCUMD, TRW, FLOW. CAP. DRAICT. WCUMCH. CHECK 
REAL TRCH. EVSCL 
REAL VAR(NLLM). RESOIL(NLLM) 
REAL SUN, ESS. BVSW2. EV5H. BVSD, RDSLR. DSLR 
REAL IRRICO.RAINCU. RNOFCU. RNOFF. WBFF, INFL 
CHARACTER*»0 OLD.TASK 
SAVE 
S o i l t y p e p r o p o r t i e « a c c o r d i n g t o t h e U ) t « a m / D r i e a « a n 
n t l o n . 
D a t a f r o m t h a e e t a b l e « w i l l b e n e e d a t t h e « l n u l t a n e o u a 
r a w ft« 
o f t h e f o l l o w i n g « w i t c h v a l u e « . 
The 4 » o i l p r o p e r t i e e a x « g i v e n i n d a t a t a b l e « f o r 20 « o i l « . 
• y d e f i n i n g t h e • o i l t y p e T T L d ) f o r « * c h l a y e r I , a c o n e l a t e n t 
c o n f b l n a t l o n o f n o i l p r o p o r t i e * 1 * « e l e c t e d . D a t a r e f e r t o t h e 
t w e n t y a t a n d e r d a o l l t y p e « « o o o r u l a g t o « i j t e n a ( a e d e e e r l b e d 
b y D r l « e « « n , i t « « } . 
1 . - 1 / V G N I I L I 
THPRl > (FIELD'VCAdL) l " V G N ( I L ) 
TMPR2 - (1 *TMPRl l" ( -VGMt 
WCPC(IL) - TMPR2*(WCST(IL)-VCR(ILl)*VGR(IL) 
TMPR1 - (WILTP'VCA(IL) )*»VGNHL) 
TMPR2 - (1.»TMI>R1)**(-VGM1 
WCWPIILI = TMPR2'(WCST(ILl-VGR(IL) I ' V G R d L ) 
TMPR1 - (AIRDR'VGAIIL))**VGN(IL) 
TMPR2 - I1 »TMPR1)••(-VCTi) 
WCADdL} = TMPR2'(WCST(IL)-VCR(IL) )»VCRlIL) 
ELSE IF (SWIT8 EQ.3} THEN 
l i n e a r I n t e r p o l a t i o n 
Rand pP v u l u n a 
CALL RDFREA I'PFWCOO' 
CALL RDFREA I'PFWCOl' 
CALL RDFREA ('PPWC02' 
CALL RDFREA ('PFWC03 
CALL RDFREA ('PFWC04 
CALL RDFREA ('PFWC05 
CALL RDFREA r PFWC06 
CALL RDFREA <'PWWC07 
CALL RDFREA CPFWCOB 
CALL RDFREA (•PFWC09 
CALL RDFREA ('PFWC10 
S e t u p r e l a t i v e n o i a t u r e . 


































P F ( 4 ) 
P F ( « l 
P F ( I ) 
P F ( 1 0 | 
P F ( 1 2 ) 
PF(14I 
« 0 1 
« 0 2 
- 0.3 
- 0 4 
- 0 5 
• 0 . 6 
DRSAHE.FOR ANNEX A11-2 
P F U 6 I » 0 . 7 
P F ( I B ) - 0 . 8 
PPI20J - 0 . 9 
P F ( 2 2 I - 1 . 0 
M i l a r r a y w i t h p f v a l u . e e f o r - u b * « q » « n t « o l l l a y e r s 
DO 30 I L - l . N L 
P F ( l ) 
P P ( 3 ) 
PF(S) 
P F | 7 | 
PF<91 
P F U I ) 
P F ( 1 3 ) 


























- W C S T I I D ' 
WOt ( 0 . 0 1 
• W C S T I I D • 
MAX (0 01 
- MCST(IL) ' 
MAX (0 01 
LINT (PF .22 .LOG10(FIELD)I J 
LINT IPF,22 ,LOC10(WILTP>)) 
LINT (PF.22 .LOG10IAIRDRI] I 
DO B0 I L - l . N L 
WCLQTI [ I D - WCWP ( I D 
CONTINUE 
m 
CALL ERROR I'DRSAHE', 
'SWIT6 wrong v a l u e ; s h o u l d b e 1 . 2 o r 1 ' ) 
• a d o f t M d l o s from, d a t a £ 1 1 « 
CLOSB (DATA_.UI 
c a l c w l a t « i m y w i t h d o p t h * 
DBPTH(l) - 0 S ' T R X d ) 
DO 90 I L - 2 . N L 
DEPTHdL) - D E P T H I I L - l l « 0 S * T K L ( I L - 1 I . 0 S ' T X L I I D 
CONTINUE 
I n i t i a l i s e r e m a i n i n o v u l t b l M 
WCUM • 0 . 
DO 1 0 0 I L - l . N L 
WCLQTdD - WCLQTIdL) 
WCUH - WCUM*WCLQT(ID'TXL(IL>'CMTCHH 
FLXCUIID • 0 . 
FLXQTIID - 0 
RKLWQIID • MAXI0 . (WCLQT(ILI-WCADdL) WIWCFCdL) 
-WCADIID I ) 
CONTINUE 
CALL RDFREA ('WCFC' 
CALL RDFREA ('WCWP' . 
CALL RDFRBA ('WCAD' , 
WCFC, NLLM. NL) 
W W , NLLM. NL) 




' D R S A H E ' , - I l l e g a l SWIT8 v a l u e ' ; 
ELSE I P (SWIT9.BQ.2 l THEN 
P h y s i c a l p v o p m r t l e e froai a o i l t y p « mamber 
CALL RDFREA I ' T Y L ' . TYL. NLLM. NLI 
IP ( S W I T 8 . E Q . l l THIN 
Dr l eaearn m o i s t u r e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
DO 4 0 I L - l . N L 
I T Y L d L ) » NINT ( T Y L I I D ) 
THPI1 - ITYL(IL) 
W C S T d D * WCSTT(TMPIl) 
WCPC(IL) • W C S T I I D * 
EXP (-HSWCATlTHPIli 'LUGIFIELDI• 
WCWPdD - WCSTIID * 
EXP l-HSWCAT(TMPIl)'LOGIWILTPt' 
WCADdLI « W C S T d D * 
EXP (-MSWCATITMPI1)*LOC(AIRDRI* 
CONTINUE 
ELSE I F (SWIT* BQ-2) THEN 
Van Oaaatebtaat m o i s t u r e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
DO SO I L - l . N L 
I T Y L d D - NINT I T Y L d D ) 
THPI1 • ITYLIIL) 
FLXCU(NL*1) 
PLXQT(NL*1) 
IRRICU - 0 
RAINCU - 0 
RNOFCU » 0 . 
INFLCU - 0 
EVSWCU - 0 . 
TRWCU » 0 
DRAICU • 0 
BVSW a 0 . 










- 0 . 























CALL GETSRP I'DELT' . DELT I 
CALL GBTSLM f'PLOUGH-, PLOUGH. 
DO 1 1 0 I L - l . N L 
WCSTtID • VGWST(TMPIl) 











i d . * T W R l > * M - V C H ) 
TMPR2'(WCST(IL)-VGWRT(TKPIl)I* 
VGWFTITMPI1I 
• (WILTP'VCATITMPIll) ' •VCNTITMPIlt 
i (1 .TMPR1)••[-VGMI 
: TMPR2*IWCST(IL)-VGWRTITMPIlI)* 
VGWRTITHPIll 
: lAIRDR'VGATlTMPIll1 *•VGNTITKPI1> 
( 1 .»TMPR1)**(-VGM) 
: TMPR2' (WCSTIID- VGWRTITHPI11 I» 
VGWRTITMPIl) 
WCLQTdD - INTGJtL (WCLQTdD . WCLCHdD . DKLT) 
RELWQIIL) - WAX 10 , (WCLQTdL) -WCWP I I D ) I (WCFCIILI 
-WCWPIILI>) 
CONTINUE 
DO 120 I L - l . N L » ! 
FLXCUIID - INTCRL IFLXCU(IL). FLXQTdLI . DBLT) 
•:oNTINUE 






SWITB wrong v a l u a . s h o u l d ba 1 • 
CALL ERROR I'DRSAHE'. 
SWIT9 wrong v a l u a . s h o u l d b a 1 o r 2 ' 
END IF 
I n i t i a l w a t e r o o n t a s v 
CALL RDSINT I 'SWIT*' SWIT6) 
' (SWIT6.HQ 1) THEN 
I n h y d r o a t a t l c e q u i l i b r i u m 
WRITE | » . • I 2 A , / . A , 
' WARNING f r o « DRSAHE I n i t i a l « o i l m o i s t u r e ' . 
- i n h y d r o s t a t i c e q u i l i b r i u m ' . 
' n o t i m p l e m e n t e d I n s t e a d , f i e l d c a p a c i t y I s u s e d 
I F (LOGJJ.CT.O) WRITE I L O G J J , ' I 2 A , / . A ) " ) 
• WARNING t r o p DRSAHE; I n i t i a l s o i l m o i s t u r e ' . 
m h y d r o s t a t i c e q u i l i b r i u m ' , 
' n o t i m p l e m e n t e d I n s t e a d , f i e l d c a p a c i t y i s u s e d 
P l o o g h i s s f l a t b a r a d i a t r i b u t i o n o f w e t . 
IF (PLOUGH) THEN 
CALL GBTSI I 'PLIN . PLIN ) 
CALL GETSRP('PLOEP' . PLDEP ) 
CALL GETSRPI'PLFRAC', PLFRAC 1 
IF I P L I N E Q . l l GOTO 1 6 0 
WCPLAY-0 
DO 130 I - l . N L 
PARMI -RBAL1I-PLINI 
PARM2 -REAL IPLIN-11 
FRAC -INSWIPARMl.1 .INSWIPARM2.0 .FLFRAC)) 
WCPLAY -WCPLAY'lFRAC'WCLQTdl ) ' T T L d l 'CMTOMM 
CONTINUE 
DO 1 4 0 I - l . N L 
PARMI -REAL!I-PLIN) 
FARM2 -REAL(PLIN-I ) 
FRAC1 -INSW«PARMI.1 . 
FKAC2 -INSW1PARM2.0 . 
W C L Q T I D - W C L Q T d l M l -
• FRAC2 -WCPLAY'MNTOCN/Tia. ( I ) 
CONTINUE 
INSWIPARM2.0 .PLFRAC)) 
(TKLd) 'FRACl /PLDKP) ) 




ELSE I F ISWIT6 ED 2) THEN 
I s t a r e c o n t e n t s 
CALL RDFREA ; WCLQTI'. WCLQTI. NLLM. N D 
DO 70 I L - l . N L 
IF IWCLQTTlILt -GT.WCPCIIL) ) THW 
WRITE I* . ' ( 2AI •) 
' WARNING froat DRSAHE i n i t i a l s o i l M o i s t u r e ' . 
' c o n t e n t l a r g e r t h a n f i e l d c a p a c i t y ' 
IF (LOG_U.CT 01 WRITE < L O G _ U . ' ( 2 A | • I 
' WARNING f r o * DRSAHE i n i t i a l s o i l m o i s t u r e ' , 
• c o n t a n t l a r g e r t h a n f i e l d c a p a c i t y ' 
WCLQTI(III • WCFC(ID 
ELSE IF IWCLQTTIIL) LT WCADIID- THEN 
WRITE I * . ' t a s V l ' l 
< WARNING f loat DRSAHE; i n i t i a l s o i l m o i s t u r e ' 
' c o n t a n t l e s s t h a n a i r d r y ' 
I F ILOGJJ GT 01 WRITE l L O C _ U . ' I 2 A ) ' ) 
' WARNING from DRSAHE I n i t i a l s o i l m o i s t u r e ' . 
' c o n t e n t l e a s t h a n a i r d r y ' 
WCLQTI ( I D - WCADIID 
END I F 
CONTINUE 
ELSE I F ISWITfc.BQ 31 THEN 
At w i l t i n « p o i n t 
DO ISO I - l . N L 
WCLQTI 11 -WCLQTI 11 «REST 






C u m u l a t i v e s m c u n t s 
DftAICU - INTCRL IDRAICU. DRAIQT. 
EVSWCU - INTCRL (EVSWCU. EVSW . 
INFLCU - INTCRL (INFLCU. INFL 
IRRICU - INTCRL IIRRICU. IRRIG . 
RAINCU • INTCRL IRAINCU, RAIN 
RNOFCU - INTCRL IRNOFCU, RNOFF . 








Chock om v s l u e o f w a t e r pomtarnt p a r l a y e r 
DO 170 I L - l . N L 
IF : WCLQTI I D LT WCADIID - 0 01 OR. 
WCLQTdD LT 0 I CALL ERROR 
'DRSAHE', w a t e r c o n t e n t l e a s t h a n a i r d r y ' ) 
IF (WCLQTdD GT WCFCI I D • 0 . 0 1 1 CALL ERROR 
' w a t e r c o n t e n t g r e a t e r t h a n f i e l d 
CONTINUE 
taa r e l a t i v e « r r o c 
• DEL-T IINFL*DRAIoT»EVSW.TRWi 
IF lABSiCHECX,(0 S*IWCUNO.WCUH)Ii GT.0 OOli THEN 
CALL ERROR ( ' D R S A H E ' . ' e r r o r i n w a t e r b a l a n ç a ' ) 




























PLXCU . NL»1 
FLXQT . NL.1 
RBLWQ . NL 
WCTC . NL 
WCWP . NL 
WCLQT . NL 
ELSE IF INEWTASK.EO 'DO_RATES'I THEN 
R a t a c a l c u l a t i o n » a c t i o n 
D o t o m d . n o r a t o o o f < i o f « « t o r b a l u o a 
CALL 08TSRP I 'DSLT' , DBLT ) 
CALL UETSTSMI'IRRIG' . IRRIG . 0 . } 
CALL GCTSI I'NL- . NL I 
CALL GBTSTS ( •RAIN , . RAIN ) 
CALL GBTATSH('TRLAY- . TRLAY . NL . NL_TMP, 0 . 
IF INL_TMP NB.NL) CALL ERROR 
( 'DRSAHE' , ' i n c o r r o c t nurabor of l a y o r s ' ) 
Cnoofci o v o p o c a t i o u s h o u l d bo p o o i t i v o 
CALL GETSTSMCEVSC' . BVSC , 2 0) 
IF (EVSC LT 0 I THEN 
WRITE I V ' 1 2 A . / . 2 A ) ' I 
' WARNING f r o * DRSAHE p o t o n t l a l s o i l o v a p o r a t l o i 
' h a s n o g a t i v o s i g n ! . 
To e x t r a c t Motor f r o « t h o s o i l . ' . 
' t h « s i g n s h o u l d b o p o s i t i v o ' 
BVSC - 0 
END IF 
FLOW - 0 
IF IINFL C T . 0 > THEN 
FLOW - INFL 
FLXQTU) * FLOW 
DO 2 3 0 I L - l . N L 
CAP - (WCFCIIL) -WCLlILU'TKLIILl 'CHTaNM 
IF ICAP.L1.FLOWDBXTI THEN 
• • t o r f l a w dooo n o t f i t I n t o moo,MM I—i l l 
WCL(IL) - WCPC(IL) 
FLOW • FLCW-CAP/DBLT 
ELSE 
w a t e r f l o w d o o a f i t i n t o u t — o i t — t 
WCL(IL) - WrL(IL)*(FLCM*MMTOCH*DKLT}/TRL(IL) 
FLOW - 0 . 
E W IF 
FLXQT(IL»1) • FLOW 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
DRAIOT • -FLOW 
WCUHCH > 0 . 
DO 2 4 0 I L - l . N L 
WCLCHIILi - IWCL(IL) • WCLOT(IL))/DBLT 
WCUHCH - WCUHCH*WCLCH(IL)*TKLtIL)'CMTCt« 
CCNTINUE 
C a l c u l a t e e f f i c i e n c y o f r a i n f a l l and I r r i g a t i o n a p p l i c a t i e 
WRFF - ABS (TRWro/(WCUM*ERAICT«BVSWCU.RNOFCU.INFLCU) I 
Check* o n c a l c u l a t e d r a t a v a r i a b l e * 
DO 2S0 I L - l . N L 
IF IRBSOILIIL) CT 0 I CALL ERROR 
('DRSAHE'. « v a p o r a t i o n r a t o g r e a t e r t h a n z o r o ' ) 
CONTINUE 
ELSE IF INEWJTASK BO 'OUTPUT') ' 
CALL OUTARR I'WCLQT'. WcLOT 
BVSCL - -BVSC 
Cnoefci r a i n f a l l a n o n l d ba p o a i t l v o 
I F (RAIN.LT 0 . 1 THEN 
WRITB C . ' (2A, / , 2 A ) 'I 
' WARNING f r o n DRSAHE; r a i n f a l l ' , 
' ha» n o g « t I v a s i g n t ' . 
To a d d w n t o r t o t h o » o i l t h r o u g h r a i n f a l l , - , 
' t h o » i g n » h o u l d b o p o a i t l v o ' 
RAIN - 0 . 
END IF 
C h e c k , t r a n s p i r â t 1 cat s h o u l d bo p o a i t l v o and ' a v a l l a b i a 
DO I L - l . N L 
I F (TRLAYIIL) .LT.0 ) THEN 
WRITE ( * . ' ( 2 A , / , 2 A ) ' ) 
- WARNING I r o n DRSAHE t r a n s p i r a t i o n ' . 
* h a a n o g a t i v o s i g n ! . 
To o x t r a c t Motor I r o n t h o s o i l , ' . 
' t h o s i g n s h o u l d bo p o s i t i v o ' 
TRLAY(ILi • 0 . 
END IF 
END DO 








































































, TRWCU ) 
, WCUN ) 
• , WCLQT . 1 . NL ) 
, WCFC 
. wcwp 
. 1 , NL ) 
. 1 . NL I 










. EVSW 1 
. DoTL 1 
, IRRIG 1 
. RAIN ) 
. RNOFF 1 
. TRW ) 
. WEFF | 
l o t r a t o a o f c h a n g e t o u r o a n d n u k e l o c a l w o t a r a t a t u a 
a r r a y o q u a l t o e s m o t w a t a r a t * t u « , r o o o t f l u x e « 
DO 1 1 0 I L - l . N L 
WCLCH(IL) - 0 
FLXQT(IL) - 0 
WCLULi - WCLQTIIL) 
CONTINUE 
FLXQTINL»!) - 0 
C u n w l a t * e r . 
TRW - 0 
DO 190 I L - l . N L 
TRW - TRW-TRLAYlILI 
aWTINUE 
r p i r e t l o n Ism h a - 1 4 - 1 ) 
ELSE I F (NEW_TASK EQ 'TERMINATE'i THEN 
CTJNTINU1 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR I 'DRSAHE' . 'wrong NBW.TASK'I 
END IF 
OLD_TASK - NBW_TASK 
RETURN 
E f f e c t u a t e t r a n o p l r a t i o n o n l o c a l a t a t u a a r r a y 
I t r a n a p l r a t i o n b o a a p n o i t i v o v a l u e ) 
DO 2 0 0 I L - l . N L 
TRCH - TRLAYIIL)/TICL(IL)'NJITOCN 
IF (WCL(IL) CE WCWP ( I D AND WCLiILi -TRCH LT WCWP(IL) ) 
WRITE C , ' I A . / . 2 A . I 3 ) ' I ' WARNING f r o n DRSAHE:'. 
T r a n s p i r a t i o n o x t r a c t o d Motor b o l o w w i l t i n g 
• i n l a y o r . I L 
END IF 
WCL(IL) • WCLIILI-TRCH 
.XWTINUE 
RNOFF - HAX ( 0 . . 0 15* (RAIN*IRRIC-10 )I 
INFL - RAIN*IRRIG-RNOFF 
EVSH - HAXleVSCL.-IIWCLl1)-WCADI11 I ' T K L l l I 
EVSD - HAJCUVSCL. 0 . f E V S C L ' ( S O R T (DSLR*1 
IF (INFL CT O S ) THEN 
EVSW2 - EVSH 
RDSLR - - IDSLR-1 l /DELT 
CMTONM)/DBLT-INFL) 
-SQRTID6LR))-INFL) 
• t i a l e x t i n c t i o n o f e v a p o r a t i o n 
IF 
C o l o o l a t o a r r a y f o r 
SUM > 0 . 
DO 2 1 0 I L - l . N L 
VAR(IL) - TKLt lLI*(WCL(IL)-WCADIIL))* ' 
EXP ( -EBS- (DEPTHIIL) -O 2 S * T K L ( I L ) I ) 
SUM - SUH*VAR(IL) 
L-CHTINUE 
Effoetuato « n p o r i c i c o on local atatua array and calculate 
tbo actual s o i l evaporation 
EVSW - 0 
DO 2 2 0 I L - l . N L 
IF ISUH CT 0 i THEN 
o n t o * a v n i l a b l a aonwwboro l u p r o f i l a 
RBSOIL(IL) - E V S W V A R ( I L ) / S U M 
TMFR1 . MAX IWCAD(IL). 
WCLIILI•DBLT'RBSOILIID/ (TEL(XL) 'CNTONNli 
R K 9 0 I L H D - (TNPRI-WCXIIL) I *TRXIILI*CMTCHM/DBLT 
RBEOILIILI - K » ( 0 . . R B S O I L I I L ) ) 
EVSW - EVSW.RESOILIIL) 
WCLIIL) - TNFR1 
ELSE 
• • t o r n o t m l U U t i n p r o f i l « 
RESOILIIL) - 0 
E f f o e t u a t o I n f i l t r a t i o n o n l o c a l a t a t u a a r r a y 
MANAGE.FOR ANNEXAI 2-1 
Al-DLO, V . O . BOK 1 3 » , B L - t 7 3 0 AC I 
D a t « i 13 U n u y 1»»C 
P u r p o a a i T h i a subiront I n a i 
o p é r a t i o n « d u r l o o t b * a u c u t l o o o f BOTABK, • n o d a l t o 
a l n u l a t « r o t a t i o n u i i w l n o -
Kmtmz- i Jaocyacboap E . B . B . . I J « . AB-DLO I K I U I R a p p o r t O 
( I . i n p u t , O - o u t p u t . C . c o o t r o l , I B - l & l t , T - t i n « ) 
u n i t s 
i f i * i a P l a n t o I u d i c a t a i f c r o p 1* 
J u l i a n d a y n o n o o r a i n e « l a t 
Coda o f 
D a t a o f 
• p a c i f i c a t i o n o f 
Yaar o f 
F l a « t o I u d i c a t a I f p l o u q b l n g t a k a a p l a ç a 
Q u a n t i t y a n o r g a n i c f a r t l l i s a r k« I b a - i d - i 
Q u a n t i t y o r g a n i c f a r t l l i a a r kg . • taa-1 d - 1 
F l a o f o r a o w i n g 
C u r r a n t y a a r 
• O n o O r i a V a a n d PIMCTIOtat o a l l a d i 
CALL CETSTS ('YEAR' 
CALL GSTSTS ('DOY' 
- - W r i t « y a a r t o n i a i p a — n l a « f 1 1 a 
IP (DOY.«3 1 .1 WRITE IKANJJ. M A . F S . O . A ) • ( • 
ENCODE- 0 
EMERG - FALSE 
HAFVES- FALSI. 
IRRIG - 0 . 
PLOUGH- FALSE 
QAFER • 0 
QOFBR - 0 
SOWING- FALSE. 
-ctvack I f a i i i t u a o a i i l t a s k a h o n l d ba p a r f n r n o d d u r i n g B O 
DO 20 ITSK-1.INDATE 
I F (lYBAA.EQ MYBARIITSJl)) AND.(DOY.BQ.MDATBIITSK)I1 
- r i o o o u n e 




IF ((DOY EQ.HDATB(ITSK)).AND IHCODB(ITSK) GE 2 0 0 ) 
AND IMCODEIITSK) LT 3 0 0 ) I THEN 




- L o c a l v a r l a b i a « 
I n t a g a r a i a g l « T a r i a b l a a 




I n t a g w r a r r a y T a r l a b l a a 
INTEGER NCODE(NOTSK) 
R a n i - 1 - i g l « v a r l a b l a a 
REAL IRRIG,PLDEP, QAFER.QOFER.ROT.SOWDEP.TOL 
Kaal a r r a y v a r l a b l a a 
REAL KDATBINOTSK).MSPECINOTSKJ .NYEARINOTSKI 
REAL ROTCWU6) ,ROTMAI(6) .ROTPBAU) .ROTPOT!6) ,ROTSUB(6l 
REAL ROTWHE(6l ,TOLGRA(7) . TOLMAI < 7 ) . TOLPEA( 7 ) , TOLPTA171 
REAL TOLPTBO),TOLSBA(7),TOLSBB(7),TOLWHE17 J 
C h a r o c t o r a i n g l a v a r l a b l a a 
CHARACTER'BO F I L I I 1 . F I L E I Ï 
c b a r a e t a r a r r a y v a r l a b l a a 
CHARACTBR'B MCROPU5) 
l o g i c a l a i n g l a v a r i a b l e « 
LOGICAL CROP.EHERC.FUH,HARVES,PLOUGH.SOWING 
IF INEW_TASK ED ' INITIALIZE•I THEN 
- - « a t d a t « f r o n H a — a l o a t l o a am 
CALL GETSI {' DATA_U ' . DATA_U] 
CALL OETSRPI'DELT' . DELT ) 
CALL G8TSC l ' P I L B I l ' . FILEI1) 
CALL GETSI f I S E T ' . ISET 1 
CALL GETSI CLOC_U- , LOC_U 1 
CALL PUTSI ('NAN_U- . NAN_U 1 
CALL GETSTS1'YEAR1 . YEAR i 
CALL RDINIT(DATA_U.L0C_U.FILEX1) 
CALL RDAINT1'MCODE' , MCODE , NOTSK 
CALL RDAREAI'DATE' . MDATE . NOTSK 
CALL RDAAEAl MSPEC" . NSPEC . NOTSK 
CALL RDAREAI'YEAR' , HYEAR , NOTSK 
CALL RDAREAI'ROTCRA-. ROTGRA. 6 
CALL RDAREAI'ROTKAI", ROTHAI. 6 
CALL RDAREAI'ROTPEA', ROTPEA. 6 
CALL RDAREAI'ROTPOT'. ROTPOT, 6 
CALL RDAREAI ROTWHE'. ROTWHB. 6 
CALL RDAREAI•ROTSUB•, ROTSUB. 6 
CALL RDAREAI'TOLGRA'. TOLCRA. 7 
CALL RDAREAI'TOLKAI', TOLHAI, 7 
CALL RDAREAI'TOLPEA'. TOLPEA. 7 
CALL RDAREAI•TOLPTA', TOLPTA, 7 
CALL RDAREAI'TOLPTB'. TOLPTB, 7 
CALL RDAREAI'TOLHHE-, TOLHHE. 7 
CALL RDAREAI TOLSBA". TOLSBA, 7 
CALL RDAREAI'TOLSBB', TOLSBB, 7 
CLOSE IDATA_UI 
- W r i t a — a a p « t o • i i n u w i f l o s ( I I a 
I F IISET.BQ. 0) CAXL FOPENS<KAN_U,'HAH 
IP iISET EO 1) CALL FOPEMS(HAN_U. HAH 
IF ( ISET.EQ. 2) CALL FOPBNS(KAN_U,'KAM 
IF (ISET BQ 1) CALL FOPENSIHAN_U.'HAK 
IF (ISET.EQ 4) CALL FOPENSIHAN_U. HAH 
IF IISET.BQ 5) CALL FOPEKSIHAH.U. HAH 
IF ISET EQ «1 CALL FOPENS(MAH_U.'HAH 
I F ' ISET.EQ. 7) CALL FOPENSiMAN_U. HAN 
IF (ISET BQ • ) CALL FOPENSIHAN_U.'HAK 
IF (ISET BQ 9) CALL FOPENS(HAN_U,'HAK 
IF (ISET BQ 10) CALL FOPENS(HAN_U.'MAN 
W R I T E I H A N . U , ' i A . 1 2 , A ) ' ) 
WRITB(HAN_U.' t ' ' 
WRITE (HANJJ. • t A . F S . O . A ) ' > -YE 
I n i t i a l l i « p a r n — t a r a 
CROP - .FALSE 
ENCODE- 0 
EHERG - FALSE. 
FUN - T R U E 
KAR - 0 
HARVBS-.FALSE 
IYBAR - INTIYEAR) 
IRRIG - 0 . 
PLOUGH» FALSE 
QAFER - 0 . 
DOTER - 0 
RCROP - 0 
SOWING* FALSE 



















«G00 LOG' . 
« M l . LOG'. 
«702 LOG' , 
W30Ï LOG' . 
«70 4 LOG ' . 

















U r u n ' . I S E T . 
ft*. 
i n « 
, ' D E L ' ) 
, - D E L ' 1 
. 'DEL'1 
, ' D E L ' ) 
, 'DEL') 
, 'DEL') 
. ' D E L ' ) 
. ' D E L ' ) 
, - D E L I 
. - D E L ' ) 
, 'DEL') 
CALL SUBSOWISOWING.SOWDEP.CRPNR,CROP) 
d a t a m i n a r o t a t i o n a f ( a c t a 
IF (SOWING AND CROP) THEN 
RCROP-RCROP*l 
CALL G E T S C I ' F I L E I Ï ' . FILEI3) 
NCROPIRCROPI-FILBI3I1 L E N _ T R I H ( F I L E I Î ) - 4 ) 




IF [NCROPIRCROPI NB 'POTATO'I THEN 
WRITE ( H A N _ U , ' ( 2 X , A , 2 X , F 4 0 . 1 X . A . A ) • ) 
' D a y : ' . D O Y , - S o w i n g -.NCROPIRCROPI 
ELSE 
WRITE (MAN_U. • (2X. A. 2X.F4 . 0 , U , A , A) •) 




I F (RCROP.ED.1) THEN 
CALL PUTSRPCROT1 , ROT ) 









DO 10 I-LASTCRP.FRSTCRP.-1 
IF (NCROPII) EQ NCROPIRCROPI) THEN 
d a t e r m i n e a w l f - t o l e r a n c e « ( f a c t a 
LASTIL-RCROP-I 
IF (NCROPIRCROPI BO 'POTATO') THEN 
TOL-TOLPTA(LASTTL)'TOLPTB(LASTTL) 
IF (PUM) TOL«TOLPTAILASTTL) 
WRITEIHAN_U. - U 1 X . A . A . ) ' I 
' S o i l n o t t u n l g a t a d a x t r a d o c l i n a ' . 
d u « t o n a M t o d t i ' 
ELSE IF I(NCROPIRCROPI ED -SHHEAT-) OR. 
INCROP(RCROPI BQ. 'WWHEAT' I I THEN 
TOL* TOLWHEILASTILI 
ELSE I F (NCROPIRCROPI BQ.'GRASS') THEN 
TOL-TOLGRA(LASTTL) 
ELSE IF (NCROPIRCROPI EQ 'SBEET-I THEN 




W R I T E ( N A N _ U , • I 1 3 Ï . A . A , I ' I 
' S o i l n o t f u n l g a t a d a x t r a d o c l i n a ' 






f i n — i e r o p o r o w t n a f f a c t a 
IF 1INCROP(LASTCRPl NE.NCROPIRCROPI 
(NCROP(LASTCRP) NE 'FALLOW'I; 
IF (»CROP(LASTCRP) BO 'GRASS' I 
IF I»CROP ILASTCRP) .BQ 'MAIZE' ) 
IF INCBOPILASTCRP) BQ 
IF INCROPILASTCRP) EQ 
IF (NCBOPILASTCRPI.ED 











IF ' NCROPi RCROP l B, 
ROT«ROTGRAINROTI 
ELSE I F (NCBOPIRCROPI ED 
ROT-ROTPOT (NROT) 
ELSE I F (NCROPIRCROPi EQ 
ROTzROTSUB( NROT) 








ELSE I F INBH.TASK BQ •DO_RATESI 
« a « d a t a f r o m n a — n l o a t l o n • 
I I N I N T ( ( 1 . - T O L I * 1 0 0 | GT 01 THEN 
W R I T E ( N A N _ U . ' I 1 3 X . A . 1 2 , A . A , A , I I , A ) • I 
'Growth r o d u c t l o n ' . N T N T I ( 1 . - T O L ) ' 1 0 0 l , ' 1 b y 
NCROPIRCROPI(1LEN_TRIM(NCBOPIRCROP))), 
' g r o w t h ' , L A S T T L . ' y a a r l a ) a g o ' 
» I F 
MANAGE. FOR ANNEXAI 2-2 
IP ( N I N T t U . -ROTl' lOO) . C T . 0 ) THEN 
WRITE(MAN_U,'(13X, A, 12. A, A)'1'Growth réduction 
,NXNT((1--ROT}*100},'t by rotation effect ', 





CALL WARN!'No ploughing: Ploughing depth > profile depth•I 
ERR-TRUE. 
EMDIP 
IP (CROP) THEN 
CALL WARN!'Wo ploughing- Crop on field') 
ERR' TRUE. 
ENDIP 
Return If ploughing le found to be inpoeslble 
IP (ERR) RETURN 




WRITS I K A N _ U , ' < 2 X , A , 2 X . F 4 0 , 1 X , A , A I ' ) 
• D a y : ' . D O Y . ' E m e r g e n c e ',NCR0PIRCROP) 
GOTO 20 
ENDIF 
- A n o r g a n i c • a p p l i c a t i o n 
I F (IHCODB(ITSK) CE.400).AND-IMCODEIITSK) L T . 5 0 0 ) I THEN 
CALL SUBANFfHCODEIITSK) . MSPEC IITSKI .OAFERI 
GOTO 20 
ENDIF 
- O r g a n i c • a p p l i c a t i o n 






WRITE ( * , S I ' D a y : ' . D O T , ' P l o u g h i n g ' 
WRITE (MAN_U,6) ' D a y : ' , D O Y , ' P l o u g h i n g ' 
CALL GETSI ( 'NL' . NL ) 
CALL GETARPI'DEPTH' . DEPTH , NL , IDBPTH) 
CALL GETARPI'TKL' , TKL , NL , ITKL ) 
DO 10 1*1 ,NL 
IF ( ( D B P T H ( I ) - 0 . 5 * T K L ( I ) LT.PLDEPI AND. 
k (DEPTHII )*0 .5*TKL(I ) -GE.PLDEPII P L I N - I 
CONTINUE 
PIJRAC*<PLDEP-(DEPTH I P L I N ) - 0 . 5 * T K L ( P L I N | ) 1 / T K L I P L I N ) 
— - • t o r e p l o u g h p e r a m e t i 








I F ((HCODE(ITSK).GE.6001.AND.(MCODE(ITSK) L T . 7 0 0 ) ) THEN 
CALL SUBHAR (CROP,MCODE(ITSK),HSPECUTSK),HAR.HARVESI 
GOTO 2 0 
ENDIP 
- • o i l f u m i g a t i o n 
I P {(NCODB1ITSK) G E . 7 0 0 ) . A N D . ( M C O D E I I T S X ) . L T . 8 0 0 ) ) THEN 
CALL SUBPUMfPUM) 
GOTO 2 0 
BNDIP 
- I r r i g a t i o n 





CALL PUTSL 1 
CALL PUTSI ( 
CALL PUTSL ( 
CALL PUTSI f 
CALL PUTSL ( 
CALL PUTSTSI 
CALL PUTSL ( 
CALL PUTSTS( 
CALL PUTSTSI 





















A u t h o r i 
AB-DLO, P . O . B o x 1 3 » , ML-9730 AC l e r e n , The a e t h e r l a n d « 
D a t e i 13 F e b r u a r y I t » « 
P u r p o e e i T b l e s u b r o u t i n e c h e c k » o n s o w i n g c o n d i t i o n » , s u c h a « 
• o w l n o d e p t h a n d p r e s e n c e o f a n o t h e r c r o p . 
Flag- t o i n d i c a t e i f e r o p l e o n f i e l d 
Crop c o d e f o r s t a r t i n g ; m o d e l 
c o n d i t i o n 
CROP - .1 
F l a g f o r s o w l n . . 
C r o p o n f i e l d 
Bo s o w i n g / p l a n t i n g ! C r o p c o d e d o e » n o t e K 
S o w i n g d e p t h c o n v e r t e d t o p o s i t i v e v a i n e 
Bo s o w i n g ) S o w i n g d e p t h > p r o f i l e d e p t h 
ELSE IF [NEWJTASK.BQ.'HARVEST') THEN 
CROP-.FALSE. 
I F (NCROP(RCROP) .BQ. 'POTATO') FUM » . FALSE 
I P (NCROPIRCROPt BQ.'SUCARB') FUM - F A L S E . 











- I n i t i a l i s e r e l u e s 
CALL GBTSTS ('DOY' , DOY ) 
CALL GETSRP ('PRFDEP' . PRFDEP ) 
ERR - FALSE. 
SOWING« FALSE 
a u t h o r 
AB-DLO, P . O . B o x 1 2 3 , « L - » 7 5 0 AC l a r e n . T h e s - e tbar l a n d * 
D a t e i 11 F e b r u a r y 1 » » « 
P u r p o e e i T h i s s u b r o u t i n e " > » " * - o n p l o u g h i n g p a r a m a t e r e s u c h e » 
p l o u g h i n g d e p t h e n d t i e » o f p l o u g h i n g . I t c e l c u l e t e » t h e 
p l o u g h f r u c t i o n e n d d e t e r m i n e s p l o u g h l a y e r . 
o u t p u t . C . c o n t r o l , I « - l n l t , T - t l m e j 
u n i t e 
P l a g t o i n d i c a t e i f c r o p 1» OB f i e l d 
P l o u g h i n g d e p t h 
P l o u g h e d f r a c t i o n o f P U I 
L a y e r t o u h i c h p l o u g h i n g r e e c h e a 
F l a g t o i n d i e n t » i f p l o u g h i n g t a k e * p l a c e 
Bo p l o u g h i n g » C r o p o n f i e l d 
H o u g h i n g d e p t h c o n v e r t e d t o p o e i t l v e v a l u e 
No p l o u g h i n g » P l o u g h i n g d e p t h > p r o f i l e d e p t h 
SUBROUTINE SUBPLIPLOUCH,PLDBP,CROP) 
- D e c l a r a t i o n » 
INTEGER I , ITB5, HAN__U,NL. PLIN 




IF (SOWDEP.LT.0) THEN 
CALL WARN!'Sowing d e p t h c o n v e r t e d t o p o s i t i v e v a l u e ' ) 
SOWDEP=ABS(SOWDEP) 
ENDIF 
IF (CROPI THEN 
CALL WARN I'No sowing/planting. Other crop on field') 
ERR- TRUE 
ENDIF 
IF (SOWDEP.CT.PRFDEP) THEN 
CALL WARN!'No s o w i n g / p l a n t i n g : s o w i n g d e p t h > p r o f i l e d e p t h ' 
ERR= TRUE 
ENDIF 
- D e t e r m i n e w h i c h c r o p t o s o w / p l a n t 
IF (CRPNMB.EQ.210) THEN 
FILEI3-'POTATO DAT' 
ELSE IF (CRPNMB.EQ 2 2 0 ) THEN 
FILEI3--SWHEAT DAT-
ELSE IF (CRPNMB.EQ-225) THEN 
FILET3='WWHEAT.DAT' 
ELSE IF (CRPNMB.EQ.230) THEN 
FILEI3='GRASS.DAT-
ELSE I F (CRPNMB.BQ.240) THEN 
FILEI3- -SBEET.DAT' 
ELSE I F (CRPNMB.BQ.299) THEN 
FILEI3-'FALLOW.DAT' 
ELSE 
CALL WARN!'No s o w i n g / p l a n t i n g : Crop c o d e d o e s n o t e x i s t ' ) 
ERR- TRUE 
ENDIF 
--Return if sowing 1» found to be impossible 
IF (ERR) RETURN 
CROP * TRUE 
SOWING-.TRUE 
CALL PUTSC ('FILEI3', PÏLEI3 ) 
CALL PUTSRP1'SOWDAY', DOY 1 
CALL PUTSRP('SOWDEP', SOWDEP | 
RETURN 
END 
- - - O e t v a r i a b l e s f r o » C o m m u n i c a t i o n 
CALL GBTSTSCDOY' . DOY ) 
CALL GBTSI ('MAN_U' . MAN__U 1 
CALL GnTSRP('PRFDBP' . PRFDEP ) 
PLOUGH*.FALSE. 
ERR - FALSE. 
I / O f o r m a t f o r w r i t » s t a t e m e n t s 
FORMAT <2X,A,1X,F4.0,2X,A) 
FORMAT (2X.A.2X,P4.0,1X,A) 
n d e r r o r • • • • a g i s 
IF [ P L D B P . L T . 0 . ) THEN 
CALL MAHN<'Ploughing d e p t h i 
PLDBF=ABS<PLDEP) 
ENDIF 
IF (PLDBP GT PRFDBP) THEN 
v e r t e d t o p o s i t i v 
Al-DLO, P . O . Box 1 2 » , B L - 1 7 3 0 AC 
D a t e i 13 F e b r u a r y l i f t 
P u r p o e e i T h i s s u b r o u t i n e nhoofc» o n a n o r g a n i c f e r t i l i s a t i o n 
e t e r a n e b a » f e r t i l i s e r t y p e a n d r a t e » . 
( I - l n p u t , 0 - o u t p u t , C - c o n t r o l , I H - l n l t , T - t l a a ) 
t y p e n u r I no u n i t e 
B f e r t i l i s a t i o n r a t a 
F e r t i l i s e r t y p e 
Q u a n t i t y a n o r g a n i c f a r t i l i s -
k g _ B h a - l d - 1 
k g . » h a - l d - 1 
MANAGE.FOR ANNEXAI 2-3 
F e r t i l i s a t i o n n u i i D w a r f d t o p o s i t i v « « m i n « * 
• o f M t l l l u t l o c j c o d * dooa n o t w i s t • 
SUBROUTINE SUBANF(TYPE.RATE.QAFERI 




- - - I n i t i a l n l u M 
CALL GBTSTS(•DOY' . DOY 1 
CALL GBTSI ('HAN_U' . MAN_U ) 
ERR-.FALSE. 
a n d a m c • m i g i i 
IF ( R A T S . L T . 0 . ) THB) 
CALL WARN! ' F e r t i l i z a t i o n r a t « c o n v * r t * d t o p o a i t l v * v a l u * - ) 
RATS-ABS(RATE) 
BHDIF 
D e t e r m i n e « h i e b f e r t i l i s e r t y p * t o a * * 
I F (TYPE EQ.4101 THEN 
RATE-RATS 
IF IRATE EO 0 . ) ERR- TRUE. 
ELSE 
CALL WARN!'No f e r t i l i z a t i o n : f * r t l l l z * x c o d * d o * * n o t * x i * t ' I 
ERR« TRUE 
ENDIF 
R e t u r n I f f e r t i l i s e r t y p * d o * * n o t « i n 
IF (ERRI RETURN 
I / O f o r a n t Cor « r i t * l U t i m t i 
FORMAT ( 2 X . A . 1 X . F 4 0 . 2 X . A . 2 X . F 4 0 .A) 
FORMAT I . X . A . 2 X . P 4 0 . 1 X . A . 2X. F4 . 0 , A) 
WRITE C . S l 'Day ' . D O Y . ' M i n e r a l N a p p l i c a t i o n : ' , 
. RATE.• kg h a - 1 ' 
WRITE ( M A N _ U . 6 ) ' D a y : ' . D O T . ' M i n a r a l N a p p l i c a t i o n : ' . 




a u t b o r i Raymond J o n g n c b a a n 
A»-DLO, P . O . B o s L I » , « L - 1 7 3 0 AC l u w . Tft* » * t « * r l * « 1 * 
D o t * i 1J F e b r u a r y 1»»* 
F u r p o e e i T b l * « u b r o a t i n * e n * e k * o n o r g a n i c n m t t * x f e r t l l l a a t i o n 
p a r — t * r * * u c h a * f e r t i l i s a t i o n t y p * and r * t * . 
f — I T PaRAnsTKRJ. | I . l n r » t , 0 - o o t p u t , C - c c n t « l , I « W l n i t , T - t l n * > 
nam* c l * a a t y p * • • a n i m a u n i t « 
F l a g t o l n d i c a t * i f c r o p i * o n f i e l d 
o r g a n i c f e r t i l i s a t i o n r a t * lug h a - 1 d - 1 
P e r t i l i i e r t y p * 
Q u a n t i t y o r g a n i c f * r t l l i B * r kg h a - l d - l 
c o n d i t i o n 
n o o r g a n i c f e r t i l i z a t i o n * c r o p o n f i e l d 
F e r t i l i s a t i o n r a t * o o n * w r t * d t o p o e i t l * * « m l * 
• o f e r t i l i s a t i o n ! o o d * d o * * n o t * n i * t 
INTEGER 
SUBROUTINB SUBCNFICROP,TYPE.RATE.QOFER.NEW_TASK) 







CROP. E M . FOUND 
CHARACTER F I L B I l ' 8 0 . OFNAMIOFNR)' 2 0 , OFNAMS'JO. STRING*60 
CHARACTER*I•I NEW_TASK 
- I n i t i a l v a l u e * 
IF (NWJTASKEQ INITIALIZE'1 THEN 
CALL CETSI CDATK.U- . DATAJJ) 
CALL GBTSC C F I L E I 1 1 , FILEI1) 





( ' N o o r g a n i c a p p l i c a t i o n : f e r t i l i z e r c o d a d o * a n o t * x l * t ' 
ERR«.TRUE 
ENDIF 
IF <(FOUND) AND.( (CNFBRT.BQ.0 . ) O R . ( C F B R T . B Q O I I) THEN 
WRITE(STRING,' 'A.F4 0 . 2 X . A , A , A ! ' ) ' D a y : ' , D O Y , 
'No o r g a n i c a p p l i c a t i o n : '.OFNANBI1 - LENJTRIMi OPNAME H . 
' b a d l y d n f l n o d ' 
CALL WARN (STRING) 
ERR. TRUE 
ENDIF 
- « • t u r n i f f e r t i l i s a i t y p * d o * * n o t « n i e t o r r a t * 1 * a * r o 
IF (BRR.OR QOFBR.BQ 0 . 1 RETURN 
- I / O f o r m a t f o e w r i t * « U t a w n t i 
FORMAT ( 2 X . A . 1 X . F 4 0 . 2 X . A . F Î . O.A.AI 
FORMAT ( 2 X . A . 2 X . F 4 . 0 . L X . A . F S . 0 . A . A ) 
WRITE ( ' . 5 1 ' D a y . ' , D O Y , A p p l i c a t i o n : .RATE. ' kg h a - 1 ' , 
OFNAMEIl LEN_TRIM(OFNAME)) 







AR-DLO, P . O . S o n 1 3 9 , ML-9750 AC l a r a n , 
1 9 * 1 
« t i n * c h o o k a b o » h a r r e a t l o g 





IF I NOT CROP) BRR-.TRUB. 
IF MSPEC LT.0 ) OR ISPEC CT î M ERR. TRUE 
IF (ERR) RETURN 
IF (CODE.EQ.600) HAR=INT(SPEC) 
I F ICOPB EQ.650) HARVES..TRUE 
Al-DLO. P . O . l o a 1 2 9 , 
D a t * > 13 F e b r u a r y 1 9 9 . 
Purpo**t T b i a a u b r o u t i o * p e r f o : 
- 9 7 5 0 AC I e r e n , 
« o i l f o n l g a t l o i 
SUBROUTINE SUBFUMIFUM) 
LOGICAL FUN 




D a t a • I I K a r e n 199« 
* * r p o * * i T b i a s u b r o u t i n e a d d * « a t 
U 9 , ML-9750 AC 1 
SUBROUTINE SUBIRR (IRRATE.IRRIG! 
CALL RDIMITIDATA^U, LOG_0 . FILBI1I 







C_FERT, OPNR , INCFER) 
OPNAM , OFNR . INOFNHl 
OPTYPB. OFNR , INOrTP) 
UFERT - 0 
ERR - FALSE 
FOUND . PALS E 
- C b e c k a a n d e r r o r 
- « e t v a r i a b l e * f r o n i — • • I c a t i o n i 
CALL GETSTS ('DOY' , DOY ) 
CALL GBTSI l'NAN_U' . MAN_U I 
IF IRATE.LT.0 1 THEN 
CALL W A R N ( ' F e r t i l i z a t i o n r a t « c o n v o r t a d t o p o s i t i v * v a l u 
RATE-ABS(RATEI 
ENDIF 
I F (CROP) THEN 
CALL WARN!'No o r g a n i c f e r t i l i z a t i o n , c r o p o n f i e l d ' i 
ERR« TRUE 
ENDIF 
IF (ERR) RETURN 
- D t t i n l M « n i c h f e r t i l l r e r t y p * t o u » e 
DO 10 I - l . I N O F T P 
IF (TYPE BQ.OFTYPBII)I THEN 
CNFERT- CN.FBRII) 
CFBRT • C_FBRT(I) 
OPNAME- OFNAMII1 
OOPBR - RATE 
POUND - T R U E 
ENDIF 
CONTI NUP. 
r a t * c o n v o r t a d t o p o s i t i v * v a l u « ! 
IF (IRRATS.LT-0 ) THEN 
CALL W A R N ! ' I r r l g a t l o i 
ENDIF 
IRRI C A B S IIRRATB j 
PORMAT ( 2 X . A . 1 X . F 4 0 . 2 X . A , F 4 . 0 . A) 
FORMAT 2 X . A . 2 X . F 4 0 . 1 X . A . F 4 C.AI 
W R I T E I * . 5 ) ' D a y : ' . D O T , ' I r r i g a t i o n ' . I R R I G . ' «at h a - 1 ' 
WRITB I M A N _ U . 6 ) ' D a y : ' . D O Y , ' I r r i g a t i o n • . I R R I G . ' « n h a - 1 ' 
RETURN 
END 
AB-DU), P . O . R o n 1 2 9 , ML-9750 AC B a r o n . 
D a t a i 12 F e b r u a r y 1*9* 
F u r p o e e i T b i a « u b r o u t l n * « r i t e * « a m i n e n w a a g « 
l o g f t l * . 
( I - l a p â t , 
t o * c r * * n and t o 
I M - l n i t . T - t i n * ) 
« n i t « 
ANNEXAI 2-4 MANAGE.FOR 
.SUBROUTINE WARNfHSG) 




o*t v a r i a b l « tro» C m m l c a t 
CALL GBTSTSI 'DOY' , DOY ) 
CALL GETSI CMAN_U- . MAN_U I 
I/O f o m t for « r i t « l U t M « 
PORMAT ( 2 X , A . 1 X . F 4 0 , 2 X , A , A ) 
FORMAT ( 2 X . A . 2 X . F 4 0 . 1 X , A , A ) 
« r i t « t a I O E M B «ad l o g t i l « 
WRITE ( * , 5 ) "Dry. ' ,DOY, 'WARNING 




ROTASK.FOR ANNEXAI 3-1 
I ROTUE raraion 1.0 
i atra-
AB-DLO, PO k > 131, »730 AC 1 
Dat« i 24 Jtnuiy 1994 
Purpose • Thl« program i l a i l t t M tba Lapaot of crop rotatlot 
t U l N with -arloas crope on »ell f er t i l i t y p a r — H n . 
Ta« program «••• tba Fortran siawlation tovlraoMot (FIB • 
1.0) «a developed by Van toiU»>« (IffS). 
Refer, t b u l l o o M , D.W.«. V*a, ( l t fS) . Tbe m ayataa for crop 
alaulatlon, -aralon 1.0. I U I H AB-OEO Quantitativ* App- ' 
tMcbM 1B »yatee ln*ly>u Ho. T, nLO-«aeeer_ta iaat1tute ' 
for Aoroblolooy »ad Soil Fertil ity (JLS-DT-O) , amgaalng—. 
(I-lap«t,0-oatpwt,C-oontrol,IM-ialt,T-tlBM>) 
«alts eleea ' 
•ad PUNCTTOBM œ i i e d . F*»JO 
PROGRAM H U N 
CALL FSE 30 
BND 
AB-DLO, PO BOM 1 4 , «TOO U « • « • _ _ u o e o . The I . t h u l u 4 ( 
D a t a i 1 t i l M d i a l 1 » 9 3 
P u r p o e e i M l « u b r o u t l o . l a a FOUTHU 77 | « m i a a l i a j a w r l r a o a a t t 
f o r o o a t l n u o u a e o r o - e o o l o o l e a l p r o o e e a e e a u c h aa c r o p 
• e a t e r b e l a a o a « . T a » M ï . 0 T u i l o n l a e n i a -
r e l o a o f m v a r a l o o 1 . 0 « a d laai v e r « i o n 2 . 1 . 
( I - l a p « t , 0 - o « t a a t , C - o a B t r o l , Z a a l a l t , T - t l a B > ) 









DATA FILEIC /•CONTROL.DATV.ST_U / 1 0 / , END_U /99/ 
CALL COM_M*N_INTT 
5ELECTEDJ03DULE - MAIN' 
r e r u n e t a r t a b a r « 
« a l t iwaali»! • t o r a l l f l l a a , o a l o a l a t a r e q u i r e d aaal 
NO.U - 2 * 2 * 2 » 2 » 1 
U - GBTUN2 (ST_U.a7JD_U.N0_UI 
CONTROL.U • ST_U 
RERUN.U - CONTROLJJ*, 
DATA_U - RBRUN_U*3 
OUTPUT.U - DATA_U.2 
LOG_U » OUTPUT_U.2 
CALL RDINTT tCONTROL_U,0,FILEIC) 
CALL RDSCHA C FILEON* . FILEON) 
CALL RDSCHA I'FILEOL' . FTLB0LI 
CALL RDSCHA ( ' F I L E I R ' . FILEIR) 
CLOSE ICONTROL.U) 
-Opao o u t p u t fill» « a d p o a a l b l y « l o a f i l a 
CALL FOPENS (OUTPUT.U. PILEON. 'NEM'. •DEL1) 
IF 'FILEOL NE FILBONI THEN 
CALL FOPENS {LOG_U. FILEOL. 'NEM-. 'DBL'1 
ELSE 
LOG_U - OUTPUT_U 
END IF 
WRITE <0UTPUT_U. ' 
WRITE (LOG_U,*l 
' O u t p u t ( l i a ROTASK 1 0 
'Log £ 1 1 « ROTASK 1 . 0 ' 
CALL PUTSI l '0UTPUT_U' . 0UTPUT_U) 
CALL PUTSI CLOG^U1 , LOG_U) 
CALL PUTSI l'DATA_U' . DATA_U) 
CALL RDSET5 'RERUN.U, L0G_U. FILEIR. INSETS) 
CALL P U T S I ( ' I N S E T S ' . INSETS) 
DO I S B T - 0 , INSETS 
CALL P U T S I I ' I S E T ' , ISET 1 
CALL RDPROH (ISET. TRUE ) 
CALL RUN_MODEL (PILEIC,CONTROL_U.OUTPUT.U,_OG_U,0ATA_U. ISET) 
END DO 





c l o a a o f w e a t h e r tr. 
CALL USEDUN ( 1 0 . 9 9 1 
CHARACTER'SO F I L E 2 T , F I L B I 1 . FILEI2 




STTIME. PINTIN. PRDEL, DBLT. DOY. YEAR 
IYEAR . IDOY 
DBLTNP 
Output - a r l a b l a a 
LOGICAL OUTPUT. OUTPUT.: 
LOGICAL RDINQR. TERMINAI 
SAVE 
V I T E I * , ' ( A ) ' ) ' FSE 1 . 0 : I n i t i a l i z e r y a t a a ' 
SELECTED_MO0ULE - 'RUN_MODEL 
-Raad U B H o f t l a a r f i l a and i n p u t t i l a a 1 - 3 f r o m c o n t r o l 
f i l e ( t b a a a f i l e * o a a b o « a « d l a r a m a a ) 
CALL RDINIT (CONTROL_U, LOG.U.PILEICt 
CALL RDSCHA I ' F I L E I T ' . FILEITI 
IP (RDINQR ( ' F I L B I l ' i l CALL RDSCHA ( ' F I U C X l ' . P I L E I l l 
IF (RDINQR ( ' F I L E I 2 ' ) I CALL RDSCHA I ' P I L E I 2 ' , FILEI2I 
CLOSE ICC»vTROL_U) 
CALL PUTSC ( ' P I L E I T ' . FILEITI 
CALL PUTSC I ' F I L E I l ' . FILEI1) 
CALL PUTSC C F I L E I 2 ' . FI LEI 2) 
d « w e t h e r - a r l a b l a a f r e - t l a a r f i l a 
CALL RDINIT (DATA_0 , LOC_U. PILEIT) 
CALL RDSREA I'STTIME'. STTTME) 
CALL RDGREA C F I N T I M ' . PTNTIK1 
CALL RDSREA ('PRDEL' . PRDEL 1 
CALL RDSREA I'DELT' . DELT | 
CALL RDSINT ('IPPORM', IPPORH) 
CALL RDSINT <'IYEAR' . IYEAR) 
IF (RDIMOE C C O P I N F - ) ) THEN 
CALL RDSCHA ( 'COPINP' . COpINF) 
ELSE 
COPINF - 'N' 
END I F 
IF (RDINQR (-DELTMP-II THEN 
CALL RDSCHA CDELTKP'. DELTNPI 
ELSE 
DELTMP * 'N-
END I F 
Raad a e q u e n c e a a d a o d u l a a t o a t a r t f i r a t 
'ALL RDACHA ('MDD_LIST'.MOD_LIST.MDD_LIST_MN.MDD_LIST_AN) 
CALL RDACHA ('START_MODULBS',START_MDDULES. 
a MOD_LIST_MN, START_MODULES_ANI 
CLOSE (DATA_U) 
I a l t l a l l a a T l i a n t and OUTDAT r o u t i n e « 
CALL T I K B U ( 1 . STTTME. DBLT. PRDEL, FINTIM. 
& IYEAR. TIME . DOY . IDOY . TERMINAL. OUTPUT) 
YEAR - REAL IIYEAR) 
CALL PUTSRP ( •Tltm' . TINE 
CALL PUTSRP ('DELT' , DELT 
CALL PUTSRP ('STTTME'. STTXME 
CALL PUTSI {'IYEAR' . IYEAR 
CALL PUTSTS I'YEAR' . YEAR 
CALL PUTSTS ('DOY- . DOY 
CALL PUTSI I'IDOY' . IDOY 
CALL OUTDAT ( 1 , OUTPUTJJ. 'TIME'. TIMEI 
DO I l« l .MOD_LIST_AH 
MOD_STATUS(Il) - •TERMINATE' 
M0D_STATUS_RBQ(I1) • 0 
MOD_MJN(Ill - FALSE 
END DO 
DO I1-1.START_HD_ULES_AN 
CALL START_MODULB ISTART_MDDULESIII)I 
FSB 3 . 0 DYNAMIC l o o p ' 
W,_RUNNTNG_MODULES - 1 
IF lNO_R*JNNING_f*DDULES ST 0) THEN 
DO I1-1 .M0D_LIST_AN 
IP IMDD_RUN1I1)) THEN 
a o d u l a l a r a n a l a « 
MOD_STATUS(Il) * DO.STATES' 
CALL MODULE_SELECT (MOD_STATUS(ID,MDD_LISTII1I) 
END IF 
END DO 
- b a c k I f a o e a l e a a a o u l d b e a t a x t a d 
DO I l= l ,MOD_LIST_AN 
IF NOT MOC_RUN(IllI THEN 
MOD_STATUS(Il] - 'START?' 
CALL MODULE_SELECT (MOD_STATUS(111.MDD_LIST(I1H 
END IF 
END DO 
I a l t l a l l a a a o d u l a a 
DO I1»1.HDD__LIST_AN 
I F ( NOT.MOD_RON(I1) ANOHOD_STATUS_RBQ(Il) BQ.1) THEN 
w r i t e I * . * ) ' S t a r t i n g : • , M 0 D _ L I S T I I 1 ) 
HDD_STATUSII1) • - I M T I A L I Z B ' 
CALL HODULE_SELECT (MDD_STATUS(I1) , H D 0 _ U S T ( I 1 ) ) 
MOO_RUNII1) - TRUE 
HDO_STATUS_RBO(I1) - 0 
OUTPUT * TRUE. 
:• IF 
; DC 





L o c a l - a r l a b l a a 
INCLUDE 'SEL_INPO INC' 
M o d u l a H a t 
INCLUDE •MDD_INPO INC' 
CHARACTER* 31 STAATJtDDULES (MOD_LIST_MNI 
STAirr_MDDULBS_AN 
NO_rn»4«NCJtODULBS. I I 
c a l c u l â t « r a t « « , 
c b a c k a t o p o o n d l t l o a a o f a l l a o d u l a a I 
DO I 1 - 1 . B T O D _ L I S T _ A N 
I P IRCD.EÜNIIIH THBN 
MOO_STATUS(I1) - 'DO_RATES' 
CALL M O D U L B . S B L B C T I M O O _ S T A T U S ( I 1 ) , M O O _ L I S T ( I 1 ) ) 
END IF 
fcNI. IX. 
c a a c k I f a aauVal a a o u l d b a t a r a i o a t a d ( t a r e « « o u t p u t ) 
DO I l« l .MOD_LIST_AN 
IF iMDO_RUM(Il) AND M00_STATUS_RBQII1» B O - l ) 
OUTPUT * TRUE 
END DO 
d o o u t s a t t o t i l « 
IF IOUTPUTI THEN 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . 0 . ' T I N E - , TIME) 
IF i ISET EC 0) THEN 
NRITB ( ' . ' U Î X . A . I S . A . F 7 2 ) ' t 
ROTASK.FOR ANNEXAI 3-2 
' D e f a u l t s a t . Y e a r : ' 
WRITE {•. • ( 1 3 X , A . n . A , I 5 . A , F 7 2 r ) 
'Rerun M t i ' , ISET. ' , Ï « M ' , IYKAR. 
ID I F 
Day; 
DO I l . l I H O D _ L I S T _ A N 
IF tMOD_RUNUl) I THEN 
H0D_STATUS(I1) « •OUTPUT* 
CALL HODULE^SBLBCT {MOD.STATUSUl I ,HDD_LIST(I1) ) 
' IF 
BND DO 
ID I F 
DO I l« l .MOO_LIST_AN 
I F (HDDJRJNIII) AMD.HOD_STATUS_RBQ(Ill B Q -
w c l t « C M ' S t o p p i n g : • , N O D _ L I S T l I l ) 
e d s t o b e « t o p p e d , d e l e t e m a n o f Modul 
CALL DBLBTB_VAft£ (HOD_LIST( I I I ) 
a c t u a l l y a t o p ariÉiil i 
MOD_STATUS(Il) - 'TaHHINATE' 
CALL MODULI_SELacT (MOD_STATUS(II) ,HOD.LISTIII)J 
R a w * * fror« H a t 
L_HODULB • MODULS 
I l - IFINDC (MDD_LIST,HOD_LIST_MN. 1 . M O 0 J J S T . J W . L_")DOULE) 
IF H l TT Ol THEN 
IF <MDD_RUN<n!> THEN 
Modul« i a n u K i i n o . B a k « I t « t o p 
MOO_STATUS_RB0(IH • - 1 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR <'STOPJWDULB-. 
4 'Modula n o t I n c o r r e c t » t a t « ' ) 
CALL ERROR ('STOP_MODULE'. 'Modul* n o t I n H a t ' ) 
SUBROUTINE ST0P_SELF 
IMPLICIT HONE 
INCLUDE •SEL_INFO INC' 
SAVE 
END DO 
OUTPUTJÏMP - OUTPUT 
CALL T i m m ( 2 . STTIKE, DELT. PRDEL. FINTIM. 
IYEAR. TIME . DOY . IDOY . TERMINAL, OUTPUT) 
YEAR • REAL (IYEARI 
• awr i ( n a H a t 
CALL STOP MODULE I SELECTED JtOOULE I 
IF (TERKINALJ THEN 
CALL STOPJUU,J*JDULES 
DO I l « l . M O 0 _ L I S T _ A N 
IF (M0D_RUN(I1I AND MOD_STATUS_RE0(Ill B Q . - I I 
w r i t « ( * , • ) • S t o p p i n g : ' ,H0D_LIST(I1J 
f e r a « o w t p a t « b n i t w a s o f f 
I F (.MOT.OPTPUT.TMP) THEN 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 , 0 , •TIKE 1 , TIKE) 
IF ( ISBT.EQ.Q) THEN 
WRITE I V I 1 3 X . A . I S . A . F 7 2) 'J 
- D e f a u l t » a t , Year ' , IYEAR, ' . Day: DOY 
WRITE (*. • ( 13X.A . I I . A . I S , A . F 7 21 ' I 
•Rerun « a t ; •, ISBT. - , Year : • , IYEAR. 
. Day : • , DOY 
END IF 
HOD.STATUSIU) - 'OUTPUT' 
CALL MODULB„SELECT (MOD_STATUS(Il l .M0D„LISTII1 M 
END IF 
m o d a l e a a e d a t o b« « t o p p e d , d e l a t e n a i n o f s o d a l e 
CALL DELETE_VAR5 (MOD_LISTIIH) 
a c t u a l l y a t o p m o d a l e 
MDD_STATUS(I1) - TERMINATE 
CALL MOOULE^SELECT (MOD_STATUSIII) ,MOD_LIST(Ul I 
MOD_STATUS_REQ(I1) a 0 




SELECTEDJMODULE - 'RUM_HODEL' 
CALL PUTSRP i 'TIME' , TIME) 
CALL PUTSRP I'DELT' , DELT) 
CALL PUTSI ( ' I Y EA R ' . IYEAR) 
CALL PUTSTS ('YEAR- , YEAR) 
CALL PUTSTS CDOY- . DOY) 
CALL PUTSI CIDOY- , IDOYI 
g e t raaaber o f r e m a i n « m o d a l e s 
t«_RUNNlNGJMODULE£ « 0 
DO I l « l , M O D _ L I S T J W 
IF (MOD.RUNIIl) ) NO_RUNNINC_MODULES -
NO_ RUNNIHG_M0DULES • 1 
END DO 
CALL OUTDAT 'IPFORM, 0. ' S i m u l a t i o n r e s u l t « ' 
RETURN 
Add t o H a t 
CALL STARTJCDULE lSELECTED_MODULEi 
L o c a l v a r l e b l e e 
INCLUDE 'MOD_INFO INC' 
INTEGER I I 
SAVE 
i « n n e l l f r o m f r o » H a t 
DO 10 I l - l , H O D _ L I S T _ A N 
IF IMOD_RUN(HI I M0D_STATUS_REQ(I1I 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
n a t a w h o l e r a n 




L o c a l v a r i a b l e « 
INCLUDE 'SEL_INF0 . INC• 
SAVE 
Make a l o b e l l y a v a i l a b l e 
SELECTEDJfODULB * MODULE 
A l p h a b e t i c a l o r d e r 
IF IMDOULB BO 'DRSAKE-I THEN 
CALL DRSAKE (NEWJTASK) 
ELSE IF (MODULE.BO 'WHEAT') THEN 
CALL WHEAT INEWJTASKI 
ELSE IF IMODULE BO 'GRASS') THEN 
CALL CRASS INEWJTASK) 
ELSE IF (MODULE EC 'MAN'I THEN 
CALL MAN (NEWJTASK) 
ELSE IF IMODULE.EQ.-POTATO') THEN 
CALL POTATO f NEWJTASK) 
ELSE IF iMODULE EQ 'SBEET'; THEN 
CALL SBEET 'NEWJTASK) 
ELSE I F IMODULE EQ 'SOM') THEN 
CALL SOM 'NEWJTASKI 
ELSE IF (MODULE EQ -WEATHER') THEN 
CALL WEATHER (NEWJTASK) 
ELSE 




L o c a l v a r i a b l e « 
INCLUDE 'MOD_INFO INC' 
INTEGER I F D B X . i l . I LBN 
CHARACTER* 11 LJfODULB 
SAVE 
Add t o l i s t 
-.MODULE - MODULE 
11 « IFINDC (MOO_UST,MOD^ISTJW.l .MOD_USTJwJ,L_MODULE] 
I F I I I G T . 0 ) THEN 
IF I NOT MOD.RUN'I l ) t THEN 
Module i s n o t r u n n i n g 
MDD_STATUS_REQ(I1) - 1 
ELSE 
I I a MAX ( l . I L B N (MODULE)I 
WRITE l * , ' ( 3 A ) ' ) ' M o d u l « : '.MOOULEI1: I I I . 
k ' n o t i n c o r r e c t s t a t e ' 
CALL ERROR ('START_MDOULE',' '1 
END IF 
ELSE 
I I - MAX ( l . I L E N (MODULS)1 
WRITE (*. ' (3A) ' I ' M o d u l e .MODULE(1 I I I , ' n o t i n H i t ' 
CALL ERROR ('START_MDOULE', ' ' | 
END I F 
CHARACTER*(*) MODULE 
L o c a l v a r i a b l e « 
INCLUDE SEL_INFO INC' 
SAVE 
Mara a l o b e l l y a v a i l a b l e 
SELECTED_MODULE - MODULE 
CALL COM_HAN_DEL 
SUBROUTINE CHKTSK3 (NEWJTASK.OLDJTASKI 
IMPLICIT NONE 
CHARACTER'('I NBWJTASK.0LD_TASK 
INCLUDE 'SEL_D)«FO UK' 
I L0G_U 
SAVE 
CALL GETSI CLOG_U-,LOG_U) 
CHARACTER*I * I MODULE 
L o c a l v a r l a b i a « 
INCLUDE 'MDD_INPO INC' 
I F I N D C , I I 
w r i t e (LOG_U,*i t l m a . ' ' , e « l « c t « d _ a o d u l a J o l d _ t a a k , 
I F (OLDJTASX EQ TfaHDrATE-) THEN 
IF (N»_TASK EC 'START?-) THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR I ' C H K T 5 K 3 ' . ' w r o n g new t a s k ' ) 
ROTASK.FOR ANNEXAI 3-3 
ELSE I P IOLDJTASK SQ •START?1I THEN 
I F (NEWJTASK.EO-'INITIALIZE- OR.NEWJTASK.BQ. START?-) THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR ( CHKTSK3i . -wrong naw t u k ' ) 
END IP 
ELSE IP IOLDJTASK BO ' INITIALIZE'I THEN 
I P (NBWJTASK.BO -DOJIATBS-) THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR I ' C H K T 5 K 3 • . ' w i o n g naw t a a k ' I 
END IP 
ELSE I P <OLD_TASK.BQ 'DOJAATES'I THEN 
I P (NBW_TASK BQ -DO_STATES' OR. 
i. NEM_TASK.EQ.'OUTPUT-1 THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR I•CWCTSK3' , 'wrong I M » t a a k ' ) 
END IP 
ELSE I P (OLD_TASK E g . - D 0 _ S T A T « S ' ) THEN 
IP (NBW_TASK.BO. 'D0_RATBS* I THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR [ C H K T S K 3 ' . ' w r o n g now t a a k " I 
END I P 
ELSE I F (OLD_TASK.BQ -OUTPUT') THEN 
IP (NBW_TASK 8 0 •DO_STATES' OR NEW_TASK EO TERMINATE-1 THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE IF INEW_TASK EO 'TERMINATE'I THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR i-WEATHER'.-wrong t a s k ' ) 
END IF 
- - C a l c a l a t a - o i l taarparatwi • p o x l a y o r 
CALL SOLTMP(NBH_TASK, 
OLDJTASK - I 
RETURN 
CALL ERROR ('CKKT'JK*' rong naw t a s k ' I 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR I -CHKTSKI- . 'wrong o l d t a s k ' ! 
END IP 
..UBRUUTINE WEATHER (NEWTASKI 
IMPLICIT NONE 




CHARACTER WTRDIR'IO, CNTR'7. WSTAT*6 
INTEGER ISTATI. ISTAT2 
REAL LONG. LAT, BLSV. ANGA. ANGE 
REAL REO. TNNN. TMMX. VP. WN, RAIN. PAR 
LOGICAL I 
SAVE 
DATA OLD_TASK / ' * 
CALL CHKTSKi INEW^TASK.0LD_TASK1 
I P ( « W _ T A S K . B 0 •START?-) THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE IP (NBM_TAS1C.BO 'INITIALIZE- OR N1W_TASKE0 'D0_STATES1 
IP iNEW TASK BQ • INITIALIZE' i THEN 
CALL GBTSI CDATA_U'. DATA_U) 
CALL GtTSI CLOGJJ' . LOG_U ) 
CALL GETSC ( ' F I L E I T ' . FILEITl 
CALL GETSI i ' IYSAR' . IYBAR J 
CALL GETSI ITDOY- . IDOY I 
CALL RDINIT (DATA_U. LOG_U. FILEITl 
CALL RDSCHA CWTRDIR-. WTRDIRi 
CALL RDSCHA ICNTR' . CNTR I 
CALL RDSINT C I S T N 1 . ISTN I 
CALL RDSINT < IFLAG- . IFLAG 1 
CLOSE (DATA_U) 
« r r o c rhacfca o p i a t a t l T 
CALL PUTSRP I 'LAT' .LATl 
ELSE IP INEW_TASK EQ 'DO_RATES'i THEN 
CALL GETS I CIYEAR- . IYEARi 
CALL GETS I ClDOY' . IDOY I 
Opan w a a - a a r t i l « and r a a d a t a t i o a laf<M 
« M t a w d a t a f o r « t a r t d a y o f a l a m l a t i o l 
Cha-k « t a t - « o f i 
h a - a o c c v n a d dttrlJW - h a w o o l « « l a a i l a t l o o . WTRTCR f lacra I t t 
a how Id ba t a i - u n a t a d b a c a u a a o f adaaLBS « M U t t 
CALL STINPO (IPLAC . WTTADIR, ' - , CNTR. ISTN. ÎYEAR. 
ISTATI. LONG , LAT. ELEV. ANGA. ANGB) 
CALL WEATHR IIDOY . ISTAT2. RDD. THMN. TMMX. VP. WN, RAINI 
I F (ISTATI N E . 0 OR ISTAT2 NE.01 WTRHES • TRUE 
WSTAT • - 4 4 4 * 4 4 ' 
I F (ABS ( I S T A T 2 ( . G E . 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) THEN 
WRITE ( W S T A T . - ( 1 6 ) ' ) ABS (ISTAT21 
ELSE IF (ISTATI.BO 0) THEN 
WSTAT - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 
END IP 
- - C a l e a l a t a p h - A - p a r l o d « e t i » - r a d i â t l o a ( J _HI d - I ) 
PAR - R D O * l E 3 / ï 
CALL PUTSTS ('RDD- . RDD) 
CALL PUTSTS (-PAR- . PAR) 
CALL PUTSTS I'TMMN- , THRM) 
CALL PUTSTS t'TNMX' . TMMXI 
CALL PUTSTS C V P - . VPI 
CALL PUTSTS CNN 1 . WN) 
CALL PUTSTS ( 'RAIN' , RAIN) 
CALL PUTSC <-WSTAT'. WSTAT) 
ELSE I P INaTM TASK EO 1CWTPOT'I THEM 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . 0 . ' R D O ' . R D D 1 
SOM.FOR ANNEXAI 4-1 
• t « 1 . ( 1 » I 5 ) 
AB-DLO, PO I M 1 2 f , BL-B7S0 AC 
Baaad « a a a r l l a r v a r s l , 
Data t 21 l n i ^ i w 1»»5 
P u r p o i « ! T h i s s u s r o n t l n a i l a ü t t M » o l l o r g a n i c » a t t a r a n d 
a l t r o g a a . d y n a n i c a . o r g a n i c a a t t a r ((M) l a p a r t i t i o n * « ! l a 
l a b l l a (LOI) a n d » t a b l a («CM} f r a c t i o n « Addad r a a i d u a * 
and d a a d p l a n t a a t a r 1 * 1 l a a n a i g n a d t o d n c o a p o a a b l a 
(DfffJ). a t m c t u r a l («FM) and r a a t « t a n t (RPH) f r a c t i o n » . 
R a f a r . i v . r b a r n a , • - , D l j k a t n r f a a l » , O . , J o n g a n a a a p , S . , B a i l , B . 
• U M , A. « a d M . B a u t < 1 » » 5 ) . B l a H l a t l O B d a a c u l t u r a * 
p l u v i a l a a a« — r t l n » Paao (CP-BJOTî)i a o c o B o , a l l a t a m l a 
BtTMlBr» B / l a a l l A / A B - D b O , tM-OLC a a r a a . B a r i * M - D L O a o t » • • 
A n o r g a n i c n l t r o g a n l a l a y a r ka « b a - ] 
i n l t r o e a n l a p r o f i l a ko B h a - 1 
> l a l a b i l a / a t a b l » CM ko C kg DB-1 
Bg_C h a - 1 
• B _ c k o » i 
C a r a e a o o n t a n t a o f d a a d r o o t s ko c k« n i i 
C a r b o n r a t a CM a d d l t l a a a « o c h a - 1 d - l 
C o r r a e t l a n t a b l a t o r d r o a o b t s t r a s s 
C o r r n c t i o a t a b l a Car » o i l t a a p a r a t a r a 
C l a f r a c t i o n OBI f a r t 111 r a t I o n ko C ko. SM-l 
c / B r a t i o d a a d r o o t » ko c ko B-1 
C/BT r a t i o l a b l l a CM ko c ko m-1 
c m r a t i o CM p a r l a y a r ko c kg B 1 
C/B r a t i o » t a b l a CM 1g C ko B-1 
C c o n t a n t » l a CM f a r t l l l r n t i o o ko .C h a - 1 d - l 
T t a a » t a p o f l a t a g T a t i o B d 
Dnpth o f n l d d l a o f a o i l l a y a r on 
D a i l y a l t r o g a a l a a a b i a o kg B h a - 1 d - l 
D a i l y a l t r o g a a i n p u t b y r â l a ko B b a - 1 d - l 
Daad r o o t r a t a k g . » b a - 1 d - l 
a a t a r f i a * o o a l n o l a l a y a r a a ESO h a - 1 d - l 
F r a c t i o n » t a b l a CM p a r l a y a r 
T a b l a f r a c t i o n p l a n t r a a l d a a a p a r l a y a r 
Ca-oatb o f C p o o l o r g a n i c a a t t a r ko C b a - 1 d - l 
B a l a t l v n r a a i a a a i l i m a a i i i i l I l i t r a t a d - l 
C d a o n a p a a l t l o B r a t a s p a r l a y a r ko C b a - 1 d - l 
R a l a t l v a CM i l i m a a i m I T I II r a t a d - l 
T — i i l i l l l a a t l o a r a t a ko B b a - 1 4 - 1 
X a a n b i l l a a t l a a r a t a CM ko B h a - 1 4 - 1 
I a a n f c l l l m t l o a r a t a r a s l d a a s ko^B b a - 1 4 - 1 
M i n a r n l l a a t l o n r a t a CM ko B b a - 1 d - l 
M i n o r a i i r a t i o n r a t a r a a l d a a a ko_B b a - 1 4 - 1 
• i a a c a l l a a t l a a r a t a ko B b a - 1 4 - 1 
a l t r o g a a l a CM * o _ B kg M - I 
H t r a g a a l a r a a i d a a f r a c t i o n kg B b a - 1 
a l t r o a a a o o a a a a t r a t i o a k g _ B o a B 3 0 - J 
B l t r o o a n o n a o a a t r a t l o a l a r â l a ko_B c a i _ a s O - l 
B a t a l t r o a a a t r a n s p o r t t a l a y a r kg_B b a - 1 4 - 1 
1 t i n m a n ooacanr , r a t i o n l a l a y a r k g . « c a u B 2 © - l 
a l t r o g a a l a 4 a a 4 r o o t s p a r l a y a r ho B h a - 1 
a l t r o g a a r a t a CM a d d i t i o n * kg B h a - 1 4 - 1 
Bat a l a i t a l l a a t l o a BM f r a c t i o n « k g . B b a - 1 4 - 1 
a l t r o g a a t r a n s p o r t a d b y a a t a r kg l o n - 3 4 - 1 
Bi—lui o f l a y a r » l a » a i l p r o f i l a 
bai iilaaaa a a n a a r o f l a y a r » i n » o i l p r o f i l a 
B a t a l n a r a l i r a t i o n r a t a ko_B h a - 1 4 - 1 
C a a m l a t i v a a l n a m l l a a t l o n k g j i b a - 1 4-
B i t r o g a o l a CM f a r t l l i r a t l o n ko_B b a - 1 4 
U t r a g a a a p t a k a r a t a p a r l a y a r • * _ • b a - 1 4 ' 
T o t a l a l t r o g a a - p * - * - b y c r a p 
a l t r o g a a a p t a b a r a t a ko_B h a - 1 4 ' 
I l a » o i l l a y a r 
1-1 
I b a - 1 
[ flag 
L a a t l a y a r a n c r a p l o u g h i n g t a r a « p l a ç a 
F r a c t i o n a f FLIB p l o a g a a d 
C i a p l a a t r a a l d a a a p a r » o ï l l a y a r k g . M ba-1 
d e f a r t i l l a a t i o a r a t a ko_B b a - 1 4-1 
) a a t t a r f a r t i l i s a t i o a hg_DM b a - 1 4 - ; 
R a a p l r a t l a a o f CM ko ..CM h a - 1 4-1 
M l a a c a l i a a t l a a r a d n e t i o * f a c t o r b y T and BC 
B a l a t l v n a a t a r c o n t a n t t a BCBJP 
B a l k a a a a l t y l a » a i l l a y a r g . a a l l c a \ _ » o i l - : 
S o l l t a a p a r a t a r a p a r l a y a r a a a r s a» C a l » l a i 
T h i c k s * * » o f a o i l l a y a r a 
T o t a l a l t r o g a a l a a c h l o g k g . B h a - ! 
T o t a l a l t r o g a a i n p u t by r â l a kg B h a - : 
T o t a l a n o r g a n i c f a r t i l i s a t i o a kg.EM b a - : 
T o t a l c a t b o a i a » a i l CM kg_C a a - : 
T o t a l a i t r a g — l a a o i l CM kg .M h a - : 
V o l a a n t r l e a a t a r o o a t a n t a a S _ D O o a - J s o i : 
FbTaL 
c o n d i t l a a 
1 ) > « . 0 1 B a l l 
1 ) > « . B 1 B a i l a r a a a l c a l t r o a a a 
3 ) > « . B 1 B o l l 
PARAMETER ICK2TOHA-1 ES. MMTOCPUO.1) 
B a a l a r r a y v a r l a b l a a 
REAL AMLAYdTBS) .CDPMdTB5) .CDRTdTBS) 
CFMNSM(81 .CTSTMM12) . CDIDPM ( ITBS I .CWRPMdTBSl 
CINSPMfITB5) .CLOMdTBSI .CMONdTBS) .CHSCPIdTBS) .CCMFdTBSI 
CRPHdTB5l .CSCH(ITB5J ,CSPM(ITB5I .DEPTH(ITBS) . FDPMTB IITB10] 
FRPMTBÜTBIOI ,FSPMTBIITB1Û) . FTJtQTIITBS) . FSOMdTBS) 
GRLOMC(ITBS) .CTtSOHCdTBSl .KDFMdTBS) .KLONdTBS) .KSOM(ITBS) 
KAPNdTBSI ,KSPNiITB5l .KTRPM(ITBS) .KTSPN(ITBS) .NINIITBS) 
MIMDPMIITBS; .NIMLCNUTBS) . MWD ( ITBS ) .MIMRPMdTBSI 
KIHSGH(ITBS) HDtSPNt lTSSj . MINDPMI ITB5 ) .HINLOHIITBSj 
HIKRFHdTBS) . KlN'.taKITBS) . MINSPNIITBS) .MINZ(ITBS) 
NCLAY(ITB5»1. 
NDIFI ITB5 l.NDPM (ITBS) .NDRTlITBOi .NFLOWiITBS'1 ) ,NLOM(ITB5) 
NMINRIITBS) .NONPlITBSl ,NRPM1ITB5) .M30MdTB5> ,NSPMdTB5) 
N U P T d T B S ) , PERCUTES) . PERCt»HITB5) ,PERCH(ITBS) .PERN IITBSt 
PERNH1ITBS) .PNC (ITBS) . P T B ( 8 ) .RC02IITB5) , RaTtCDÏ ( ITB5 ) 
RBLMQdTBS) ,RHODdTB5) .RHODHdTBS) . S O I L T F d T B S ) .TKLIITBS) 













L o g i c a l » l n g l a v a r l a b l a a 
LOGICAL PLOUGH 
- F u n c t i o n « 
REAL INSH, INTCRL. LINT 
LATA 0LD_TA5K /'TERMINATE'/ 
CALL CHXTSK3 (NEW.TASK,OLD.TASKj 
IF (NBW_TASK BQ START?"I THEN 
CONTINUE 
ELSE IF (NEW,TASK EÇ É INITIALIZE'1 THEN 
• - O a t v a r l a b l a a f r o n 
CALL CBTSI ('CATA^U 
CALL CETSRPI'DELT' 
CALL GETSC {'FTLEI2 
CALL GETSI CLOC_U' 
CALL c*rrsi ( 'ML' 
CALL GETJUU>( 'DEPTH' 
CALL CsTTARPi -TEL1 
CALL GETATSI-HCLOT' 
- - O a t v a r l a b l a a f r o a a o i l f 1 1 a 
CALL RDINTT (QATA_U . LOG_U . FILEI2) 
CALL ROSREA ('ANTOT' . ANTOT 1 
CALL RDGREA ('CNDPH- . CNDPM ) 
CALL ROSREA ('CNLOH-
CALL RDSRBA iCNRPM' 
CALL RDSRBA 'CNSPM' 
CALL ROSREA I'EDPM' 
CALL ROSREA ('ELOH' 
CALL RDSREA ''ERPM' 
CALL ROSREA l'ESCH-
CALL ROSREA < ESPM 
CALL RDSREA ( 'FDC' 
CALL RDSREA ( FRC' 
CALL RDSREA ( ' F S C ' 
CALL RDSREA ('FSCBÜ -
CALL RDSRBA ( 'KCOm-
CALL RDSREA ('KCLCM1 
CALL RDSREA |'KCRPM' 
CALL RDSREA I'KCSOM' 
CALL RDSREA I'KCSPM' 
















CALL RDSREA I'PMCO' . PMCO ) 
CALL RDAREA I'CFMNSM'. CFHHSM, 
CALL RDAREA ('CFSTMP'. CFSTMP, 
CALL RDAREA i'FDPMTB'. FDPMTB. 
CALL RDAREA ''FRPMTB', PRPMTB, 
CALL RDAREA FSPMTB FSPMTB, 
CALL RDPRBA ('PERCH' , PERCH . 
CALL RDPRBA ('PEENH' , PERW 
CALL RDAREA I'PTB' . PTB 
CALL RDFREA CRHOCH1 . RHDtH . 
CLOSE (DATA_0) 
t . ICFMSMj 
12 . icrmp) 
ITB20 . IFDPM ) 
ITB2C , IFRPM : 




IF INL-CT NLLM) 
CALL ERROR ('SOM 
ANTOT0*ANTOT 
i a a n y » o i l l » y » r s d a f l n a d i n d a t a f i l a ' ) 
- V a r l a b l a a p a r l a y a r 
C a r b o n ( X ) , a l t r o g a a (X) a 
p a r a o i l l a y a r 
PRFDEP * 0 




- I n i t i a l i d o • (ko B b a - 1 l a y a r - 1 ) 1» a s s i g n 
l l y t o » o i l l a y a r » a n d • o o n e a n t r a t l o a p a r l a y a r 
(kg_E O H L _ B « 0 - J > l a c a l c a l a t a d 
DO 2 0 I - l . N L 
ANLAYlH *(TRX(I ) .'PRFDEP i * ANTOT 
MCLAY ( I ) -AMLAY ( I ) / (WCLQTII) • T E L d ) • CK2TDHAi 
SUBROUTDEi «CM (M 
C>««ACTER'-0 OLD_TA« 
DATA_U.LOC_U 
- L o c a l v a r l a b l a a 
- I n i t i a l a a o a a t 
l a y a r - 1 ) 
IF (PMCO CT.0 | THEM 
DO 30 I - l . N L 
I P M D E P T H ( I ) . 0 S ' T K L ( I J ) LE 2S I THEM 
PMC ( 11 -TEL 111 • PMCO 
ELSE I P ( ( D E P T H ( I I * 0 S ' T K L ( I ) I L B . 5 0 . I T 
P M C t l i - T K L d l ' O Î75-PMC0 
ELSE IF > D E P T H d f O S ' T K L d M LE 100 1 
P M C ( I ) » T F X d ) * 0 012S*PKC0 
ELSE I F M D E P T H I D . O S * T K L ( D ) GT 1 0 0 ) 




- - C a l c a l a t a I n i t i a l a a a o a a t » o f C and B (kg h a - 1 
I ICPMBM. ICPTMP. I DEPTH. IPLXQT. I PTB. ISOLTP. ITBS. I T B 1 0 . ITB30 
INTEGER ITKL 
INTEGER IMCin-.IMCLgT.NL.NLLM.PLIII 
PAPJaVETBE ( I T B S - S . I T B 1 0 - 1 0 . I T E 2 0 - 2 0 . K L U B - 1 0 I 
B a a l s i n g l a v a r l a b l a a 
REAL Aamrf .COff .CIJI»AT.COT.C»BU.CH«.Cia^^ 
U A L ClXWT.CM2TOHA.C»E3BT.<^lFMT CBOMT.CBPMT 
REAL DMLEAC DNBAIN DRT. LBTUT. K<.T?PM. RCUPI K'TRPM 
KEAL KCaXM.IUaaM.MMmJCM.NClUaN.NCT.IBETIMP.BE^ 
n t ju . loam,, m a n . mrtywrvJT PARMI PARPLÏ P L D E P F L F R A 
MAL Ç«af^l . lB^OT.RIETM.»JB»».TMLBAC.TMRAIM 
DD « 0 I - l . N L 
t a r 1» a a r l v a d f r o a CX i n a o r l a 
SOM.FOR ANNEXAI 4-2 
• m u 
CLGM(I) 
C D P H d ) 
CSPH(I) 
FSOMdl'TSOWC 




I n i t i a l « t u b o f n i t i c « « « l * # M n e - 1 l q n c - 1 ) 
TSOWM(I) - R H O D d ) * T r X d ) * 1 0 0 0 0 0 ' ( P K R H I 1 1 / 1 0 0 ) 
NLCH(I) - CLOMdJ/CWLOH 








- l a l t l a l i i « i U t M 
CTOT • CTOT0 
CUWCD • 0 
C U M » • 0 
CUMDPM - 0 . 
'1JHIMM - 0 
- C S C M ( I ) / N B 0 N ( I ) 
- CDVHtD/CNDPH 
- CSPH.II) /CNSPM 
- CKPMO/OOtPM 






TNJUUW - 0 
TQAPT» - 0 
DO SO I - l . K L 
m IN» ( i ) 
NUPTd) 
tJTIMi.it 
CALL PUTSAP ( • PRTDKP ' 
CALL FVTATSI-NC1AY-
CALL PUTAUPI PTB 
NCLAY . NL 
ELSE I F iNBW_TASR tQ 'DO.AATKS'i 
- Z a i t l f t l l M telly n t l i b l M 
IMtAIN - 0 . 
U P M ( I ) - R B X I M I I ) ' K T S F H I I I 
CTPWd) - U H C I N ( I ) ' K T R F M ( t ) 
KLCHII) - U E K X N U r X C L C M 
KSOM1I1 • ABDCN(I)*KCSCM 
' l l l u t l o a r a t « Car « « o h f r a c t l a a 
( f c B j l I M - 1 l a y w - 1 4 - 1 » 
M I N Z d l • 0 . 
HIM(I) - 0 
KIKDII) - 0 
HIWDrKdi-AHAXllO , KDPHI 1 1 ' C O r t m 1 ' I tWH/CWLCM-1 /CNDPtll) 
M w m i i ) -AMAJUIO . K C M I I I • c s m i z ) • i l . /anm-tom/antm) i 
M(I) -AMAX1(0 .KSPMdl 'CSPMIDMBSPM/CMbOM-l / C t t S m i l 
. K S P M I I ) ' C S P H I I I • I l /CKSPH-BSPM/CNLOHII 
KIHRFH[11 -AHAX1 (0 . UtPM(I) *CltPM(I) • (IUM/CML0M-1 / a W H I I 
KIHRFHII1-AMAX110 . K K P M ( I ) * C » F M d ) * d /CWAUW-IïlPM/CTILCtl) I 
KIMLOH11J •AMAX1 ( 0 . . KLOMII » 'CLOMlI ( • {ELOM/CNSOWl11 -
M. i 
N I N Î > * l I l .AMAXK0 , KLCMl 11 'CLOU 11 • ( 1 . / 
(LOM/OISCMIIM) 
MIH9CM < 11-AHMU < 0 . MCM11 ) ' CaCH ( I ) • ( I 
1 /CNSOMdMI 
MIWSCM {I ) . AMAX1 I 0 . KSOM ( 11 • CSOMI11 • 11 . /' 
•80M/CMLOM)) 
- - T o t a l « l M n l l u t i o « «Ml t o t a l l n n o t o l 1 l s a t l o n r a t a p a r 
<•« H l M - 1 l a r a a - l 4 - 1 ) 
K I N Z 1 I I . M I M I ) P H d l * f f l M S » d l •KIMRrWdl .KINLOMdl * K I J * * » * d l 
« H i l l - M I H D W ( I I . K I M S m ( I ) . K I M - J * l ( I i . K I M L C M I I 1 . K I » B O M ( I l 
. t i l mat lom rat« l k * • H n - l l « y * r - l 4 - 1 ) 
HlWOd) - MTM(I) 
a d j a a t I M I U I I I I I I • • rat« I f u g r a u l c « l t r a e a n l a « e t 
« « f f l c l « « * 
IP (KXMOIIi GT (AHLAYIII » M D I F d ) I /DCLTl TKRH 
KIMDd) - AMAXK0 . (AHLAYIII » N O I F I I M / D I L T I 
I P (HDCWMdl H l 0 I T M » 
M I M D P H d i . ( K L M D M d l / K I M d i ) • HXHDdl 
KDFMIII - M D B m d l / ( C O « M ( I ) * ( I I » M / C M L C H - l /CMDPM) i 
ENDIP 
IP ( H H B m d J MK.0 I THEM 
K W S P W d ) > (KXMSFMdl / K I M d l i • KIMOII) 
K S W I I I - H W S P M I I ) / I C S W d l M K F K / C M L O H - 1 ,CKSPHJi 
M D I P 
IP (HZMRMdl MI 0 j THE* 
HIMKPHII) • i H I M M M d l ' K W d u ' K M O I I I 
K U m i l i - KIMJIPMdi / ( C B P H d J M O P K V O l L Û M - l /CNKPMl i 
M>ir 
IP IKWLOMdl NE 0 1 THW 
HJMLOMd) • ; HJMLOMd) / K M I ] ) * KZMDdl 
KLCMdl • MJMLOMdl 'tCVMill'tWIJM/aaCMtl} -
M I I I ' W M I I H ' K D C ( I ) 
i M I K S t M d l / I C S t J l d l ' I I S O I / C M L a H -
K 2 H d ) ^ a i e m d j * K i j i f i w i i i . i a i « M d - * i c K L ^ d . * i a j * s o » i [ i ) 
• d l - MTHZd) 
rat« « « r l a y n r <h« • a a - i l a y o r - 1 4 - 1 ) 
MTW d l 




















GBTSWHf 'CNDTT . 
JLTSTSM i ' DBT ' 
GETSTSM1 ' DBTOT' 
' iSTSI 1 'ML' 
G*TSTSMI'MUPTH' 
GaTTSLH { ' PLOUGH ' , 
o r r s T S M i ' O A R X -
'jwrs'rm i " uupmv • 
GETATSMI -PUtOT' 
GTTATSMI-MUPT-
' -ETATS 1 ' WLWO ' 




















» a r t c a l - » t a t i - T w i i 
• a t a r f l a m 
DO 6 0 I - 1 , K L * 1 
N F L O W d l - 0 . 
I F II BQ.11 THEN 
HFLOWII)-PLXQT! : 
DWHAIN - H P U M I I 

















' . • « 
•HKTOCM 
• •K.-?' m 
IPLXOT. 0 




IWDW , 0 
IMDRT , 0 
»-3 l a y o v - i 
a t l o o (kg ! 
* « « » i M t l o « i rat« (k»_C « a - l t-l} 
( •«plrat lo« rat« poe l«y«r l««_C ka-1 UajMT-t 4-11 
»coaiip . u -Dmi*KDmdi*cDPM(i) . 
fc (1 -•SPWl'KSPIIlIfCSPWlII . fl.-BtFM)anFll(II*CltFlld) 
fc II -ELCHi •KLCHdi'CLOWlI, • '1 -tSCttt 'KSOMd I *CSOW(I) 
RC02T - RC02T • !*C02tIl 
CCNTTNUI 
BLS1 IP IMBW_TASK BO 'DO_STATIS! THEN 
• - T o t a l C and • l a c « l c w . l « t « 4 « f t a t l a t « j n t l « i . D l f f a z « o c « r w a t 
b« * • • t o i r o t h / r a é W r C t ! « • rat««, o c a u l c a a t t a x t«itl 11 « a t l o o 
and n i t r e g — t r a n a p o r t b y « « t a x f l « i 
AWTOT- 0 
CDT • 0 
CTOT • 0 
WDT - 0 
- - P a r t i t i o n ! » «
 0 : 
N F L C » J I I } - P L X O T I I I ' I W C L A Y ( I - l ) - N Ü P T I I - 1 I / 
IWCLOTd-1) • T K L d - 1 ) 'OOTOHAJ I •HMTOCM 
BMDIF 
CtMTWUl 
o l t r o o o n ! • « • • • • rat« p a r l a y a r (k«_M b a - 1 l « y « c - l 4 - 1 ) 
DO 7 0 I -L .ML 
N D I P d ) - 0 
M D I F d t - I M T L O H d ) -HPLOWd*l ) 
cc»rnwu« 
-Daily • laacnlaa n U («•_> bn-1 4-1) 
DMLEAC -HFLOW I ML* 1 ) * CJCTtMA 
DO SO. I - 1. ML 
Win«nl lx« t lon rat« radnctio» factor (-) for «oi l 
4 d*«d root aatar la l fk« IM na-1 4-1) into tna 
tnr«« fraction« {-) 1« «n««4 on , 
IP (Drr*D*TOT OT 0.) THWM 
mm « I 0 4SMCH0BT**2) I / I 1200-
PSMK - i i / a o r r - mm/amrm - 11 -PI 
ram . 1 - FKM* - pat* 
•LSI 
mm > o 
psw» - o. 
PDMJI - 0. 
-Partitionna« «4 <M Cart11laatloo [km OH na-1 4-1) Into tn« 
tnr*a f iactlon« (-) 1« «n««4 on a •I p i l I t i l l 
IP :OOFO GT 0 ) 
•C5M2TOHA-WUPTII) 
RDrm - LIHTICPSTWP.ICPTMP.SOILTTdl > 
rodtoctlon f n c t o c ( - ) t e c r e l a t i v « « o l l n o l a t a r « 111a»T m+ 
RDPWH - LimiCFmSH. I :PKSM.RELHÇI 
oo«»»!««^ « f f a c t can »a 4 « « a r i > « 4 «y a n l t l p l l c a t i o n of tn« 
l o d i T l d n a l o o n f f l c l a n t a ( f a c t o r « n e t • ~ 1 T n l • T IL-> aa* 
onrz««t«4 for « o i l Injth ovor «• en 
KICOnT - IMSWI(D«TTHIII«0 S*TKL(II-60 1.1 .OS) 
ur t fLNdi - norm * RDPHH ' 
DO 90 I-l.HL 
txim H : !• : i * : 
-Dneny rat« (4-1) «4 • 
la • fnn*Hlon «d tna llnmia | 
(Paxton «t « 1 . , HIT) 
IP < (CSPWtl l .CHFWII) I « 0 ! THHH 
rrsPHdi-KcspH * TOPI-J • ( a u M d i / i c 




-Pi i l « n n l t i « n rat«« (4-1) ont layor 
KDPMdi - w r a n M 1 1 ! • rcDPM 
• BLOW»CLOW ( 
" ( I l -IHTCRLtCLOHdi 
ÇSCfdlIi .IWTCHLiCSOMdi 
TKTHCII) •CLCHJ(I) »CSOMlt 
COPMCIl -IWTCHLlCtWWd» 
" s w i - • o n c u . i c s f M i i ! 
CMM4XI 
N l l l 'CLOWd. . 
L l t r o n o n f r a c t i o n w l t k c • 
' GTT 0 I 
T l l l . 1 
T-HTJt 
T i l l y 
SOM.FOR ANNEXAI 4-3 
C e n d R l a p â t f m CM f e r t i l i s a t i o n ( i n l e « l a y e r o n l y ) 
IF ( ( O O m t - G T 0 ) AND II Eg 1M THEN 
CALL CaTSIUM'CFIKT' . CFBBT ) 
car 111 -gorw • crarr 
Binerai atXBril)/a 
COMF1 D - 0 
t o t a l C l g p « t p a r f t M t l M 
CIMDVM ( I )-CHUT ( I ) * PDMt*CCMi 
CINBPM ( 11 -CCRT ( 11 • FSMR.COM 
C I W F M I I l - C O R T U ) •FHMR.COMI ( I ) 
M U 
CftFM(I) 
, » U t « i t o c e a o a f r a c t i e « . 
- C W M I D - C I N D F M I I I 
-CÏFM111 »CIMSFM111 
-CKPHiII • C l M M m l l 
( ( C L a M ( I l * C S O M ( I l * C M M ( I I » C S F M | I ) ^ a * f I ( I M * 1 0 0 . 1 / 
t (KHOOIII-TKLd 1 * 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 
PERCOMiIi- P B t C ( I ) / 0 S I 
p n N ( D • 
( i N U M I I ) . N S a M I I ) « W P M I l ) * N S P M H l « N D P M l I ) I ' 1 0 0 I / 
4 ( R H O O l I ) ' T K L ( I ) * 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
CTOT « CTOT . C D « ( I ) » C S P M ( I ) * C Ä P M U ) * TSaHC(I) 
MT0T - NT0T * N D m i I ) *NSPM( I ) 'NRFHt II • TSOHNUi 
ANTDT - ANTOT* ANLAY(I) 
* a u t a te a l t r e » — r a t i o ( - ) a « « o i l o r v u ü c n a t t e r 
CMCM(I) • TSOMClII/TflOMMII) 
T o t a l Cnrboa e n d M t i u t f l I n p u t by d a a d l o o t « t a d O r g a n i c 
• a t t a r C a c t i M a n i l a * (kg C(M> b e - l 4 - 1 ) 
COT - COT • CORTII) • COMFtll 
NOT • NOT • N C r r ( I ) • NDMP(I) 
COMTIMUI 
C a a a l e t l v e C and H l o p « t a by CM f e r t i l l s a t l o e and r i i T i a n 
CtBfCD - INTCKL (CUHCO . COT , » L T ] 
CUMND - INTGRL (CUMND . NOT , DMLT ) 
- A n o r g a n i c a l t i . u a — a t a t a 
I F ( I . BQ . 1 ) ANLAY ( I ) -ANLAY 111 •QAFT* 
ANLAY(I) - ANLAYlI )*NKINR<I)*NDIFlI ) 
- r i o a o a l B « l a t a a l e d l a t x l b e t i o n e l f r a c t i o n « I n t h * p l o a g a 
IF IPUWGM, THaTM 
CALL CetTSI ( P L I N ' . P U N ) 
CALL catTSRPf•PLOMP• . PLOMP I 
CALL GBTSKP I ' PLTftAC ' . FLTMC I 
I F IPLIN BQ 11 00TO 1 1 0 




DO 1 0 0 1*1.ML 
PAKJU - U A L d - P L Z N I 
P A R » • RIAL I P L I N - 1 ' 
FRAC • IN3WIPAKM1. 1 . INS* ( PAATC Q 
ANPLAY - ANPLAY*FKAC'ANLAY<II 
CLOMJPL - CLOMTL-rHAC-CLOMCl 
• <:S0atFL«FHAC*CS0MH) 
• MBOMrL.FaAC*NSaM(Il 
COMLAY - Ct»LAY.FHAC*COfM(l! 
ORPLAY • CA^LAY'FBAC'CRjajiX) 
CSFLAY - CRPLAY-FRAC-CSFMUl 
CMK1 • CHK1 »CLOM1I. 
CMKJ - CMU •CaOMJIII 
CMK1 - CMU *MM0M(I1 
CMC« - CMU •CDTMIII 
CMKS - CMKS .CKFMIII 
CMU - CHX« . C S F M d i 
50 
• * a t : N 
CUKtMM 
CONTINU». 
1 . ML 
INTCKL (OJMDPM. KINDPM(I) . OBLT) 
INTCKL (CUNSPM. K D U P M I I ) . DMLT) 
IMTCKL ICUMRFM, HIMRPM(I). DMLT1 
INTCKL (CUKLOM, KDfLOMUl, DMLT) 
INTCRL (CUNLOM. MIMLOM(I). DMLT) 
IMTCKL ICUMSOM. MNSOMUl DMLT) 
INTGAL (CUNSCM. HIMSOHIIi . DMLT) 
IMTQML (CUMMIN. KZNZ(I) . DMLT) 
INTGAL KTJHIHN, MXM11 ) . DMLT) 
- C a a » l a t l * e a a t M i n e r a l l a a t l o a f r o m r a a l d a a a (R»_M n a - 1 ) 
CUMXNF • INTGAL <CUKXMF. NBTÎNP DMLT) 
c a — l i t l T O a a t a l a a r a l l a a t l e a C r a a a a i l o r g a n i c a a t t a c {kg I 
-1) 
CUMOM - INTCKL (CUMOM . NfiTSOM. DMLT) 
- c a a a l a t l v e a a t a d a n t e l l a n t l a a Craa a e l l o r g a n i c n a t t e r a n d 
r a a l d a a a (kg * e e - 1 ) 
CUKiMY a CUNJW'CUNOM 
- n i n l n t l T a H l a a a t t r a m r a l a 
TNAAIM - INTCKL (TMRAIM. DNMAXN. DMLT) 
- C a a a l a t l v e M l a p a t Craa a a o c g n a l e C a r t l l l a a t l a a 
TOAFBR - INTCKL (TOAFMR. OAFTDt . DMLT) 
- c a a a l e t l v e l e e c a l a g ( » a _ B n a - 1 ) 
TNLMAC • INTCKL ITMLCAC . DHLMAC. DMLT) 
- C a a a l a t l T a a i t x a g e a n a t a l e (kg a a a - l ) b y c r a a 
NUPTOT- INTCKLINUPTOT. NUPTR . DMLT ) 
CTNPUT • CTOTÛ * CtMfCD 
i IMTCKL ( CleMUB. RC02T. DMLT) 
i CTOT * CUMJtBS 
> ICTJBWT - couTP) /CIMPUT 
I F ( A B S i S C O t U ) OTT 1 t - 2 ) STOP 
' S o i l o r g a n i c c a r b o n b a l a n c e n o t 0 . p r o g r a n a b o r t e d ' 
0 , p r o g r a n a b o r t e d ' 
IF (AAStSMOMU) ST 1 1 - 3 ) STOP 
' S o i l o r g a n i c n i t r o g e n b a l a n c e n o t 
CSPMT-CKKe 
t e d l a U l e n t l e a o v e r l . y e a a 















* U A L ( I - F U M ) 
- W A L i P L I N - I 
- IN3W<PARMI.1 . D a * » 
- tNnTM(PAC«O.0 . iTKLf 
< ANLAYIIIMI -FKAC1I 
- CLOMtll * l l -FKAC11 
• CMOM(l) ' 1 1 -FftACl) 
• MMOM(I) M l -FKAC1I 
M : K ^ K I 
> CDPMtli M l -FRACli 
- CKFMIII • ( 1 -FKACli 
a CSFMIII M l -FKACli 
a C M t U - C U M U ) 
»AAM3.0 .PLFKAC. 










ANIMP • ANTOTC 
ANOUTP • ANTOT 
5NCMU • (ANXMP 
IF lAASiSNClOU) CT 1 1 - 2 1 THEN 
m m ' • 
• S o i l a n o r g a n i c n i t r o g e n b a l a n c e n o t 0 . p r o g r a a a b o r t e d ' 
•MDIF 
ALL PUTATS I'ANLAY' . ANLAY . ML ) 
CALL PUTATS ( NCLAY' . NCLAY . ML I 
ELSI I F (NBM.TASK MO 'OUTPUT') T H » 
I F U C | a U . C M ß a C m j . C W M « < » S * C H M ) NM 0 . ) TNfaM 
DO 1 2 0 I - l . M L 
I F ICMU NM C ) THMM 

















































































T Q A r n i 
rPffJACOM'. PSKCOM. 1 







COFMI11 -COFMII1 MCOrM(i , /CWMT) - a « 4 
•MDIF 
IF lCm\ MM 0 ) TMMN 
ciuwai-CKimmMCiiPMU) auarpi-cMMS 
DOIF 
IF tOMta MB 0 I TMMJI 
CALL SftftOR < S O M ' . ' w r o n g I 
and C i t a t l e e 
GRASS.FOR ANNEX A21-1 
AB-DLO, PO Wem i a * . « L - 1 7 5 0 AC E a t a n . Th« 
B a r l l a r T M I I O U b y NI l i a « S t o l ( L i » > t « 
v w i l m 3 . 0 f o r u a « l a r o t a t i o n n o d a l ROTJ 
1 March l » t « 
r i t t « i n I 
DC 1 . « . 
>"CM KIMi CM/TMI,<MJT*»*.CMrr«T«.(MWJJ,C»rT«»,a«TAT« 
p u T « i , FUTMMji, renn, F U T A I , F U T A A R , F U T A T S 
, LIMIT, LXNT 
CALL RDSINT ( ' I P R L V . IPRLV ) 
i M d L I N T f u n c t i o n « 
CALL RDAREA ('FRRO' . FURO , IKFRRO, ILFRRO) 
CALL RDAREA ('SHST' . SMST . IHSMST. ILSMSTl 
Ha** « a t a o f p a r i o d l o a l h â t T M U 
CALL RDAINT ( ' X M M D A T ' , IHNDAT. IHDBSD. ILOBSD) 
B a a d t i M t M O t t i t l a a a d « « a d t o o u t p u t f i l a 
CALL RDSREA ( 'Df-B*7T' . DLBNCT) 
CALL RDSCHA ('TREATMENT1, TREATMENT! 
WRITS <KAN_U. ' ( i J I . A ) ' ) 
k ' H h M t t r a u t M a n t u a a d . \ T R I A T N S m u IÄJTRIMITREATHBNTI .' 
CLOSE (DATA_UI 
- - — — I a i t l a l c a l c u l a t i o n « MMMMMMMMaaaaaaaaaaMaMMMMMMauaaauMMMMMMBUnM« 
L i g h t u a o « f f i e l a n c y l a l a f l u i a n d r o t a t i o n 
LUEMAX-LUENAX'TOL'ROT 
I n i t i a l « p a c i f i c l a a f . 
ISLA - 0 0 0 1 0 
(ha k o - 1 ) 




- L o c a l v a r l a b l a a ( a l p k a h a t l o a l o r d a r ) 




PARAMETER I I H D B S D - 2 V I M F R R O - 4 0 . I H S M S T - 4 0 . I T B 5 - V 
I a t a g w r a r r a y v u l a a i « « 
INTEGER IHNDAT(IMOBSDI 
B a a l a l a a l a r a t l a b i a * 
REAL AVTMP. CCRT, CBTD. CBVAP, CINT, COCON. CHTOHN. CRPF 
REAL C-TJUW.C^CWT.QAHA.MAI.DLAIS.IX^ENCrr.DLV.aiRED 
REAL OOT.DHRED 
REAL EMKRC.ERaT. KTD. EVAP. PINT. FLV. FRT. FSWAX, PSO 
REAL CLAI.GRAS, GTRBS,C?m.GTWSI .GTWSO.HARV, ILAI 
REAL INTIL. ISLA.ISTO.IWLVG, LAI. LBICH. LENGTH. LEAA 
REAL KDF 
RIAL LAICR.LaAPN,LJ»FÏ#1.LUE,LAJ»rUM.UAD.LUBMAJt 
REAL WTOHA.MAXRER.MOPT.NITKAX.NITR. P. PAR. PARIHT 
I n i t i a l « p a c i f i e l a a f a r a a (ba k a - 1 ) a f f * r t « d b y n i t r o o a o 
SLAI • ISLA * 0 0 0 0 4 8 2 * NTTR 
I n i t i a l l a a f w u l o h t (ka h a - 1 ) i a I n i t i a l ! » « * a t i a i t l a l l a a f 
i l f l c l a a f a r a a d l v i d a d b y i a i t l a l 
IWLVG • ILAI/SLAI 
i « i t « f i l l l a s a 
a . Van Loo and S c b a p a n d o n b ( 1 » * 2 ) 
l l l l l l l l iM t i l l a i i n o i l l « a ft.ft! 
NITR/NITMAX'0 « 9 1 
Sand t l t l a a t o OOTCOM 
CALL OUTCOM i'LINGRA (LINTUL_GRASSI 
i d a « t o l o w 
RIAL PTRAM.RD.RIX.RIKD.RIXS.'IKSH.RDRSM.RER.RLAI 
REAL RLINI.AOT 




RIAL TRANRF.TSUM.TSUME, TNRED, VSM. VSMAD, VSMFC 
U A L VSNWP.WLV 
REAL WLVI.WRT.WSO.ZERO 
PARAMETER (CKTOMM-10 ,M2TOHA>10000.I 
R a a l a r r a y v n r l a b l « « 
REAL DEPTHIITE5I , FRROIIMFRROI , SMST< IMSMSTI ,PTB<t) 
REAL TKLIITBSl ,TRLAY(ITS5l .UCAD(ITES) ,HCLOT(IT85l 
REAL WC1X(ITE5).MCWF(IT»5) 
L o o l c a l a i n g l « v a r l a b i a « 
LOGICAL SOWING 
c h a r a c t e r « l a a / 1 * v a r i a b l e « 
CHARACTER* 10 F I L U Ï . ' 
INSW. INTCRL. LIMIT. LINT. NOTNUL 





















































ELSE I F (NBW_TASK.EQ. "DO. PATES'> THEN 
DATA OLD_TASK / 
CALL CHKTSK3 (N 
T E R M I N A T » ' / 
K J I A S K , OLDJTASK > 
LTASK BQ. ' S T A R T ? ' ) THEN 
CALL CETSCM ( ' F I L C H ' . F I L E I 3 . ' ' 
IF IFILEIÏ EC 'GRASS DAT'I THEN 
CALL GBTSLH (-SOWING' SOWING, FALSE.) 
I F (SOWING) CALL START.SELF 
BNDIF 
ELSE IF INBW_TASK BQ ' INITIALIZB'1 THEN 
-Oat v a r i a b l e * f r o n C o M M a n i o a t l o a 
CALL GETSTS ('AVTMP' , AVTMP I 
CALL GETSTS ( ' DOY • . D O T ( 
CALL GETSTS ('BREF' . BREF ) 
CALL GETSTS I•PAR' PAR I 
CALL GETATS I'WCLQT' . WCLQT 





r l c a o l l M o l a t u r * c o n t a n t o f r o o t : 
0 * t v a r l a b l a « f r o n O 
CALL GETSI ('DATA U' 
CALL CSTSRFI-Da-LT' 
CALL GETSI 1'LOG U' 
CALL GETSI ('MAN U' 






LOG U 1 





IF ( D E L T . L T . 1 . 0 1 CALL ERROR ( 'GRASS' . 'DELT t o o i 







Raad f r o n d a t a f i l « 










. 1 0 
t 











- R a a d i a i t l a l « t a t a a 
CALL RDSRBA ( ' I L A I ' . ILAI ) 
CALL RDSREA ( ' I N T I L - , INTIL ! 
CALL RDSREA ( ' I S T O ' . ISTO I 
CALL RDSREA t'ZERO' , ZERO 
P -LINT(PTB.IPTB,ERBFI 
DO 10 1*1.NL 
IF l ! D E P T H < I ) - 0 S ' T K L I I I ) CT RD! GOTO 10 
IF (RD GE (DEPTH(II*0 5 * T K L ( I I ) I THEN 
VSM»\*SM»(1.-P)'MAX(WCIA^(I)-WCWP(I) . 0 . ) ' T R U I I 
VSMAD-VSMAD»WCAD(I1*TKLII) 
VSNFC»VSMFC*MCFC ( 11 * T K H I ) 
VSMhfp«\*SNMP.WCWF ( I ) 'TKL( I ) 
ELSE IF i R D . L T . I D B T T H i I I * 0 . S ' T K L I I n i THEN 
IF ( I .BC. IOUTt THEN 
VSM-VSM.(1 -P)-WAX(WCLOT(II-WCWPHI.0.)•(RD-SOWDEP) 
VSMAD-VSMAD-WCAD(I)* 
VSWJPC"VSMPC*WCFC 111 * IRD-S 
VSt«I>«VSW*n>*WCWP ( D M RD-» 
VSM-VSN+ll -PI'MAXlWCLOT'II-WCWP(II , 0 . ) 
N R t t - l - M P T O I I l - O S ' T K L i l ) ) I 
VSNAD-VSHAD+WCAD(I) ' (RD- iCaTTHII I - 0 . S*TKL(I) I I 
VSMFC^ViEftFCtWCFC 11 ) • (RD- (DBFTH(I) - 0 . 5 ' T K L ( I ) ) l 








Rafar«BC« aaJüt lab « v a p o t r a a a p i r a t i o a r a t a f o r a b o r t o r a a a 
l a t b a a a t h a r l a a d a (ara a a - 1 d - 1 ) ( e a l i b c a t a d o a F a - — n 
r a a a p i r a t i o a b y a a a n a o f a c o c r a c t l o a f a c t o r ( 1 . 1 5 ) ) 
S o i l 
SMS 
c t l o a (Fa) 
LINT [SMST . ILSMJST. VSM 
PTRAN 
« v a p o r a t i a s , r a t a (MM a a - 1 d - 1 ) 
- 0 . 7S*BTD*EKF(-0 7*KDF*LAI)* 
LIMIT (0 . I , (VSM-VatADI / (VSRFC-VSMADI ) 
PUTSTSf'BVSC' . EVAP ) 
t a (MM b a - 1 d - 1 ) 
BTD'CRPF'I l . - E E P l - O . T - K D f L A I ) I 
CALL RDSINT C INCUT 
• o i l B D l i t u t a u c t i o n a t c r i t i c a l « a t a x n a a t « a t f o r drongfc t 
SMSCR • SNSCRH*iSNSCRL-SMSCRHI'LIMITI0 . 1 , 1 . i 5 - 0 . 2 S * C R P F * E T C ; 
T r a a a p i r a t l o a r « d a r t I o n f a c t o r ( • ) 
GRASS.FOR ANNEX A21-2 
I F (IPRLV EQ.1) THEN 
DNRED " 1 . 
DWRBD - 1 . 
ELSE I F [ IPRLV.BQ.2) THEN 
DNRED - 1 . 
D i U y N t n r e d u c t i o n t u t o r ( - ) d s p a n d s n d a s r e l a t i v e 
s t r e e e 
DWRBD -LIMIT ( 0 . 1 . , (SMSWP-SKS) /(SMSWP-SMSCRI I 
ELSE I F (IPRLV BQ.3) THEN 
LWRED - 1 
DWRBD -LIMIT (0 . 1 , (SHSWP-SMS) / 'SHSWP-SMSCK) ) 
ENDIF 
TRANRF-DWRED 
A c t u a l t r a n s p i r a t i o n rat» ( a n h e - l 4 - 1 ) 
TRAN - PTRAN * TRANRP 
TRDAY - TRAN 
T r a n s p i r a t i o n n U p « r » e l l l a y e r ( • • b » - l d - 1 ) 
DO 10 I - l . N L 
I F IRD.LT D B P T H ( I ) - 0 . 5 'TKLtII i THEN 
T R L A Y ( I ) - 0 . 
ELSE I F (RD.GT.DBPTHUI.Q S 'TKL(I ) I THEN 
TRLAY(I)-MIMITRDAY.(TKL(I)/RDI'TRAM, 
{ 1 - P ) * M A X ( M C L O T [ I Ï - * I C W ' ( I I , 0 ) * C K K » « " T I C L ( i n 
ELSE 
TRLAY I I t *HN<TRDAY, ( (RD- (DBTTH1I) - 0 . 5 'TKLIII )> /RD) 'TRAN. 










t o f r e l a t i v e d w t h r a t « o f l a a v i 
RDRS - MAX IRDRSH. RDRSM)*BMERC 
R a t « o f c h u g * o f d r y w e i g h t o f D M P M <kg_DM h a - 1 d - 1 ) 
CTRBS - IM3W (CTNSO-CTWSI, LIMIT l-WSO, 0 . , GTWSO-GTWSII. 
FSO * CTWSOI 
i a l l o c a t i o n > 
a c t u a l g r o w t h s w i t c h « « b e t w e e n « i n k - a n d s o a r o « l i m i t a t i o n . 
S i n k l i m i t e d g r o w t h I s 1 l a d . t a d t « s o u r c e a v a i l a b i l i t y t o o . 
GTW - INSH (CTWSO-CTWSI.CTWSO.NIN(GTWSI-GTWSO.WSO]. 
II .-FSO)*OTMSOt 
! d a a t h rat« o f I M T M ( d - 1 ) Baa« r e l a t i v 
RDRD • 0 . 0 1 
A c t u a l r e l a t i v e d a a t h r a t a o f I M Y M ( d - 1 ) U 
d a a t h r a t a and — a i — o f d a * t o r a t a « BSRjaj ai 
RDR - (RDRD • RDRSI'BHERG 
CALL PUTATSI•TRLAY' TRLAY NLi 
•witt f fc v e r l e b l s ( - ) « t a r t o f s i n k o r i 
EMBRG - IMBH iTSUM-150 , 0 , 1 . ) 
a t w r a ( d e g r e e s C e l s i u s ) a f t a r 
11ml t a d c r o p 
E f f e c t i v e tabs 
TKEFF - AVTMP 
I a n d l l e b t « a « • 
L i g h t « a o e f f i c i e n c y (kg DM J - l ) 
LUE-LUEMAX•TOL*ROT 
F r a c t i o n l i g h t i n t e r c e p t i o n ( - ) 
P I N T - II -KXP( -XDF'LAI) ) 
T o t a l l n t a r c a p t a d p h o t o s y n t h e t l c a l l y a c t i v a r a d i a t i o n ( J n - i 
J h a - 1 d - 1 
F r a c t i o n o f d r y » a t t a r a l l o c a t e d t o l M T M (kg DM k g . DM-11 
FLV - MAX 1 0 . . 0 1 7 2 • 0 176 'NITR) 
F r a c t i o n o f d r y n a t t a r a l l o c a t e d t o r o o t s I kg DM kg .CM-1) 
PRT - LINTfFRRO . ILFRRO. TRANRF) 
F r a c t i o n o f d r y n e t t e * a l l o c a t e d t o s t o r a g e o r g a n s (kg..DM 
• t w o t h e r e I s n o s i n k l i m i t a t i o n , e l s » s e e a c t u a l g r o w t h 
FSO - 1 - FLV - FRT 
I t i l l e r i n g • • • • « . « • • • • • « " • • • • • • • • " • • • • 
R u n n i n g s p é c i f i e l a a f a r e a the l e a f k « _ l e n f - l ) 
SLAINT * LAI / NOTNULIWLVC) 
C a l l t o s a b c e a t i a a f o r g r a s a l a n d i n n e n 
IP ( [ (MDPT.BQ.1 ) AND IWLVC CT CWGHTI) OR (MDPT-EQ 2 ) 1 THEN 
-..•ALL MOWING IMDPT.INCOT.IMMDAT.IMDBSD.DOY.WLVG.CVOfT, 




• Tsss.nl m il i J T - ' - n î laaf appearance rate leaves ( t i l l e r - 1 d-
1) 
• Alternative p o s s i b i l i t y Is laaf apnssranr« rata according to 
• D e v i e s a n d TV m a n U M ) ) j 
LEAFN - 1 1 . 2 7 * t . 7 6 ) • SOILTBHF/1000 
CALL STEP (DOY-S0 . DOY-160 . 8 . , 16 , TBLEAFi 
LEAPN - MAX (0 , HJN 'LBAFNM. LEAFNH ' lAVTMP-0 )/TBLEAF)I 
• S i n k H a l t e d l e e f e l o n g a t i o n r a t » a t m i l l — M, a * I — f 1 d - 1 
DLENGT * INSW I T S U M - 1 6 0 0 . . 2 2 3 . 5 ' E X P ( - 5 • 0 1 ' I B X P i -
0 06S3-AVTMP1I) 
37 T B X P I - 7 2 3 M E X F I - 0 1*»2 ,AVTMP] II I 
C WSt M 
.4 
• t l o n r a t e (sat t i l l e r - 1 d - 1 ) e f f e c t e d b y n i t r o g e n 
. a « a l . 1 » » 3 ) 
INSW (HARV-0 1 . DLENGT * 1 1 . 3 5 - 1 855 • EXP ( - 1 4 8 7 6 ' 
NITR/NTTMAX]I. 
MERC, TILLER. PSMAX. LAI, LAI CR. DANA. L8AFM. TSUME, DTI L ) 
R a t a o f s i n k l i m i t e d l a a f g r o w t h , m a l t o f TILLER l a t i l l e r s a -
l . S - B i s o o n v s r a l c n f r o n 
DLAIS * (TILLER • 1 D U 
S o u r c e H a l t e d g r o w t h r a t » o f c r o p , kg h a - 1 d - 1 
CALL SOSUB 'PAAINT.TSUM.LUI.COCON,NITR.NITMAX. 
LAI.KDe.HARV.LUEL.CTTWSO) 
s p e c i f i c l a a f a r e a (ha h a - 1 ) a f f a c t s d b y w a t e r . t r e s s 
SLA - SLAI • (1 - 0 4 • 11 -TRANRF' 
C o n v e r s i o n t o t o t a l s i n k H a l t e d c a r b o n flnasiifl 
TTWSI - INSW (HARV-0 1 , D L A I S ' ( 1 / S L A l ' l l /FLV) 
(kg h a - 1 d - 1 ) 
» e l e t l v e d a a t h r a t a o f l e a v e « ( d - 1 ) d a » t o a a l f - i 
RDRSM - LIMIT 10 . 0 0 3 . 0 03 * ILAI-LAICR)/LAICR 
R e l a t i v » d a a t h r a t a o f l e e v e e 
RDRSM s L I M I T ( 0 . . 0 . 0 5 . 0 05 
( d - 1 ) d a a t a 
11 -TRANRF) , 
A c t u a l d a a t h r a t a o f l a a f i 
r a t » o f l e a f a r e a o r r a t a o f i 
DLAI - INSW (HARV-0 .1 . LAI * 
(ha taa-i d - 1 ) a s t o r e l a t i v 
m d a » t o c a t t i n g 
EXP I-RDR * DBLTI ; 
D r y w e i g h t o f r o o t s (kg DM h a - 1 ) 
RWRT - ICTW * FRT) < BMERC 
B o o t e x t e n s i o n r a t a ( o a d - 1 ) 





A c t u a l g r o w t h r a t a o f l a a f a r e a (ha h a - 1 d - 1 ) 
CLAI - (CTW'FLVI ' SLA 
L e a f a r e » i n d e s (ha l e a f 1 
RLAI • INSW ( H A R V - 0 . 1 . CLAI-DLAI. -HARVSLA) * EMERC 
A c t u a l d a a t h rat« o f l e e v e e (kg DM h a - 1 d - 1 ) 
DLV - (DLAI / SLAI ' RKERC 
R a t a Of c h a n g e o f d r y w e i g h t o f g r a a n I M T M (kg h a - 1 d - 1 ) 
d u e t o g r o w t h a n d s e n e s c e n c e o f l s s v a s o r p e r i o d i c a l 1 
RWLVC - INSW (HARV-0 1 . GTWFLV-DLV, -HARV) » : 
ELSE IF INaV_TASK EQ •DO_STATBS') THEN 
T o t a l w a t e r r e d a c t l o a f a c t o r 
TWEED - INTCRL (TWRED . DMRED. DELT 
T o t a l I 
TNRED i INTCRL (TNRED . DNRED. DELT 
C u a w l a t l v » i n t e r c e p t e d FAB ( J h a - 1 ) 
'INT • INTCRL (CINT . PARINT, DELT 
c v m w l e t l v e t r a n s p i r a t i o n ( a a 1 
CTRAN - INTCRL ICTRAN . TRAN 
c u a w l a t l v » é v a p o r â t i o n law h a - 1 ) 
t-EVAP * INTCRL ICEVAP . EVAP . DELT 
C u M u l s t i v a « v a p o t r a n s p l r s t l o n (wa h a - 1 ) 
CBTD - INTCRL (CBTD . ETD , DELT J 
INTCRL (TSUM 
INTCRL 'TSUME 
Loaf a r e a i n d e s ( a j m-2) 
LAI - INTCRL (LAI . RLAI 
DELT 
DELT 
d e p t h ( n a ) 
INTCRL (RD 
Days a f t a r BAHV (d) 
liAKA = INTCRL IDAHA RDAHA . DELT I 
• o w n e r o f t i l l e r s ( t i l l e r s a - 2 ) 
TILLER- INTCRL ITTLLBR. DTTL , DELT ) 
T o t a l d r y w e i g h t (kg OH h a - 1 ) 
TOTDRW- INTCRL ITOTDRM, CTW . DELT ) 
Dry w e i g h t o f g r e e n l e a v e « (kg DM h a - 1 ) 
WLVG - INTCRL (WLVC , RWLVC . DELT ) 
Dry w e l o h t o f d e a d l a a v w s (kg.DM h a - 1 ) 
WLVD • INTCRL (WLVD . DLV , DELT ) 
Dry w e i g h t o f g r e e n and d e a d l e e v e e (kg DM h a - 1 ) 
WLV - WLVC • WLVD 
D r y w e i g h t o f c a t t e d g r a a n l e a v e « (kg DM h a - 1 ) 
GRAS - INTCRL (GRAS . HARV . DELT I 
L i v i n g b l o w a s a ( k g . « h a - 1 ) 
LBIOM - TOTDRW-GRAS-WLVD 
D r y w e l g a t o f s t o r s a w c a r b o h y d r a t e s (kg EM h a - 1 ) 
WSO - INTCRL (WSO . CTRBS . DELT ) 
MRT - INTCRL (WRT . RWRT . DELT I 
1 d r y w e i g h t , k g h a - 1 
I Of l e a v e « (wa! 
LENGTH = INTCRL LENGTH. LIRA 
C u a a l s t l v » w a t e r a a « e f f i c i e n c y , [kg . DM a a ^ E B O - l h a - 1 ) 
IF (GTRES CE 0 ) WUSCUM - (TOTDRM-WLVT) / NOTNUL(CTRANI 
s t i v e l ink« 
IF (CTRBS CE 0 
a s a » f f l c i s n c y (kg DM J - l ) 
LUBCUM , (TOTDRM-MLVI) / NOTNULICXNT) 















( 2 . 
12. 
( 2 . 
















































GRASS.FOR ANNEX A21-3 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . 
CALL OUTUT ( 2 . 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . 
CALL OUTDAT 12 . 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 , 
ELSE I P (NEW_TA*T.SD 'TEWONATl'I THEN 
CALL HANI'HARVEST-) 
END IP 
IF IKARV.GT.O ) THEN 
CALL G8TSK'HAN_U- , HAN_UI 
WRITE ( K A N J J . • I 2 X . A . 2 X . P 4 0 , I X . A , P S O . A l ' I 
I 'Day ' .DOT. 'Mowing l u r v u t : ' .HARV. ' kg h a - 1 ' 
ENDIF 
CALL ERROR I-CRASS' 'wrong NEH_TASX'1 
ENDIF 
OLD_TASK-NBH_TASK 
SUBROUTINE SOSUB (PARIOT.TSUH.LU«.COCON.NITR.NITKAX, 
$ TRANRP.LAI.KDF,HARV.LUED.CTWSOl 
IMPLICIT REAL(A-Z) 
• t a r t o f | 
IF (ITSUH.LT 150 ) OR (HARV CT 0 ) ) THEN 
ELSE 
CTHSO - LUEDM1 - E X P ( -
K D P ' L A I ) ) ' U - » 0 8*LOCICOCON/140 ) I 'PAAINT 
END I F 
RETURN 





IF 'N!NT E • Q U THEM 
k a l a t l v « r a t « o t t i l l « f o t w t l w «few« d a f o l l a t i o o 1 * 
U n a • day» a o o , t l l l a r t l l l a r - 1 4 - 1 
I P (DAHA LT B I THEN 
REPTIL - 0 . Ï Ï S - 0 . 0 « 7 * L A J 
KIN IF ; .0 « 6 7 - 0 l t î ' L A I l 
END IF 
• « a l a t l T » daatb, r a t a o f t l l l a r » d u . t o > « l f - « « a d i n g , t i l l « 
t l U t c - l 4 - 1 
DTILD - MAX (0 0 1 * 1 1 »TSUNB/400 I . (0 1 - 0 01) * ILAI-
LAICRI/« ) 
B f f a c t . l v * d a a t b r a t a o f t l l l a r . a f f s c t o d b y b o t h 
l o a f a i e r o g o o and « « I f - a h o d l a a : , Van L o o , •rrhaxiatwWawi 
and da Voa , 1 » » 2 . t l l l a r a m-2 4 - 1 
LCAia l a n a a b o r o f 1 M * M p o r t l l l a r « 
DTIL l a r a t a o f t l l l a r — i r a i » ] m p o r l o a f 
DTILD i a d a a t a r o t « o f t l l l a r « 
DTIL - ILBAPN * REPTIL - DTILD) ' KIN ( 1 4 0 0 0 . TILLER! 
' IF 
SUB4tOUTÎNE STEP i T D a t l .TDaTQ. LBVTN1. LEVBC. LEVOUTl 




SUBROUTINE HONTNC (KOPT.INCUT,INNDAT.IMOÄSD. DOT.WLVC.CWCHT. 
; IWLVC. DAHA.RDAHA.HARV I 
IMPLICIT REAL (A-ZI 





IF (NTNTIKOPTI EQ.11 THEN 
HARV - rWGMT-HAX(400 .IWLVCl 
RDAHA --DAHA 




DO 10 I I m 1 , 1 0 
I P (NTMTIDOYI BQ IMNDAT(I l ) ) MONDAY - TRUE 
CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
• o w i n g a t c r i t a r l v a » o f NLV CMCHT 
r « s « t day« a f t « t HARV 
• o w i n g a t o b a a r v a t l o n d a t a « p e r i o d i c a l h a r v o s t a 
t a o o t d a y s a f t « r HARV 
IF fNCMDAY) THEN 
HARV • MAX (0 . HLVC-KAXI400 ,IWLVCII 
RDAHA . D A H A 
INCUT • INCUT • 1 
n o « o w i n g i n c u r r a n t a a o a o n . do n o t i n c i a a s a r a t « 
o f d a y « a f t a r HARV 
E L M I P (INCUT BO 0i THEM 
HARV - 0 
RDAHA - 0 
•owing in currant soaoon. lncroas« rat« of days 
aft«r naxvaata 
ELSE IP I INCUT NE 01 THEM 
HARV - 0 
POTATO.FOR ANNEX A22-1 
AE-OLO, PO ftoa ia», »750 EC Beren, Th» ftttWrlud 
Baaed on ear l i er v v n l o o j by Peter m i—il (1»»0) . 
Dat« ) T •na»e»sr IRIS 
?urpo*«i Tbl« eubroatlne «1—1 «tea tit« growth of » potato crop by < 
u o of Intercepted radiat ion, t — p i n t a r e and l ight us* 
e f f i c i ency . I t ea«e the Fortran BianOatlan Enviraoniint 
( M voralan 1.0) devalopod by D.W.a. m Knol l*«*» . 
r.L. ( l t f S ) . Yl . ldlng a b i l i t y of potato < 
lnflaanced by t i m U w and daylength-
i r a l t . l t »a||ettl«||S». AE-OLO, Tb« Matherlend«. 
ro«ttL rUUJBTDJ, (I-lnpot.O-outpat.C-control, IM-lnit,T-tl««> 




REAL DEPTH1ITB5) ,DNNSTB(8I . LIHSTBI6I .NCLAYIITB5] 
REAL ONCLVTUO) ,ONCRTT(10] ,ONCSTT(10) 




C h a r a c t e r s i n g l e v a r i a b l e « 
CHARACTBR'tO PILEI3 
L o g i c a l a l n g l a » a i l a b i a 
LOGICAL EKERC , HARVES , SOWING 
REAL INSW, INTGRL, LIMIT. LINT, NOT«UL 
DATA OLDJTASK /'TERMINATE-/ 
CALL CHKTSK3 (NEW_TA5K.0LD_TASIU 
IF INEWJIASK.BQ ' S T M T ? ' ) THE« 
• d e g r e e « Cala tui 
s t r a t l o a r o o t « kg C k g . . r o o t - : 
T o t a l I n t e r c e p t e d r a d i a t i o n J » - 2 4 H 
Crop t r a n o p l r a t l o n o o o f f l o i e n t 
Doad bloftmaa kg I « h a - : 
T i n « « t a p o f l n t a o r a t l o n 4 
Depth Of nlddl* of aol l layer oi 
Doatb rat« leava« kg M ka-1 d-1 
Dally Nitrogen redaction factor 
Day of y aar alnoa January lo t 4 
D e a t h r a t a r o o t » kg. .DM ha d-1 
• a l n o a p l a n t i n g 
D o r a l o p a a n t a t « « « 
D a l l y n o i s t u r « r a d a c t l o n f a c t o r 
CALL CSTSCM C F I L E I Î - , FI LEI 3 , ' 'I 
IP (PILEI3 EQ.'POTATO DAT') THEN 
CALL CBTSTS I'DOY' , DOY I 
CALL GETSLM I 'EHBRC' , BKSRC , FALSE I 
CALL GETS LH [-SOWING'. SOWING . F A L S E ) 
I F (SOWING) SOWDAY-DOY 




ELSE I F I NEW J T A S K E Q . ' I N I T I A L I Z E ' ) THEN 
ha l a a f ba a o l l d-1 
kg n i h a - l 4-9 
k g _ m h a - 1 d - 1 
Growth r a t o LAI 
Oaowth r a t a l e e v a * 
Orowth r a t « r o o t « 
g r o w t h r a t a t o t a l w e i g h t 
Layer l a a n l c h r o o t t o p « a r « 
T aafti • ira t a r a « a » f e r t u b e r - l a d u c t i o « 
E x t i n c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t f o r PA» 
L a a f a i a a a t a a a r g a n c a « J l e a f p l a n t - 1 
L o a f a r a a I n d a » ha l a a f ba a o l l 1 
C r i t i c a l l a a f a r a a I n d a » ha l o a f b e « o l l - l 
L i v i n g e r o p b l o n a a a kg HI b a - 1 
L i g h t a a « e f f i c i e n c y kg DM h a - 1 d - 1 J - l 
I n i t i a l l i g h t a g o « f f l c l a n c y kg m J - l 
• t l o n l e a v e « kg • kg H - l 
«* •_ • kg DM-1 
a t l o n a t o r e g e e r g a a t kg_ • kg H I - 1 
« t i e » r o o t « k g . » kg CM-i 
I o f t o t a l g r o w t h kg_M a a - 1 d - 1 
• <—nnJ f o r o r g a n g r o w t h kg « h a - 1 d - 1 
Mi—tiir o f p l a n t « p a r • • » a r a n a t a r • m-2 
• 1 t r o g e n a p t « R e a y e r o p kg • h a - 1 
Ml t r a g e n « p r a k e r a t « p a r l a y a r kg * h a - 1 d - 1 
Mi t r o g — a p t a h « r a t « b y e r o p kg _• h a - 1 d - 1 
T o t « ! a l t r o g a o a p t n k « r a t « kg • h a - 1 d - 1 
r h o t - o a y o t b o t l c a l l y a c t i v a r a d i a t i o n J » - 2 d - 1 
F o t a o t l a l • u p t a k e kg I h a - 1 d - l 
•f 11« I 
d - 1 
d - 1 I 
d - 1 
a n d - 1 
d - 1 ' 
U l i t l T * d e a t h r a t a 4 
R e l a t i v e d a a t h r a t a « a a • h a d i n g 
R e l a t i v e d a a t h r a t a d n e a o t i t u * 
l o o t e x t a n a i o n r a t « 
R e l a t i v * g r o w t h r a t « 
n o o t / l a a f r a t i o 
o p a c i f i e l a a f a r a a 
• p a c i f i c l a a f a r a « 
P l a n t i n g d a y 
T h i c k n a a « o f « o i l l a y « » 
T o t a l a i t r o g a» r a d a c t l o n f a c t « « ; 
T r a n o p l r a t l o n r a t « a » h a - 1 AH 
T r a a a p l r a t l o n r a t a p a r « o i l l a y a r n » h a - 1 d-1 
« t a r a r a n 
T o t a l n o i s t t u e r a d a c t l o n 
V e l o n w t r l c « a t a r a p t — t 
Nalafct o f r o o t « 
• l i g h t « f d a a d r o o t « 
» e i g h t o f « t o r * « « o r g a n « 
» e i g h t o f a t a n a 
'.rvnm.wm.rvun.tvnn 
CALL GETSI ('DATA_U' 
CALL GBTSRPI'DELT' 
CALL GETSI ( ' LOG_U-
CALL GETSI (•MAN_U' 
CALL GETSI I 'NL' 
CALL GETSRPi'ROT' 
CALL CETSRPl'TOL' 















DEPTH . NL 
PTB , • 
TEX , NL 
WCFC . NL 
WCWP . NL 
Crop « t a t « i n i t i a l i s a t i o n 








































RUSRBA r BICMI' 
RDSREAI -CCftT-
RDSREAI'CINTI' 
RDSREAI ' C R P f 
RDSREAI'FLVO' 
RDSREAI'FRTO• 
























RDSREAI ' T S U -
RDSREAi'TS5NC' 
RDSREAI TSTI 






. LBICM 1 
, CCRT ) 
, CTNT ) 
, CRPT 1 
. FLVO ) 
. FRTO 1 
, IND 1 
. IPROD 1 
. KDF ) 
. LAO ) 
, LAICR 1 
, LAI ) 
. LUETB 1 
, NCRTI > 
. NCSO 1 
, NPL ) 
. RDMAX 1 
, RDRDVO) 
. RDRDVRi 
. ROM ) 
. RSRLP ) 
. RLINI ) 
. RLE 1 
, ROWDIS) 
. RTFRAC] 
. RNORD ) 
. SLPLV 1 
. SLPTB 1 
. SPRTL > 
. TBASE ) 
. T S U ) 
. TSSNC ) 
. TSTI > 
, TSUNH } 
, HLVG i 
, WLVD 1 
. MRT ) 
. USO ) 







CALL RDAREAl NKXRT ' . 
CALL RDAREAl 'CtlCLVT' , ONCLVT. 10 
TiARACTWIC OUl.TRJK 
DATA_0. LOO_0.MAN_U 
- L o c a l v a x L a h l a s 
I s * a g a r « l a g ! « T a x l a b l a a 
INTEGER KAR. I , IDETTH. I lMIUT. ILINST. IONCLV. IOMCRT, ICEICsT 
INTBSat i r t D D . I P T B . I E » 4 \ W . I i n T Ü » . I T B Ï . I T f l . I T B l A ï . r » C T » 
rNTBGER INCPC.NL 






RDAREAI ' RHRER ' . RNJtER 
RDAREAl'RTRER' RTEER 
a\TA_0) 























LINT1 ONCLVT.IONCLV. DVS) 
LDfT(CttCETT. I O N C R T . DVS) 
LINTIOMCSTT. ICMCST.DVS) 
0 











AVTRB*.COTT, CDfr . CNTONM.CRrf, DBIOal.DaXT.DRllEIhDOIf 
DRT. r»TTOT. DRT1. DRT3 . DTPULE. DTEULP. DTaTJTE.DTEÖTP. DVS 
• C A Y , FLV0. FETO. PEW. GLAI. CLV. GET. UK). EDP. LAO. LAI 
LAI C». LEI QM. LDEfT. LUE. LUBT». N3TONA. NAVAIL. NCCWT 
CALL PUTSRPiCCRT-
OkLL PUTSRPl'CRPP-
CALL PUTSI r l P B O O ' 
CALL POTSRP 'KDF' 
CALL PUTS»»!-NCRTI' 
CALL POTSRP*'RTFRAC 
FOsftEBt. RD. »DMDVIl. Ittftttwv. rammm. fta«. H I , 
ROEL*, R L O a . RLE. EOT. EOWDIS. RTTRAC. InwDRD. SLA. SLAP 
ILFLV.SLPTB.«OMDAT.EFSTL. TEASE TNRE».TOL.TRANEP 
REAL T»U.T»aaR: .T»TI .TEUtat .TsVLP.TtW»« .T»VTE 1BUTP 
U M , TMREC «R.VD MLVG,MSO.*»tT WrTD.MTT 
PAIUwEfTBE I U I I I . 1 10 P B T O M A - 1 M 
CALL PUTSEPl RLINI 
AU. PUTRJtPi NKXRT 
CALL PVTAAP RMRER 
CALL PUTARP RTEER 
POTATO. FOR ANNEX A22-2 
I n i t i a l 1 » « r o o « d « w l t v d l a t r l b a t l o n and t i i M p l « » " ™ 
CALL RTDENS INBW^TASKl 
CALL GBTSTS ( 'KD 1 . RS ) 
CALL TRANS (NEMJrASE) 
ELSE I P (N8H_TASK.IQ.'DO_RATSS') THEN 
M n i l t b l H f r o m C i M i n l o t t c w I h M « « 
CALL C r r s T S ('AVTMP' , AVTMP ) 
CALL GVTSTS I'DOY• , DOY ) 
CALL GSTSXM CHAR' . HAR , 0 ) 
CALL GtTSLM CHAUVES'. HARV1S, FALSE.) 
CALL <MKZ (-ML- , NL ) 
CALL GETSTS ('PAR' . PAR I 
CALL GSTSTS ('RD' . RD ) 
CALL CETATS CMCLAY' . NCLAY . ML . IMCLAY) 
calomlat« tr««*plratlon rat« (am ba-1 d-i) «ad aolatara 
• 
factor (-1 
CALL TRANS I NEW. TAST. i 
CALL GETSTS I 'OMUD' . DNRED ) 
CALL OSTSTS C TRANS P' . TRANSP I 
CALL CRTATS I'THLAY' , TRLAY . NL . ITRLAYI 
• D r o u g h t « f * « o t o a OK p a r t i t i o n i n g 
DMNST- LINT IDMMSTB. I D H N S T . DMRED ) 
• D f a w V « f f « * on l i g h t l a t « r « « p t l o B 
LIMST-LINTILIMSTB,ILIKST,DWRED) 
• r t u t l M t - | DM ( t < « U l a i f c n t i , 1 M M , ataa*) , t » b « i and 
r o o t « 
PUSHSO - INSWIO O4-BXP(-SLPTB*MAXI0 . T S U T E - I N D ) I . 1 , 0 . ) 
P 9 0 - 1 . ' D L P f - S U T B * MAXIQ., TSUT1-IMDI ' 'PUSHSO 
PSH • L I J C T ( ( 1 - F i m i ) , l . , l l . - P R T O t P R T O ' n O } ) 
FLV - FLVO • OP[-SLPLV*MAX(0 . T S U T B - D » ) ) 'PUSHS0 
PST - 1 . -PLV-PSO 
m - 1 -P«H 
. Prnctloa <-) l M l l t t l photoaynthotlcally «c t i** radiatloa 
(PAR) 
• lntareaetad tar U M canopy 
r a n - 1 -BXP(-KDF*LAI) 
• awaaaga l ia** **• « f f l c l««cy (k | H J - l intaxca-ptad »A») 
• by tolaraac* and rotat ion affaet 
LUI - UTaTiMFtö-Ml -PSOIMO 6*70 7 8 | | 
• r t « r l a u i l t n f « « w w t n i l w (kg_M a«_|RI-i) p«r o t « u 
PNCLV « NCLV 
PNCRT » MCRT 
PNCSO • MCSO 
PMCST - MCST 
• -Optiaml »Itrop— DoncMtntloDi (k*_M ka_m-l ) P « o r g " 
CNCLV - LINTIOICLVT.ICNCLV.DVS) 
ONCST - LINTICNCSTT.ICNCST.DVSl 
QNCSO - MCSO 
ONCRT - LINTIONCRTT.laHCRT.DVSt 
M t n t « o o B O M t n t l M im a n p ( k s _ l kg DM-li 
MCaiOP-(WLVG*NCLV*Mrr-MCRT*WSO'MCSO*WBT'NCSTWNOTNUL(LRIC»I) 
• - C r i t i c a l i l t o i H M e c a a w t n t l M O i i M i u i and D r a y o o t t . l » » 5 
Ned« 11 i n » « a t a h « o f l l U u w , phoopctata u d p o U » l « I n 
r a l a t l o a t o 
• e r e » g r o w t h . I m " M o d a l l i n g and r « r n w w » x l « « t l o a o f U M » o i l -
P l a n t 
• A t a M p f e a r « a y a t a « . A M V M I H O o f p o u t » « M t h Moda l« • . 
pau-sa» 
MCCRIT-l 3SB-2*4 0 1 K - 2 * E X P I - 2 6 E - 4 ' L B I O H I 
• C a l o m l a t « d a l l y » J . t r o p — r a a m n t l o » f a c t o r ( - ) 
DNRaTJ -lNfi*J(LBIOM-Q 0 0 1 . 1 . . K I N d .NCCROP/NCCRITlJ 
• T o t a l g r o w t h rata) Ikg.DM b a - 1 d - 1 ) f r o n l n t « x c « p t « d PAR ( J « . 
d - 1 ) 
l a f l a a a t o a d by a p l i t u « « a d a i t x o g * a i t r « i 
PARINT • PINT* PAR 
GTM • LUB*PARINT*UM^*r'«RBI>*H2T0HA 
• - < * « • * rat« p a t car-ram (ka_DM b a - 1 d - 1 ) 
GSH > IFLV»PSTI*PSH'GTW*DMHST 
SBELW - CTW-GSH 
GLV - PT,V*FSH*CTW*DMMST 
GST - FST" PSH'GTM*DMNST 
CSO - CBtXNMPSO'F»! ) / IPSO »PSH »PUT) 
ORT - Ge*TLW'FRT/(FSO'FSH*FRT) 
• - - - M i t r o g w » I — a r t ( k a j j l a a - 1 d - 1 ) l a awn o f 4 — a n d p a x o r g a n 
NDSMLV- (ULV*GLVI »CNCLV- (WLV'NCLVl 
NDEMBT* (MaT*GSTl *0MCST- (M5T*NCST] 
NOEttSO (MerXKOCCNCSO-ddSO^NCSO) 
NDtMRT» IWRT«OtTI 'ONCFT- <WRT*NCRT' 
NDBM - MAJCIO .NQ4MLV*KL«MST*NDBKSO>NDeMRT) 
I P •IPRDD LT It THEN 
MUPTKR-NDEM 
GOTO « 0 
ENDIP 
• Hax-Laal a l t r o g a « i p u J u r a t « ( « • _ • h a - 1 l a y a r - l d - 1 ) l t a i t a d 
• y 
• t n a a p l n t i o a i r a t « l a v b a - 1 d - 1 ) a a d I o a a e « a t r a t i o « l a » o i l 
• a a l a t m n 
NAVAIL- 0 
DO 40 I - l . N L 
PNUPT(I) -TRLAY11}»NCLAY11)*0.1E1 
NAVAIL -NAVAIL» PNUPT (11 
4 0 CCKTTNUB 
HUPTR - KIMiNDBN.MAVAILp 
DO SO I - l . N L 
I F (NAVAIL K ) 0 i THEN 
N U P T d ) a 0 . 
ELSE 
NUPTIII-NUPTRM PNUPT(II /NAVAIL) 
ENDIP 
SO CONTINU* 
«0 I P H INDSTM-NAVAIL CT 1 B - Î ) AND ICTW GT 0 . J AND.IIPROO BQ 1) I 
& THEN 
NCLV*[NUPTR'(GLV/GTWJ»«LVG'PNCLV|/IWLVCCLV) 
NCRT-iNUPTR'IGRT/GTW)'MRT *PMCRT)/ MRT *CRT) 
I F 
(taSO*<S«0 CT 0 INCSO-INUPTR* IGSO/GTM) »NSO'PNCSOI / IWSO+GSO, 
BC^T»(NUPTR*ICa*T/GTW)*w«TT 'PRTCST) / (NaT .GST) 
ELSE 
NCLV-ONCLV 
« a d t u b « (TROT*) danral'i.1 t 
PUSHPL - INSWIDOY-SONDAY.0 . 1 I 
PUSHBM - INSWiDOY- S H D A Y . 0 . . 1 . ) 
DTSULP - MAX(0,AVTMP-TEASEI»PUSHPL 
DTSUTP - L I M I T f O - , 1 1 . INyWlAVTKP-l ï .AVTMP-' 
' PUSHPL1 
tTTSULE - DTSULP' PUSHEN 
DTSUTE - DTSUTP'PUSHEN 
- R e l a t i v * g r o w t h r a t « ( d - 1 ) l a « t a t t « a t r l c t « d 
RGRL - R C R L F M l . - 0 . 4 * 1 1 -DNRBDI ) 'DWRED 
« P M l f l M f a t a a (ha l a a f kg DM 1 ) *m*mmm on t a a a p a r a t u r a , 
a l a o « a m n a r i ( a a g r a a a d) « a d l a amtaa; r « « t r l i taal 
SLAP • ( 2 0 0 *0 H ' T S U L B I ' 1 l - S 
SLA - S L A P ' d -0 4*11 -DMRED)) 
- L « « f g r o w t h rat« (ha l a a f h a _ « o l l - l d - 1 ) 
IP (DOY LT EMDAY) THEN 
OLAI - 0 
ELSE I F ((DOY OS RMDAYI AND (LAI R) 0 II THEN 
GLAI • MPL'LAO 
ELSE IF HTSULE LT 4 S 0 ) AND (LAI .LT 0 7SM THEN 
GLAI • LAI'laTXPIRCRL'DTSULP'DELTI - 1 . I 
ELSE 
GLAI • SLA*GLV 
ENDIF 
( h a . l o a f ha » o i l - 1 d - 1 ) •-Lmmt d a a t h ral 
« N t o danraloi 
KDRDV - INSW(-resNC.0. ,r4AX(8 ,AVTt4P-2 )*rU3P^TV0'EXP(RDRm-B* 
(TSUTB-TSSNCH I 
du« t o a a l f - a h a a U n g « t h i g h U U 
RDRSH'LIMJTIO . 3 . (LAI-LAICR) /LAICR] 
« « • t o « o l a t i u r « » t r a a « 
IF (DMRED.LT.1.) THEN 
RDRSM - INSWITSUTS-TSSNC.O.O OS) " L D C T ( 0 . S. 1 . , ( 1 - D M R l 
ELSE 
RDRSH - 0 . 
ENDIP 
d a « t o a t r a a a ( a g l a g . a a l f - « h a d i n g , a o i a t u r a ) , b a t no a o n 
t b a i * l a a v a l l a b i a 
RDRS • MAXIRDRSH. RDRSM) 
- R a l a t l T « d a a t h r a t « ( d - 1 ) o f j i « o l a a f a r « « 
RDR • RDRDV • RDRS 
D a a t h r a t « l a « v « a (DUkX i a a n . l o a f h a . a o i l - 1 d - 1 ) 
DLAI • HIN f LAI M l -EXP( -RDRTJaTLT) I . U U \ 
IP ! LAX.BO 0) DLV - 0 
IF (LAI CT 0) DLV - WLVC•DLAI/LAI 
- D a a t h r a t a a r o o t « (kg DM a a - 1 d - 1 ) 4 a a t o a w t a x a t r a a a o r h 
I F ((MRT CT 0 . ) AND. (LBIOH.GT.O. ) ) THEN 
IF IWRT/LBION CT 0 . 0 1 ) THEN 
DRT1 - MRT*d -DNRBDI 
IP (MRT.GT.O-AND MLVG CT.0 i THEN 
DRT3 - WRT*INSWtWLVC/MRT-RLR.0 ,WRT/WLVG-RLRI* 
MAXIO . ( 1 - ILAICR-LAII /LAICR)I 
DRT2 
: MAX l DRT1. DRT2 ) 




DRT - 0 
ENDIF 
RER • INSW(RDNAX-(RD*TJNRED*RCM) . IR£*«AX-RDI .DMRMD'RCM) 
ELSE 
i a t a r a ü n a h a r * i f r o o t i n g dor. 





- S t o r a n r l t b l u i a ( 






a a l t i o a « o f t a « a i a m l a t i o a 
IF I IIDVS GE.1 i AND i P I N T - 0 07S L T . 0 . ) AND.(HAR.BQ Ol 1 
OR KAAVESJ THEN 
WRITE < H A N _ U . ' ( 2 X . A . 2 X . P 4 . 0 . L X . A . A ) ' I 
Day ,D0Y, ' H a r v M t • , F I L E I Î (1 LEN_TRIM: FILEI1 • 4; 
«a (0 ) o r « t l 
CALL CaTTATS l • WRTLAY ' . MDRTOT. ML 
« 1 1 r o o t « d i a « a d a r * l a f t l a l a y « 
URTLT^MRT 
CNDRT-CCRT/MCRT 
CALL r v T s w i - a o r r ' , CROTT ) 
CALL PUTSTSI •DRTTJT' . UMTUT I 
CALL PUTATSI MDRTOT*. «TWTOT. NL 
( 1 , 2 , 1 ) 
IF HAP EC D OR IHAR EL' 2) 
CALL riDEWSI HARVEST" ! 
DVS - 0 
LAI m 0 
LRIOM - 0 . 
M-JPTAK» 0 
-ntUD - 0. 
WSC - 0 
CALL STOP_S«*LF 
ENDIP 





I N T C J ^ l T W L t 
DTSULP DELT 
DTTRPTP. DELT 
POTATO. FOR ANNEX A22-3 
TSUI* - INTCRLITSUTB , DTSUTH, DCLT 
— c a l c u l â t « DTE f o r f l & l o h c o n d i t i o n « 
m - iMf(Fivr-o.07S,i. ,0. )*iwmurmn 
DVS - H T N I I .TSUTB/TSUHHJ 
- T o t a l 1 M ( « r * a I h i l M f h* « o l l - l ) 
LAI - INTGRLILAI, (GLAI-DLAI1 , DCLT I 
* T o t a l l K t « r c « p t « 4 r * * i « t l o n ( J m-2 4 - 1 } 
CXNT - IMTCRLICIMT, PAMNT. DCLT ) 
O C T w o l a f c t « <k«_DM - » - 1 4 - 1 } o f I M T M ( g t « o * u d 4 a * . ) , «ft 
( L o c i . 
• « t o l o n « 
(ka DM h a - 1 ) 
* a a l n t o o r a l a o f g r o w t h r a t o « 
WLVG - D*TCRL(WLVQ . CLV-DLV. DCLT 
( t a n * » } , r o o t « and t o t a l b l a 
MLVD - IWTGRLIWLVD 
HLV - WLVG * ULVD 
WRTD - IKTCKLIMirrD 
M R • INTCRLIWST 
HSO • IKTCRLIHSO 
LBIOM • HLV • MST * 










- R e d u c t i o n f a c t o r « B o i a t r n x « a t r o a a and m 
THKSD • IMTGRLfTMRID , DMRED , DCLT ) 
TNRBD • INTCRLITMtKD , CMtETJ . DCLT ) 
- - • 1 t r o c — o p t o f c o b y c r o p 
NUPTAJC- INTCKLINUFTM. NUPTKR. DCLT I 
- - • t o c o n l a o a 1 B < 
CALL PUTSTSI'DVS-
C A L L l u r m r u i ' 
CALL PUTÏT8(•MCI^T• 
IF IN F_TASK BQ "OUTPUT1 I 










( 2 , 
( 2 . 
( 2 . 
12. 
( 2 . 





















N U P T A R ) 




ELB1 I P (NCH.TXSX 1 0 'TIRHJKATS-I THEN 
CALL HAN 'HARVEST I 
CALL m 
ENDIP 
OLD_TASK - N«M_TASK 
POTATO'. 'wrong I 
SBEET.FOR ANNEX A23-1 
ÄB-DLO, PO ROK 12», • , -»750 AC I 
Baaad on aarllax m i l o n i t>( XV 
f o« n g u baat*. BBBBT tua« tha Fortran *L*ulatiaa Bn-
« l t a t M K {NS « M l « 1.0) davalopad by v»n b u l l n e « 
Data • i t ü i r h 1»«4 
N i p t w . i T U i aubroatln* aimalataa tb* groata af n a n r b»ita 
»•far. • Bru—an. B.A.M., b u U i « « O.V.O. van «ad W. Sto l , l»»i . 
Uaar MUM*1 FAXSS l.Oi P*S Sagax baat growth . » t e l . 








( ' S S A ' 
( 'TMBJUV 
( 'THXLV' 















CALL RDSREA l ' R N I P ' . KNIP ) 
CALL RDSREA ('TRANSC'. TRANSC) 
CALL RDSREA i'EZRTC* , EZRTC ) 
CALL RDSRKA l ' U M C ' . ZRTHC I 
CALL RDSREA ('HCHBT' , WCWBT I 
CALL RDARKA ( 'EDPTFT' . 
SUBROUTINE SBKST INSWJTASKI 
CHARACTBR* ( * ) MBW_TASK 
•-HARACTER * »0 OLD_TASK 
IRTS ;EP D A T Ä _ U . L O C _ U . I 
bOOftl T t t l t b l U 
I n t a v a r « l o o i » v n x l a b l a a 
INTEGER ITB5.NL 
PARAMETKR ( I T B 5 - S I 
REAL AMX.ASRCLV.ASRgrr,A*ROSO.ASR0ST.CTLV.crST 
REAL Cnrr .CT90.CSUr,CXa,T.D0Y.Dia .BCPDr.ErP.Ef fCAY 
REAL ETAE.BTRD,BVSC,EIRTC.FRPAR. CAI. LAO . LAI , LAID 
REAL NAIKLV.MAIHJrT.MAIMSO,NAINST.MAINTS,NPL.PRFI» 
REAL OlO.RAIN.RD.REDLM.REDB^.REPTM'.RGRL.RNIP.SOWDAy 
REAL S £ A . T A D > W . T A I . l M J W . T i C M M , T M E W . n « * r T M a 
REAL TIOLV.TRAM9C.TSI>H.n»l«U>.WCwET.HRTl.HSTI 
REAL ZRTT.ZRTMC 
• • • 1 a r r a y v n r l a n l a * 
REAL ANDVSTI6).AHTHNTIfcl .AMTMPTI6I .BDNPTBI10) 
REAL E D P T F T I i a i . E R L B L I I T B 5 ) . P S H T B I « ) . F L V T B U 2 ) 
REAL FSTTB114 I ,RDASTTU2> . RKUBJIITB-Sl .SLATBI6I 
REAL TKLIITB5),TRWL(ITB5l.WCFCIITBS).WCLOTtlTBS] 
REAL WCST(ITB5) ,WCWPIITB5) .WSKL(ITB5) ,ZRTL(ITB5l 
c W i o t « • I B S I « w r i « W - i 
CHARACTER'tO FILEI1 
l o g i c a l « l n o l « n d i b l M 
LOGICAL EMERG. HARVES. SOWING 
CALL RDARBA ('AKDVST'. AKDVST. 
CALL RDAREA I'AMTMPT'. AHTMPT. 
CALL RDAREA : ANTHNT 
CALL RDAREA I BDKPTB', 
CALL RDARBA ("FLVTB• . PLVTB . 
CALL RDAREA I'FSHTB ' . FSHTB . 
CALL RDAREA : FSTTB' . FSTTB . 
CALL RDAREA I ' RDHSTT'. RDASTT, 
CALL RDAREA i 'SLATS' . SLATS , 
CLOSE (DATA_U) 
- I n i t i a l l i a a t a t a v * r l « b l M 
MR 
• tRTI 
L M T (SLATS, 



















- F u n c t i o n a 
REAL INTGRL.LIMIT,LINT 
DATA OLD_TASK , 
CALL CHKTSK1 (NBW_TASE.OLD_TASE) 
l_TASK BQ 'START?'( THEN 
- - « t o t v a r l a b l a a f r o » C i i l o i t l w » I 
CALL GKTSCM ( ' F I L B I Ï ' . F I L E I 1 , ' 
IF I P I L E J Ï B Q . SBBBT DAT') THEM 
WSTC » WSTD 
0. 
WLVG * WLVD 
WLVG 
WLV • WST 
TADftW • WRT • WSO 
MIN 12RTMC.PRFDEP) 
TNAS5 - 0 
RAPGS - 0 
RDPCS - 0 
Growth a t d a y o f • • a d l i n g • 
LAI • MPL*LA0 
LAIM - LAI 
LAID • 0 . 
SAI • 0 
GAI • LAI • SAI 
TAI « GAI • LAID 
MAXGAI - 0 
MAXLAI - 0 . 
DO 2 0 I - l . N L 
TRWLII) « 0 . 
CONTINUE 
CFT - 0 . 
CALL CBTSTS COOT' 
CALL CBTSLM (•SOWING' 
IF (SOWING) SOWDAY-DOY 
CALL GETSLM ( 
I F (EMEItG) TH 
EMERC'. EMBRC. FALSE I 
DOYANT • 
DOYMAT . 




ELSE IF ( NEW_TASK EC ' I N I T I A L I Z E ' ! THEN 
— O M v a r l a b i a * f r o n C o 
CALL GKTSRIM'DKLT- . OBLT I 
CALL CBTSI ( ' D A T A j J ' . DATA_U) 
CALL CBTSI i L O C _ U ' . LCC_U > 
CALL CBTSI ('MAN_U' . MAM_U J 
CALL GBTSI ('ML' , NL t 
CALL GST5RJM 'PRFDBF . PRFDETi 
CALL CETSRPI'ROT' . ROT I 
CALL CETSRPI • TOL' . TOL ) 
CALL GSTARPl 'TEL' . TEL 
CALL GETARPi'WCFC' . MCPC 
CALL GBTARFI'WCST' . WCST 
CALL GSTARPl'WCWP' , WCWP 
I F IDELT LT 1 0) CALL ERROR 
- O n l y C U T 1 * 4 o a t a t d a y o f an 
t i a n — • • — r 
—Oat m l i b l M f r o n C a » i M c a t l o e n a a i a n r 
CALL GBTSTS ('AVTMP' , AVTMP \ 
CALL GETSTS ('DOY' . DOT ) 
CALL CBTSTS CEREF' . ERBP I 
CALL GETSIM CHAR' . HAR . 0 I 
CALL GSTSLM ('HARVES'. HARVES, FALSE ) 
CALL GBTSTS I ' R A W . RAIN I 
CALL GETSTS CTMMN' , TMMN I 
CALL CBTSTS 1'TMMX' . TMMX ) 
CALL GSTATS ('RELNQ' . RELMQ , NL ,IRBXMQ) 
CALL CETATS IWCLflT' . WCLOT . ML . IWCLOT) 
TMAVD TMMX - 0 25 • (TMMX-TMM 
MAX (0 . AVTMP-TMBJUV1 
a . C a . I e v J . a t l « 




a . i i 
PNI - KIN (RAM. R N I P ' G A I J 
















11 . -EXP •ETAE'MIN 1 2 . 0 . OAI) 
- R a * 4 l a p â t f i l « 
CALL RDINTT (DATA_U. LOG_U , 
















a . 3 . n a + a r w i a » n K l w p a c layaa-
IF (RD LB 0 ) CALL ERROR 
i ' G R O W 1 . ' l a i o o r n a g a t l v a r o o t i n g d a p t h ' 
DO 30 I - l . N L 
BOT - BOT*TKL(XI 
TOP - BOT-TRLII) 
IF (RD CT EOT) THEN 
Z R T K I l - TEXÜ1 
ELSE I F (RD GT TOP AMD RD LB SOT) THEN 
U T L I I 1 - RD-TOP 
IRCL - I 
ZRTLIII 
a . > O a l o m l a t a a f t a c t l v * r o o t l a a l a a « t a 
ASROLV'. ASROLV1 
SBEET.FOR ANNEX A23-2 
a . 4 A v o i d t b n t I f c o o d o n a a t l o n «MKMTi o r « U n « I n f « 1 1 
l n t a r c a p t l o a l a g r a n t o r t h a n t r a n s p i r a t i o n , w n t o r f l o w s 
t h r o u g h t h o p l a a t I n t o t h o » o i l 
TRKM - MAX ( 0 . , PTRANS/BRLB) 
P • TRANSC/ITRANSC.PTRAMSI 
ÄTHANS - 0 . 
DO SO I - l . N L 
CALL SWSHfWCLQTUI .P.WCWET.WCWP(I) .VfCFC(I) .WCST1I) ,WSBL(I) ) 
TRWHIJ - T U M * H S B L ( I > * R L B L ( I ) 
AVAIL • MAX (0 . (WCLQTU) -WCWP(I) I 'TICLII) "1000 ) 
IP (TRWL(I) .GT.AVAIL) TRML(I) - AVAIL 
ATRANS « ATRANS+ABS {TRWL(I)) 
CONTINUE 
2 . 5 c a l n l t t a g r o w t h r e d u c t i o n f a c t o r « 
IF (PTRANS.OT.0 . ) THBH 
PCBW - ATRANS/PTRANS 
BLSB 
ATRANS - 0 . 
PCBW • 1 . 
END i r 
CPBH - HIN ( 1 . . 0.5*PCBW) 
- 1 Crop growth procaaiM 
3 . 1 ~ n 1 ii c a l c u l a t i o n « 
HO - KIN (TMBHAX-TNBPKE. 
HULV . KIN ITHXLV-TKBJUV . 
C02LV - 4 4 / 1 2 • ( A S R Q L V ' 1 2 / Ï O . - CPLVI 
C02ST - 4 4 / 1 2 » ( A S R Q S T U 2 . / 3 0 . - CFSTI 
C02SO - 4 4 / 1 2 . • (ASRQ6O*12 . /30 - CFSO] 
ICHXIN-CHXFL]/NOTNUL fCHKINI 
S F i n i s h c o n d i t i o n « 
IP I(TKPSUM OK 3000 I OR HARVES] 
CALL STOP.SBLr 
ENDIP 
ELSE I P (NBW^TASK BQ. DO_STATES') TKBN 








n a t t a s DKOdWOtio 
- INTCRL (WRT 
• INTCRL (WLVG 
• INTCRL (WLVD 
> INTCRL (WSTG 
• INTCRL IWSTD 
- INTCRL (WSO 
• INTCRL (CPT 






H B • 
• WLVO • WLVD 
• WSTC 1 WSTD 
• WLV * WST 
• TADRW * WRT 
w a i g b t « ( k g / h a ) 











. DELT 1 
. DBLT ) 
, DBLT ) 
. DBLT 1 
. DBLT 1 
. DELT 1 
. DBLT > 
TKPSUKI 
(MAX ID , AVTKP-TMBPHH))J 
(KAXI0 . , AVTHP-TH&JUV) H 
3 . 3 L M ( C02 a s s i m i l a t i o n 
AHDVS - LINT (AHDVST. IAMDVN. TKPSUM] 
AHTHP • LINT lAHTMPT. IAMTMN. TMAVD) 
MfTMN • LINT (AKTHNT. IAHTNN, TMHX) 
AHAX • AKX ' AKDVS * AHTHP ' AHTMN 
3.3 telly gros« coj aaslsü lstioo 
CALL SGPCOT <2,IDOY,UlT,RDÜ,FRPAA.CSLV.AHAX.BFF.ECPDF,CAI. 
DAVL. DAYLP. GPCOT. RAPCDTI 
3 . 4 telly g r o a n o a x b o h y d r a t « p r o d u c t i o n 
GPHOT - CPCDT ' PCBW * Ï0 / 4 4 
3 . S telly n w l n t a n a n n a 
MAINTS - MAINLVWLVG I HAINST*WSTC • HAINSO'WSO I HAINRT'WRT 
MNDVS • WLVG/NDTNUI(WLV) 
TMEFP * Q 1 0 " ( (AVTMP-RBPTHP) / 1 0 . ) 
MAINT - KIN (MAINTS • TMBFF ' MNDVS. GPHOT) 
3 . 4 tenth rata* • ( • « , 
RDRST « LINTIRDRSTT. IRDRSN. THPSUK) 
YST • WSTG • ISXPIRDRST'HU| -1 . ) 
DST • ( 1 . - RBD6TI • YST 
TMPSUM - INTCRL (TKPSUM. HU , DBLT ) 
d d o p t h 
RD - INTCRL (RD . BZRT , DBLT ) 
- * I n t o g r a t o a b a o r b a d r a d i a t i o n b y t h a e r o p a f t a r < 
a n d I n t o g r a t o a v a l l a b i a r a d i a t i o n a f t a r a — j r g a n c s 
RAPGS • INTCRL (RAPGS . RAPCDT . DBLT) 
RDPCS - INTCRL (RDPCS . RDD'PRPAR. DELT) 
I F iTHPSUH CT TSLAH AND WLVG CT 0 I THEN 
YLV . -WLVCK • DRL * HD 
ELSE 
YLV - 0 
• o DLV > ( 1 . REDU4) YLV 
• 3.7 nasUatrlbntion 
REDIST « REDLM'YLV • REDST'YST 
• J . I Dry w h t t o r p a r t i t i o n i n g 
PSHP * LINT IPSHTB. IPSHN. THPSUK) 
PSH • ( P S H P - C P B M ) / ( 1 . . ( C P B W - 1 I'FSHPI 
FRT « 1 - FSH 
PLV - LINT IPLVTB. IPLVN .TKPSUM) 
FST « LINT (FSTTB. IFSTN .THPSUK) 
PSO a 1 . - (PLV . PSTI 
IF IPRT.LT 0 . OR.FRT.CT.1 ) CALL ERROR 
a ' 'GROW'. T o o t f r a c t i o n o u t s l d o H a l t s ' I 
IP ABs (PSO*PST*PLV- l . ) CT.0 001) CALL ERROR 
* ( ' C R O W ' . ' o r g a n f r a c t i o n * do n o t a d d up t o 1 ' ) 
• 3.1 Total growth rata of crop (dry amttar «cLO—ilatlo») 
• A s s l n l l a t a r a s j n l r a w a n f s r 
ASRQ - FSH ' (ASRQLV'FLV . ASRQST*FST * 
a ASRQSO'FSO) • ASRQRT*FRT 
• Daily crop growth rata (dry snttar lnernosa)i 
•<BS) «TM - (armor * REDIST - KAIWD / ASRG 
GTW • ,IGPHOT - KAINT)/ASRQ) • REDIST 
• 3 . 1 0 telly g r o w t h r a t a « ( d r y w u t t o r ) o f e r o p o r g a n « 
CRT x FRT * GTW 
GLV . PLV • FSH • GTW 
CRLV • GLV - YLV 
GST - PST * PSH * GTW 
GRST - GST - YST 
GSO . FSO* FSH * GTW 
• 3 . 1 1 L a a f d n w o l o p a i n t 
SLA - LINT (SLATB. ILSLA, TKPSUM) 
IF (TMPSUH CT TSLAH AND LAI GT 0 I THEN 
GLAI - 0 . 
DLAI • -LAIN * DRL * HU 
ELSE 
IF ILAI L T . 0 . 7 S I THEN 
GLAI - LAI ' (EXP(RGRL*HULVI-1 . ) 
ELSE 
GLAI - SLA ' GRLV 
END I P 
DLAI - 0 . 
- 5 L a a f a r a * 
LAI - INTCRL ILAI . CLAI-DLAI. DBLT) 
LAID - INTCRL (LAID , DLAI , DBLT) 
LAI • HAXI0 . LAI) 
SAI - SSA ' WSTC 
CAI « LAI • SAI 
TAI - CAI • LAID 
n l n o a d a r i n « a i n f l a t i o n 
i MAX (HAXGAI.GAI) 
MAX (HAXLAI.LAI) 
n o t t COS « « « I n f l a t i o n ( » ) • n o g a a n t a p a a a o n 
i INTCRL (TNASS, ((GPHOT - KAINT • R E D I S T ) ' 4 4 . / Ï 0 . > -
(GRT*C02RT • CLV-C02LV • 
<GST)*C02ST * GSO'CO2S0>,DBXT> 
TNASS • INTCRL (TNASS, I(GPHOT • M A I N T ) * 4 4 . / 1 0 ) • REDIST -
(CRT'C02RT * GLVC02LV • 
1C8T)*C02ST • GSO'COasOl,DELT) 
i l a a f w s i o h t and LAI a t w h i c h l a a f y a l l o w i n g « t a r t « 
IF (TKPSUM LT.TSLAH) WLVCM • WLVC 
IP I TKPSUM LT TSLAH) LAIN • LAI 
ELSE IF INEWJTASK.BQ 'OUTPUT') THEN 
4 O a t p a t o f d a t a 
4 . 1 W r i t « d a y o f w a t m r l t y t o o u t p u t 
IF ((DOYMAT BQ 0 . ) AND.ITHPSUH GE 1000 I) TM 
DOYKAT - DOY 
WRITE <HAN__U. ' ( 1 3 X , A , F 4 . Q , 2 X . A ) ' ) 
'Day ' . D O Y , ' M a t u r i t y s u g a r b o o t s ' 
END IF 
o f s I n s i s t ad r a r l a b l a a ( w i t h I n t i m i PRDKL) 
LAI ' 
CAI' 


































4 . 3 W r i t « o u t p u t 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 , I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 , I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . ' 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 , I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . i 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 , I 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 , ' 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . ' 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 , 
CALL OUTDAT ( 2 . 
ELSE IP (NW_TASK.«X). •TERMINATE') THEN 
T e r m i n a l « a c t i o n 
SUGAR . (WSO) * 0 75 
a P i n a l o n t p o t a t and o f « L w a l a t i o o 
CALL OPSTOR ('TADRW' . TADRW ) 
CALL OPSTOR ('MSO* , WSO ) 
CALL OPSTOR ('FWSO' . FWSO I 
CALL OPSTOR CSUGAR' , SUGAR ) 
ELSE 
CALL ERROR < ' S B E B T ' . ' w r o n g NEMjrASX' 
OLD_TASK - NEW_TASK 
RETURN 
(at t a 
I F (TKPSUM GE.TSHHD) WSERT « 0 
I P (RD OS ZRTM) WSERT - 0 
BZRT - BZRTC'WSERT 
3.13 atianallaaaoaa warlablao 
FRMNT • KAINT/MOTNULlAVASE 
CROPP - (PTRANS'BVSC) ,' lETRD-ETAEi 
i BTRD*BTAE 
CHXIN - (WLV - WLVD • CTLV • 
(WRT - WRTI) * CPRT * 
CHKPL - TNASS * ( 1 2 / 4 4 ) 
C02RT « 4 4 / 1 2 * (ASRC4tT-12 
WHEAT.FOR ANNEX A24-1 
Aa-DLO. lO boa ia». ML-»750 aC 
aaaad oo aar11at Yaraloa* by J.C. Luytaa (1»»5) . 
13 Januari 1»»* 
TU* aunroatlna i l M l i t w tb* groWk of cfralna fay aaa of 
lBtarcaptad radiation, t a v M i t u « and light aaa afficl-
«ney. Zt o*** tb* Fortran Siamlatloo tortromit ( r a 
»«•Ion 3.0) davalapad by D.w.o. van Eraallagan. 
Luytaa, J.C. <1*RI) • —atalnahl* world food production 
and w l n u i i B t . M V I N AR-DLO Aanport )T. Aa-DLO Naga-
i*. ïsn» •iMi—ii* 
!l-iapat,0-aut|»«,C-cootrol,l»-lBit,T-tija*) 
«al t* typ* al»** •HIIIBB 
l a t 
ratura dagr*a* Calalu, 
Total lntareaptad radiation J a r l d-
Crop ti>i*iilr>t1 na ooaff lc lant 
•*"<—' dajr iM foc Taon 
Tis* «tap of integration 
D*ath rata LAI 
Day «f y a r alaja* January 
Daatb rata root« tog fat ha d-
Da-rwl t—int a tag* 
D»r«ln*mt atag* t i l l flonailng 
Payai paiat atag* t i l l harvaat 
Dally 'aapaialwia aaai dagraaa d-
Duratlon rail laaf aapaaalon dagraia d-: 
Daratloa *oaaa*oa attar f . l . a . daaraa* d-: 
Dally aolatur* redaction facto« 
Fraction lntareaptad Fa* 
drouth rata roota kg DM ha-1 d-; 
Qroath rata total anight kg n ha-1 d-: 
Extinction ooafflclant foc PU 
Laaf araa indaa ha_laaf h»*aH 1 
Maxianl laaf araa tadaa ba laaf ta tol l-: 
LlTlao crop bioaaaa kg n ha-: 
Day la growing aaaaaa t 
L i g h t a a a e f f i c i e n c y t o DM h a - 1 d - 1 J - l 
M o i a t w r * * t r * a * f a c t o * o n OTW 
a t o l a t a r a a t r a a a f a c t o r am Lai 
r b o t o a y a t a a t l c a l l y a c t i v a r a d l a t l a a J n - 3 d-1 
I M a J a - 3 d-1 
P r o f 1 1 * a a p t h 
PQTSI.PVTflBf. Pf lTaT»,FOral ,PUT Aft*, PTTaTa 
TTUTIL i U U . T e ^ , I h W , IaTlaRL, LIMIT. L l h T 
.^JBROUTINE WHEAT !NBW_TASK> 
CHARACTER* C ) NnVJ_TASIC 
CHARACTER•8 0 OLDJTASK 
INTBCBR DATA_U.LOG_U.HAN_U 
- L o c a l v a r i a b l e * 
I n t a g a r a l a a l * v a r i a b l e * 
INTEGER KAR.IFLVTB.IFSHTB. IFSTTB. IN 
INTBCBR DMXLV. INCLAY. IMfXRT. INKXST. I OUT. IPROD 
INTEGER IRDRLT.IRMRER.IRTRER.ITB5 
INTBCBR ITRLAY.NL 
PARAMETER ( I T B S - S ) 
h a a l « I n g l e n a r — t a r a 
PEAL AVTHP.BIOM. CCRT.CINT.CPEW. CRPF,DECNAX 
REAL DKLT.DUa.OmXD.DCrt.DKT.tlKTor.mStm.ZimgL 




REAL NCLV.NCRT .NCSO.NCST.NDBH.NDSMLV. NDEKF.T 
REAL NDEKST. MDBMSO.NCT.MLV, NP. NRT.KS, «SO. MET 
REAL NUPTAA.NUPT10X.NUPTR,ONCLV,OIICRT.CI»rS<^ 
REAL PAR, PARINT.PNCLV.PNCRT.F**CSO,PNCST, PRPDEP 
REAL RD.RDMAX.REPlaTC.RBR.RGM. RLINI. ROT, ROWDIS 
REAL RWOIID. SLA, SOWDAY.SOWD». SPRTL. TBASE1.TBASE2 
REAL TMAX.TNPJD.TOL,TRANSP. TS SO.TSUH.TSUMH. TSUMSP 
REAL TMtaV.airr.MRTD. «SO 






























PARAMETER (K2TOKA-10000 ! 
C h a r a c t e r a t o o l a v a r i a b l e * 
CHARACTER*80 FILEI3 
l o g i c a l « I n g l e v a x l a b l e e 
LOGICAL EKERG,HARVES.HRV5T.SOWING,SWHEAT WWHEAT 
REAL INSW. INTGRL, LIMIT. LINT 
DATA OLD.TASK 
CALL CHKTSK1 (NBM_TASK.OLD_TA£Kt 
l_TASK EQ 'START?' 
— O a t v a r i a b l e * f r o n r n a — l c a t l o a Mai 
CALL GnTSCM I • P I L E D ' . P I L E D . * ' 
I P ( ( P I L E D EQ EAT DAT') OR ( P I L E D EQ 'HMHEAT DAT' 1 
CALL GaTSTS I 'DOY' . DOY I 
CALL GBTSLK I1SOWING• SOWING 
I P tSOWINGI SOWQAY-DOY 
CALL C1T5LM 
ELSE I P INEW_TASK EC ' INITIALIZE' ) THEN 
- - O a t v a r l a b l a * f r o n - a—ml ai 1 n I 
CALL GETSRP(' DELT' 
CALL OnTSI I ' DATA_U' 
CALL GETS! I' L0G_U' 
CALL OaTSI ('HMf_U' 







CALL CETARP ( • DEPTH ' 
CALL GETARPI'TKL' 
TOL ) 
[»PTN . NL 
m . , HL 
CALL CaTARPCWCWp- . WCWP . NL 
IP iDELT LT 1 











































































































































. INL ) 
. INL ) 
. IWCWP 1 
ERROR {'WHEAT', 
_U. P I L E D » 
, BIOM i 
. CCRT I 
. CINT 1 
. CRPF ] 
. DBGMAX) 
. DUREL 1 
. DURES ) 
, PINTO I 
. IPROD 1 
. KDF ) 
. LAIMAXi 
. LUE ) 
, ONCSO ) 
. NCRTI I 
. NP ) 
, RDMAX ) 
, REFLBC) 
, RCM ) 
. RLINI ) 
. RLE ) 
. ROWDIS) 
. RTPRACI 
. RWORD ) 
. SPtTL ) 
. TEASED 
. TBASE2) 
, TMAX ) 
. TS50 1 
. TSUHH i 
. TSUM 1 
. TSUMSP) 
. WSO ) 
. FLVTB . 
. PSHTB . 
. FSTTB , 
. NMXLV . 
, NMXRT . 
. NMXST . 
. NSFCTB, 
. RDRLT . 
, RKRER . 
. RTRER . 
. SLATB . 
. TPCST . 









































































LINTISLATB. ISLATB. DVSi 
! PILE!3 EC- 'SWKEAT DAT' ! 
TWRED = 0 
CALL CSTSRP(*PRPDEP'. PRFDEPI 
RDMAX < MINIRDMAX. PRPDEP) 
DVS 
DVS 
NCLV - LINTINMXLV .INMXLV 
NCRT > LINTINMXRT ,INMXRT. 
NCSO - ONCSO 
NCST - LINTlNMXST .INHXST. DVS 
NLV - WLVG'NCLV 
NRT - MRT *NCRT 
NSO - WSO 'NCSO 
MST * WST 'MCST 
- I a l t l a l l a * r a a t d l a t r l b a t l a a a n 
CALL RTDENS (NBW.TASK) 
CALL ÜATSTS C R D ' . RD) 
CALL TRANS (HE*I_TASK) 
ELSE IP (NEW_TASK.BQ.'DO_RATBS'i THEN 
CALL START^SELP 
- - O a t v a r l a b l a a f r o a C aaan 1 e a t l o a ahtaaga 
CALL GETSTS ('AVTHF' , AVTMP I 
CALL GaTSTS ('DOY' . DOY 1 
CALL GETS IK CHAR' . HAR . 0 ) 
CALL GETSLM CHARVES'. HARVES. FALSE ) 
CALL GaTSI C D T . I M I 
CALL GaTSI c I O U T ' . IOUT I 
CALL GSTSI I NL- . ML I 
CALL CETSTS ('PAR' . PAR I 
WHEAT.FOR ANNEX A24-2 
CALL CETSTS C R D ' 
CALL GsTTSTS I 'WKT' ) 
• . . . . . - - D a y ± B g r o w t h c y e l a o f t b * e r o p 
LDAY=LDAY*1 
T M v m t u * a — l l i g w i d) f e e d s r s l o p a a a t t 
I F [TSUH CT 0 VTSUt«)TBASE-TBASE2 
DTSUH-LIKITIO. , DEONAX, AVTMP-TBASB) 
• D a i l y p f c o t o s y t h o t i c a l l y s o t l v » r a d i a t i o n (»AS, J » - 3 d - 1 ) l a 
• r o t r t c t « ! f o r r a f l a o t l o n . (ABTLBC) 
PAR-PAR'(1 -RBPLBC) 
• T r a n a p l r a t l — r a t a (— b a - l 4 - 1 ) 
CALL TRANS (NW.TASX) 
CALL GBTSTSI'TRAHSP', TRAMSP I 
CALL CBTATSI-TRLAY' . TRLAY . ML . ITRLAY) 
• « o i a t m r s ) t t M i f a c t o r s t o r LAX a n d 0 1 « 
CALL CRTSTS I'DWRED" , DURE) ) 
HSFCTW - LINT (TFDST , ITPDST. DWRSD) 
HSPLAI • LINT ITFCST , ITPCST. LDAY-TWRED) 
• « I t r o p — i t i M « f a c t o r f o r LAX s o d OTW 
I P (IPROD.GT.2) THBN 
IF (SsMBAT) DNRBD - LINT ITPCST,ITPCST,LDAY-TNRKDl 
I P («WHEAT) THEN 
I P (TSUH LT TSUHSPITHEN 
DNRBD- L U O T I 0 . . 1 - . < 7 3 5 . * N C L V - 3 . 7 S ) /NPI 
« L S I 






• L i g h t I n t o r c o p t l o n 
IF ITSUH CT 0 . 1 THEN 
• H a b t l n t s r o s p t i o p , f r a c t i o n ( - ) d u r i n g 1 — * a a p a n a i o o p a u « 
FINTL-PINTO»)(1 -PINTO!/DUREL'TSUM) 
• l i g h t I n t e r c e p t i o n f r a c t i o n ( - ) d u r i n g l o a f I « D M C « D C * 
FINTS-LIHITIO. . 1 . 0 S-(TS*JH-TSSOWDURES) 
• fraction light lntarcopti — of too canopy 
FINT -KINIFINTL,PINTS) 
• • 
P I N T - 0 
BNDIF 
• I n t a r c o p t a d PAR ( J s - 3 d - 1 ) 
PARINT-H5FLAI * DNRBD* PINT* PAR 
• n r y r a t t a * p s x t i t i o a i s p i f r a c t i o n » { - ) 
• k n i e t ! CABO-DLO S a r i a a i * L — l a t l o n r a p o r t a 3 7 , 1 9 9 2 . 
FSHP- LINTJPSHTB . IPSHTB. DVS ) 
I P (IPROD BQ.1) THEN 
PSH - FSHP 
ELSE 
• f « p a r t l t i o n i n p t o r o o t « l h c r e a s a a w i t h «rnaptaT s t r e s s 
CPBW« MINI1 , 0 5-DWRED1 
FSH - (PSHP*CPBW)/( l * ( C P E « - 1 I'FSHPI 
ENDIP 
PUT - 1 -FSH 
FLV - LINTIPLVTB , IFLVTB. DVS I 
PST - LINTIPSTTB . IFSTTB. DVS I 
PSO » I N T < ( 1 . - F L V - F S T ) * 1 0 0 0 ( / 1 0 0 0 . 
• T o t a l g r o w t h r a t a ( k o M b a - l d - 1 ) frora l a t e r c a p t a d PAR ( j » - a 
d - i ) 
CTW • LUE*MSPCTWPARINT*K2TDHA*LIMIT(0 , 1 . TSUM/TSUHSPl 
• P r w r l o s s • o ono o a t r a t i o n ( k p j i k a _ c r j - l ) p a r o r p a a 
PNCLV - NCLV 
PNCRT » NCRT 
PNCSO « NCSO 
PNCST - NCST 
• O p t l a a U • c o n e — t r a t i o a s l a f u n c t i o n o f d a r a l n — i n t e t s p » 
( W « ) 
ONCLV - LINTINHXLV .INKXLV. DVS ) 
CNCRT - LINTINMXRT , INKXRT. DVS ] 
CNCSO * CNCSO 
CNCST - LINTINMLST .INHXST. DVS ) 
• -Orowth r a t a « o r p a a a ( k p J M b a - l d - 1 ) 
GLV - FLV*FSH*CTW 
ORT « PRT*GTW 
GSO - FSO'PSH'CTW 
GST - FST*PSH*GTW 
— « t r o p — I i l l <ko_.« h a - 1 d - 1 ) l a a — o f • 
NDEXt.V - ONCLV* (WLVC*GLV)-WLVC*PNCLV 
NDEMRT - ONCRT'IWRT »GRTI-WRT *PNCRT 
NDBHSO • CNCSO*(«SO *CSOI-«SO 'PNCSO 
NDENST - CNCST*(«ST »GSTI - « S T 'PNCST 
NDGH • MAX10 .NDEMLV.t 
IF (IPROD LT 3) THEN 
N D I P F ( I ) » 0 . 
ENDIP 
NS-NS .NDIFF1I ) 
CONTINUE 
NUFTKR-MIN(ND8M.NAVAIL*NS) 
DO 20 I - l . K L 
I P ( ( I GEIOUT) AND ( I LB IN)I THEN 
N U P T < I ) - 0 
I P («AVAIL GT 0 I 
NUPT(I) - IPNUPT(I) /NAVAILI'HININUPTIW, NAVAILi 
IP INS GT 0 I THEM 
NUPTIII - N U P T I I J ' I N D I P P I I I / N S C K I N I N D P . N S ) 
ENDIP 
ELSE 




- - « I t r o p — p a r o r g a n ( • « _ • b a - l ) 
IP INUFTFJVCT 0 ) THEN 
NLV-(NDBKLV/NDEM)'NUPTKR*(HLVC*PNCLV) 
NRT-INDEHPT/NDBH)'NUPTKF-IWRT •PNCRT1 
«SO-lrTDEMSO/NDEHi 'NUPTKR. IWSO «PMCSOl 
NST»INDBMST/NI*W)'NUrT10Jl»<WST 'PNCSTI 
ENDIP 
- P i t t o o « c o n c e n t r a t i o n (kp • k p M - l ) p a r o r g a n 
IP (HLVC*GLV GT 0 ) NCLV-«LV/(WLVC*GLV) 
I P (WRT »GRT CT 0 ) NCRT-NRT/ («RT *GRT) 
IF («SO .GSO.QT.O ] NCSO-NSO/(«SO •CSOI 
IP («ST »GST GT 0 ) NCST-NST/ («ST *GST) 
- - G r o w t h l a a f a r o a l n d a a I - J a - 3 ) 
SLA - LINTISLATB.ISLATB.DVS) 
GLAI * GLV*SLA 
-Dea th r a t a orpaaa (kg EH b a - l d - 1 ) 
d a a t b r a t a 1 — • — d a » t o a g i n g 
RDRDV. INSWIDVS-1 , 0 .LINTIRDRLT . IRDHLT. AVTMP | | 
d a a t b r a t a l e a v e s d a » t o a a l f a b a d l a p 
RDRSH- LIMIT(0 0 0 , 0 . 0 3 , 0 . 0 3 ' ( L A I - L A I M A X ) / L A I M A X ) 
RDR - MAX(RDRDV,RDRSHI 
DLAI - HAXILAI-RDR.LAI-KSFLAI'CNRED'FINT'LAINAX-
I F ( L A I . G T . 0 . 1 DLV - «LVG'DLAI/LAI 
IP (LAI BQ 0 . t DLV - 0 . 
d a a t b r a t a r o o t s dm» t o a g i n g , a — s a g — c a o r n i t r o g e n a b o r t a p a 
DRT1 - RLR'RDR 
DRT2 • « R T * L I i a T ( 0 . , 0 . 0 3 , (CtlCltT-NCirr)/Ct«3tT) 
DRT - MAX(0 .DRT1.DRT21 
- • R o o t « x t O B s l o B r a t a (oat d - 1 ) I f r o o t g r o w t h t a k a a p l a ç a 
IP I(OTT-DRT CT 3 ) .AND DVS LB 1 ) THBN 
r o o t g r o w t h u n t i l • • • ! — r o o t i n g d a p t h I s r a a e b a d 
RBR • INSWIRDNAX-IRD-DWRED'RGNI,'RDHAX-RDI,RGN'DWRED) 
ELSE 
RBR - 0 . 
ENDIP 
- t t o r a « a r l a b l a « l a C a — m l c a t i o n a a n a p a r 
CALL PUTSTSCDRT' . DRT ) 
CALL PUTSTS^GBT• , CRT I 
CALL PUTSTSi ' N O W , NCRT I 
CALL PUTSTS(-RBR- , RBR ) 
CALL RTDEMS(NBpI_TASlt) 
CALL PUTSTSI•NOPTR- , NUPTR ) 
CALL PVTATSI-NUPT - . NUPT . NL ) 
- T a a t f l n l a b c o n d l t l o o s 
KRV5T-I ( (PINTS.LE 01 AMD (DVS OB 2 . 0 1 ) OR DVS G B . 2 . 0 1 
IP KHRVST AND HAR BO 0) OR HARVBS) THBN 
B a r v a s t lm d a f a a l t a n d » ( 0 ) o r o t b » r a n d » ( 1 , 3 , 3 ) 
WRITE ( K A N _ U . ' ( 2 X . A . 2 X . P * 0 , I X , A , A I ' ) 
-Day • , D 0 Y , ' H a r v a a t ' . F I L B I 3 I I ; L B N _ T R I N ( r i L B I 3 ) - 4 ) 
a l l r o o t s d l « and a r » l a f t l a l a y a r 
DRTOT-WRT 
CNDRT*CCBT/NCItT 
CALL GETATS : ' WRTLAr ' . «DftTOT. NL , IMDRTI 
CALL PUTSRPI •CNDRT' , CNDRT I 
CALL PUTSTS('DRTOT' , DRTOT 1 
CALL PUTATSI•«DRTOT', «DRTOT, NL ) 
IF 'HAR EQ 1 J OR ( H A R . B Q 2 I ) THBN 
ENDIP 
R a o a t a t a t a v a l a a a f o r o u t p u t 
CALL RTDBNSI HARVEST'> 
DVS - 0 
LAI - 0 
LBICM • 0 -
NUPTAK- 0 
- - « a s l s m l n l t r o p a e . a p t a k a r a t s ( k g . * s s - 1 l a y a r - 1 d - 1 ) l l a d t a d 
t r a s s v i r a t l s B . r a t s (am b a - l l a y m r - l d - 1 } s a d • n p a n — r r a t i — 
CALL S*OP_SELP 
ENDIP 
t r a n s p i r a t i o n f l o w 
CALL GETATS1•ANLAY' . ANLAY , 
CALL CsTTATSI-NCLAY' . NCLAY , 
CALL GBTATSI-«CLOT- . «CLQT , 
NAVAIL- 0 . 







• 0 1 « 




U f f a s l o B 
NDP-0 
IP (DVS L B . 1 2) NDF-MAXI0 NDBN-NAVAIL 
- P o t — t l a l r a t s o f a i t r o p — a j u i i b y d l f f s a l — f k p . P I 
T i s » e c a t t i s t f o r p i t r o p — d i f f u s i o n I s I t d a y s 
N S - 0 
DO 13 I - l . N L 
I P I ( I CsMOUTI AND II L I D i l AND (NOP GT Z AND 
(MCLQTII) G T H C H P d I M THBN 
IP ( I I B Q ICVT) AND ( I BO INI I THBN 
PRAC-(RD-SONDBP)/TAX 111 
ELSE I F [RD G T . ( D t T T H ( I I » 0 S * T B L ( I ) ) I THBN 
PRAC*1 
Basal 
P R A C - ( R I > - ( [ » r P T H ( I ] - 0 . 5 * T T a . l I ) ) ) / T f a . ( I l 
ENDIP 
NDIPT ( I ) - P R A C * ( A N L A Y 1 1 ] - P N U P T I I > ) / 1 0 . 
ELSE IF 'NBH_TASK.BO 'DO.STATES'1 THEN 
CALL RTDBNS (N*M_TASK) 
TSUH - INTCRLITSUM . DTSUH . DBLT I 
— DOTS 1 p a i n t a taps («0« TwTJbS • s p o t a t i v » . «OX TPOal a i a i n t l T a ) 
DVS1 = INSWITSOII-0 6*TSUHH. INTCRLfDVSl , DTSUsV (0 6'TSÜMH) 
I . DCLT 1, I I 
DVS2 - INSHITSUM-0 6 ' T S U t t . 0 . INTCALlDVSi, 
DTSUK/IO 4*TSUNHi 
k . DAXT I I 
DVS - K I N I D V S 1 . D V M . 2 1) 
* T o t a l l s t s r o s p t » d r a d i â t l o a ( J a - 2 ) 
"INT - INTCRLICINT . PAJUNT, DKLT I 
• L»af a r a s lassai 
L A I - irrroatLtLAi . G L A I - D L A I . D B L T I 
• - C w a m l a t l v * a l t r o p — a s d s o i a t a r « s t r a s s { • ) 
TNRBD - INTCRLITNRJD . DNRJTD . DBLT ) 
TMRBD - INTGJU_!T«RBD , DaTRBD . DB.T ) 
« I t r o p — a p t a b a b y e r o p 
NUPTAA- INTGRL NUPTM. HUPTTCT DBLT ) 
ANNEX A24-3 WHEAT. FOR 













> l n c l » d l a o « t o r * « « O C Q M M (k«_OM • * - ! > 
BICM - INTCRLIBIOH . C W . DBLT I 
LBIOH - INTCALfLBIOH . CTW-DLV-DRT, DBLT I 
DBIOH - INTCRLIDBIOH . DLV.DRT. DBLT I 
CALL WTSTSCLAI' 































T - l 
[2, 
12. 
( 2 . 
iZ. 
12. 
( 2 . 
( 2 . 
( 2 , 
( 2 . 
( 2 . 



































. DVB ) 
. LAI ) 
, LBIOH I 
. MJPTAK) 
. NUPTKR) 
. RD I 
. 1 N M D ) 
. THMD ) 
. WLVG | 
, MtT 1 
. WRTO 1 
. MBO ) 
. HST I 
ELS* I F INWJTASK EC TERMINATE'J THEM 
CALL HAM' 'HARVEST' ) 
ELBE 
CALL ERROR ( WHEAT", wrong NBMJTASX'; 
•Btr 
100 OLD.TASK - NEW_TASK 
SOIL.DAT ANNEX B11-1 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* SOIL.DAT. Soil data input file for ROTASK 1.0 * 
********************************************************************* 
* General meaning of the switches 
* SWIT9 = 1 - Moisture characteristics defined by user parameters 
* = 2 - as defined by soil type number 
* SWIT8 = 1 - Driessen moisture characteristic, 
* = 2 - Van Genuchten moisture characteristic, 
= 3 - Linear interpolation on user-defined log scale 
= 4 - Use pF curve parameters 
SWIT6 = 1 - Initial water content in hydrostatic equilibrium 
= 2 - at observed values 
= 3 - at wilting point 



















* Meaning of TYL 
Comment : 
requires WCST and MSWCA for each layer 
requires WCST, VGA, VGR and VGN for each layer 
requires WCST and PFWC00-PFWC10 for each layer 
requires WCST, WCFC, WCWP and WCAD for each layer 
requires TYL array for each layer 
requires TYL array for each layer 
incompatible 
incompatible 
soil type numbers 
* (Driessen moisture characteristic) 
* 1. Coarse sand 11. 
* 2. Medium coarse sand (mes) 12. 
* 3. Medium fine sand 13. 
* 4. Fine sand 14. 
* 5. Humous loamy mes 15. 
* 6. Light loamy mes 16. 
* 7. Loamy mes 17. 
* 8. loamy fine sand 18. 
* 9. Sandy loam 19. 
* 10. Loess loam 20. 
* (Van Genuchten moisture characteristic) 
* 1. Lovinkhoeve 12b 
* 2. Lovinkhoeve 16a 
Fine sandy loam 
Silt loam 
Loam 
Sandy clay loam 






* Switch settings (see above) 
SWIT9 = 2 ; SWIT8 = 1 
* Number of soil layers (should not exceed 10) 
NL = 4 
* Array of thicknesses of the soil layers (cm) 
TKL = 20.,20.,20.,40. 
* Number of soil type of which the characteristics are assigned 
* to the soil layers (-) 
TYL = 13. ,14.,14.,14. 
*WCST = 3*0.400 
*WCFC = 3*0.23 0 
*WCWP = 3*0.075 
*WCAD = 3*0.025 
soiL.DAT ANNEX B11-2 
* Initialization of soil water content 
* Switch setting 
SWIT6 = 1 
* User-defined initial water content (cm3/cm3) 
WCLQTI = 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20 
* E v a p o r a t i o n e x t i n c t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t (m-1) 
EES = 2 0 . 
* Soil water depletion factor (P) 
PTB = 0.,0.50, 1.,0.50, 
4. ,0.40, 6. ,0.35 
* Inputs for Soil Organic Matter module 
* Anorganic nitrogen in profile (kg N ha-1) 
ANTOT = 100. 
* Nitrogen concentration in rain (kg N cm_H20-3) 
NCRAIN = 5.5E-9 
* C weight (%) per horizon 
PERCH = 1.647, 1.019, 1.195, 2.025 
* N weight (%) per horizon 
PERNH = 0.112, 0.077, 0.090, 0.080 
* Bulk density of soil horizon (g cm-3) 
RHODH = 1.35, 1.25, 1.20, 1.10 
* Initial quantity of plant material in profile (kg_C cm_soil-l) 
PMC0 = 0. 
* Initial C fraction (-) in decomposable plant material 
FDC = 0.10 
* Initial C fraction (-) in structural plant material 
FSC = 0.45 
* Initial C fraction (-) in resistant plant material 
FRC = 0.45 
* Initial C fraction (-) in stable organic matter 
FSOMI = 0.50 
* C/N r a t i o n f o r v a r i o u s f r a c t i o n s (kg_C kg_N- l ) 
CNDPM = 6 . 0 
CNSPM = 1 5 0 . 0 
CNRPM = 1 0 0 . 0 
CNLOM = 1 5 . 0 
* R e l a t i v e d e c o m p o s i t i o n r a t e s of PM f r a c t i o n s (d -1 ) 
KCDPM = 0 . 0 1 1 5 0 6 8 ! De R u i t e r , P .C . & H.G. van F a a s s e n ( 1 9 9 4 ) . A c o m p a r i s o n 
KCSPM = 0 . 0 0 0 4 9 3 2 ! be tween an o r g a n i c m a t t e r dynamics model and a f o o d 
KCRPM = 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 6 4 ! web model s i m u l a t i n g n i t r o g e n m i n e r a l i z a t i o n i n a g r o 
! ecosystems. 
* Relative decomposition rates of soil organic matter fractions (d-1) 
KCLOM = 2.7E-04 
KCSOM = 1.4E-04 
SOIL.DAT ANNEX B11-3 
* Decomposition efficiency factors per fraction (-) 
PDPM = 0.40 
ESPM = 0.30 
ERPM = 1.00 
ELOM = 0.25 
ESOM = 0.20 
* Mineralization correction factor (-) for relative soil moisture 
content(-) 























* DPM fraction dependant on 










* SPM fraction dependant on 










* RPM fraction dependant on 






















MANAGE.DAT ANNEX B12-1 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* MANAGE.DAT ROTASK 1.0 MANAGEMENT FILE * 
* R.E.E.Jongschaap AB-DLO PO Box 129 NL-9750 AC Haren The Netherlands* 
* Here: Lovinkhoeve Trial IB0010 1982-1983-1984-1985 * 
********************************************************************** 
B B I 8 S 3 S B 1 
* Define MANAGEMENT HERE: 


































































































































Fertilizer 'Farm Yard manure' 
Cultivation 5 cm 
Planting potatoes 10 cm 
Harvest at given date 
N fertilization (KAS 26% N) 
Emergence potatoes 
Fertilizer KAS 26% N 
Spraying 5 1 Reglone 
Harvest potatoes 
N fertilization (KAS 26% N) 
Cultivation 5 cm 
Ploughing 20 cm 
Sowing winter wheat 2 cm 
Harvest at given date 
Emergence winter wheat 
Harvest winter wheat 
Fertilizer 'Farm Yard Manure' 
Ploughing 5 cm 
Seed bed preparation 
Sowing sugar beets 
Sowing sugar beets 
Fertilizer N 
Emergence sugar beets 
Fertilizer N 
Harvest Sugar beets 
BSSBStSSSSCS 
* End of MANAGEMENT specifications 
BSC SSZSSSIZSÏS 
::ssssasss3=ss3sxs=3szssesszas 





Available types Specification units * 
depth (cm) 
200 Planting/Sowing 210 Potato 
220 Summer wheat 
225 Winter wheat 
230 Grass 
240 Sugar beet 
depth (cm) 
* 300 Emergence 300 emergence code (-) * 
* * 
* 400 Anorganic N 410 KN03 rate (kg ha-1) * 
* * 
* 500 Organic N 510 See table rate (kg ha-1) * 
* * 
* 600 Harvest 600 Set harvest harvest code (-) * 
* * 
* 700 Soil fumigation - - (-) * 
• * 
* 800 Irrigation - rate (mm ha-1) * 
MANAGE.DAT ANNEX B12-2 
* Technical s p e c i f i c a t i o n of organic f e r t i l i z e r s 
• B B B B * 
NR OFTYPE CNFERT CFERT NFERT N_NH3 N_ORG NSTAB OFNAME 
1 510 9.10 0.040 4.40 2.20 2.20 0.50 'Cattle slurry' 
2 511 13.90 0.090 6.50 3.25 3.25 0.33 'Pig slurry' 
3 512 0.00 0.000 3.60 1.80 1.80 0.33 'Sow slurry' 
4 513 0.00 0.000 3.00 2.40 0.60 0.50 'Calve slurry' 
5 514 0.00 0.000 10.60 5.30 5.30 0.33 'Chicken slurry' 
6 520 11.20 0.062 5.50 1.10 4.40 0.50 'Cattle manure' 
7 521 0.00 0.000 7.50 3.75 3.75 0.33 'Pig manure' 
8 522 0.00 0.000 24.30 10.94 13.37 0.33 'Chicken manure' 
9 523 0.00 0.000 26.00 11.70 14.30 0.33 'SI chicken man' 
10 524 0.00 0.000 17.40 7.83 9.57 0.33 'Turkey manure' 
11 525 0.00 0.000 9.60 4.32 5.28 0.33 'Duck manure' 
11 526 0.00 0.000 5.00 1.00 4.00 0.50 'Horse manure' 
12 530 0.00 0.000 4.00 4.00 0.00 0.00 'Cattle manure (m) 
13 531 0.00 0.000 3.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 'Calve manure (m)• 
14 540 100.00 0.438 4.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 'Straw' 
15 541 12.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 'Beet leaves' 
16 542 69.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 'Beet crowns' 
17 543 18.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 'Cabbage' 
18 544 6.00 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 'Spinach' 
19 545 12.30 0.075 6.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 'Farm Yard Manure' 
* 
* End of Technical specifications of organic fertilizer * 
* S 3 S B B B B B B B B B B B B B 3 B B S B B B S B S B B S B S B S S S S S S S S B B S B B B B B S B B B S S S S S S S B S S S S S S S S = S * 
* Self tolerance of crops in rotation scheme * 






















































































! idem without fum 
! Sugar beet 
! idem without fum 
! Wheat 
* End of Self tolerance table 
* s 3 3 C B i s B a B B s a B 3 a 9 S B S 3 i s a a > a i a i 3 > B a a a s a s = B s c a 8 a s s s s B a : s = s a a = = B i x x s 8 : 
* Tolerance for former crops in rotation sequence 
* sssmxstxxMxxmmmmmsmxxmxmxmmxmmxxmmmmxmxmmmmxxxa-mxsxmmmmmmxmxxxxxsBxxBs 















































































* = S9X&stxmatmammmmmmmxmsm»mmmmmmmxmx2imsmmxxasammmXBs = xsm = mmx = m = m = m3eas=:xx + 
* End of tolerance table for former crops * 
I B 3 X S B S : 
CONTROL.DAT B13-1 
********************************************************************** 
* CONTROL.DAT File names to be used in ROTASK 1.0 * 
* R.E.E.Jongschaap AB-DLO PO Box 129 NL-9750 AC Haren The Netherlands* 
********************************************************************** 
* The input files (except FILEIR) may may used in reruns. * 









































! Start rerun file 
! End rerun file 
! Output file 
! Log file 
! Rerun file 
! File with timer data TRIAL1 
! Management De Lovinkhoeve 1983-1985 PA-WW-SB 
! Soil input data file 
! Third input data file (not used) 
! Fourth input data file (not used) 
! Fifth input data file (not used) 
TIMER.DAT ANNEX B14-1 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* TIMER.DAT File names to be used in ROTASK-model version 1.0 * 
* R.E.E.Jongschaap AB-DLO PO Box 129 NL-9750 AC Haren The Netherlands* 
********************************************************************** 
* Required call sequence of the modules 
M0D_LIST = 'WEATHER' , 'MAN' , 'POTATO' , 'WHEAT' , 'DRSAHE' , 'SOM' 
* List of modules to be started (sequence is not important here) 
START_MODULES = 'WEATHER','MAN','DRSAHE','SOM' 
* Weather data specification 
WTRDIR = 'C:\SYS\WEATHER\NLV 
CNTR = 'NLD' 
ISTN = 2 
IFLAG = 1101 
Directory of weather data 
Country of weather data 
Station number of weather data 
Indicates where weather error and warnings 
go (1101 means errors and warnings to log 
file, errors to screen, see FSE manual) 
* Time control variables 
IYEAR = 1983 
STTIME = 50. 
FINTIM = 610. 
DELT = 1. 
Start year of simulation 
Start day of simulation 
Finish time of simulation 
Time step of integration 
* Output variables 
PRDEL = 5. 
IPFORM = 4 
COPINF = 'N' 
DELTMP = 'Y' 
Time between consecutive outputs to file, 
(when PRDEL=0., no output is generated, 
when PRDEL is very large (i.e. 10000.) 
only initial and terminal output is 
generated 
Format of output file: 
0 = no output table, 
4 = normal table, 
5 = tab-delimited (Excel), 
6 = TTPLOT format 
Switch variable what should be done with 
the inputfiles: 
'N' = do not copy inputfiles into 
outputfile, 
'Y' = copy inputfiles into outputfile 
Switch variable what should be done with 
the temporary output file: 
'N' = do not delete, 
'Y' = delete 
* Optional output variables 





Selection of variables that are printed in 
the output table. If PRSEL is inactive all 
variables are printed, otherwise only those 
that are specified after PRSEL. The string 
'<TABLE>' means that variables listed to 
the left are put in one table. 
IOBSD = 0 List of observation data for which output 
is required. The list should consist of 
pairs of <year>,<day> combinations. 
* Variable that selects between WMO station name/number format ('Y') 
* and AB ('N') station name/number format 
CSWEFR = 'Y' 
GRASS.DAT ANNEX B21-1 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* GRASS.DAT GRASS * 
* * 
********************************************************************* 
* Model parameters -
IPRLV = 1 
TREATMENT = 
* Initial constants 
ZERO = 0. 
INTIL = 1000. 
ILAI = 0.01 
ISTO = 100. 
! Production lvl: 1 Potential 2 water 3 nitrogen 
' Run with default parameters' 
Constant for initialization (original) 
Number of tillers m-2 (7000.) 
Leaf area index (1.) 
Weight of storage organs (kg_DM ha-1) (400.) 
* Crop management parameters: Mow options 
* MOPT = 1 2 
* x CWGHT : Criterium for mowing (kg ha-1) 
* x IMNDAT: Dates for periodical harvests 
MOPT = 2. 
CWGHT = 1800. 
IMNDAT = 96, 124, 145, 172, 188, 208, 235, 263, 299, 333 
* Model parameters 

























Maximal light use efficiency (kg_DM J-l 
intercepted PAR) 
Nitrogen rate (kg_N ha-1 d-1) 
Maximal nitrogen concentration (%) 
Crop factor (-) 
Extinction coefficient (-) 
Critical LAI 
Maximal N concentration leaves (kg_N kg_DM-l) 
Maximal nitrogen concentration roots (kg_N 
kg_DM-l) 


























Carbon fraction in roots (kg_C kg_DM-l) 
Maximal root extension rate (cm d-1) 
Maximal rooting depth (cm) 
Maximal nitrogen concentration roots (kg_N 
kg_DM-l) 
Normal nitrogen concentration roots (kg_N 
kg_DM-l) 
Initial root length (cm) 
Critical soil moisture suction (high) 
Critical soil moisture suction (low) 
Soil moisture suction at wilting point 
* Interpolation functions 
SMST = ! Soil moisture suction table 
0., 20000., 53., 16000., 60., 10000., 
95., 2500., 127., 1000., 166., 500., 





* GTW f r a c t i o n t o r o o t s depedant on mois tu re s t r e s s 
FRRO = 0 . , 0 .24, 1.0, 0.15 
* Initial number of cuttings in current season, -
INCUT = 0 
* Dummy value for observed leaf area index, ha ha-1 
LAI_0BS = -99. 
* Dummy value for observed specific leaf area, ha kg-1 
SLA_0BS = -99. 
* Dummy value for observed total above ground dry weight, kg ha-1 
TADRW_0BS = -99. 
* Dummy value for observed weight of leaves, kg ha-1 
WLV_0BS = -99. 
* Dummy value for observed weight of green leaves, kg ha-1 
WLVG_0BS = -99. 
* Dummy value for observed amount of tillers, tillers m-2 
TILLER_OBS = -99. 
TILLER FRC = 0 
POTATO.DAT ANNEX B22-1 
********************************************************************* 
* POTATO.DAT POTATO * 
* Solanum tuberosum L. * 
********************************************************************* 
* Production level 

































s ate variables 
Dry weight total biomass (kg DM ha-1) 
Dry weight storage organs (kg DM ha-1) 
Tsum leaves 
Tsum tubers 
Cumulative intercepted radiation 
Dry weight green leaves (kg DM ha-1) 
Dry weight dead leaves (kg DM ha-1) 
Dry weight stems (kg DM ha-1) 
Dry weight roots (kg DM ha-1) 
Leaf area index (m_leaf2 m_soil-2) 
* Leaf dynamics 




















Critical LAI (m_leaf2 m_soil-2) 
m_leaf2 plant-1 at emergence 
Specific leaf area (m_leaf2 g-1) 
Relative growth rate leaves (d-1) 
Temperature sum senescence 
Temperature sum harvest (degrees d) 
Extinction coefficient for PAR 
Extinction coefficient for visible and near 
! Dry matter content tubers (%) 
! Base temperature (degrees) 
















= 0.5 ! Redistribution coefficient dead leaves 
•Light use efficiency for tubers and total (kg DM J-l intercepted 
PAR) 
LUE = 2.94E-09 
LUETB = 2.94E-09 
* Field parameters 
NPL = 6 . ! Number of plants m-2 
* Optimal nitrogen concentration (kg_N kg_DM-l) per organ dependent 
* on DVS. Karvonen and Kleemola, 1995. CROPWATN: Prediction of water 
* and nitrogen limited crop production. In: "Modelling and 
* Parametrization of the Soil-Plant-Atmosphere system. A comparison 
* of Potato Growth Models". p213-225. 
ONCLVT = 0.00, 0.068, 0.50, 0.055, 0.67, 0.049, 0.87, 0.050, 
1.00, 0.046 
ONCSTT = 0.00, 0.040, 0.50, 0.034, 0.60, 0.027, 0.75, 0.018, 
1.00, 0.016 
NCSO = 0.0115 


































Immobile N concentration in roots (kg N kg_DM-l) 
C concentration in roots (kg C kg_DM-l) 
Root/leaf ratio (-) 
Specific root length (m g-1) 
Root Hor/Ver ratio (cm roots horizontal/cm root 
Row distance (cm) 
Maximal rooting depth (cm) 
Fraction of roots in profile (-) 
Maximal root growth rate (cm d-1) 
Initial rootlength on tuber at planting (cm) 
. 0 020, 2.0 , 0.010, 2.1 , 0.010 
* Crop factor (CRPF) to compute crop transpiration from open water 
* evaporation or C3 species 1.1, for C4 species 0.9 in temperate and 
* 1.1 in warm climates 
CRPF =1.1 
* DMMSTB, relative effect of drought on DM distribution. 
DMMSTB = 0., 0.40, 0.25,0.60, 0.80, 0.75, 1.00, 1.00 
* Relative drought effect on light interception (Jefferies and 
* Heilbron, 1995 Simulating effects of water stress on growth and 
* yield. In: "Modelling and parametrization of the Soil-Plant 
* Atmosphere system. A comparison of Potato Growth Models." p213-225) 
LIMSTB = 0., 0.40, 0.60, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00 
* Relative drought effect on root extension rate 
RMRER = 0.000, 0.000, 0.025, 0.200, 0.050, 0.350, 0.1.00, 0.500, 
0.200, 0.700, 0.300, 0.850, 0.400, 1.000, 1.100, 1.000 
* Temperature effect on root extension rate 
RTRER = -2 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 0.2, 10.0, 0.6, 
15.0, 0.9, 20.0, 1.0, 25.0, 1.0, 35.0, 0.0 
SBEET.DAT ANNEX B23-1 
********************************************************************* 
* SBEET.DAT SUGAR BEET * 
* Beta vulgaris L. * 
********************************************************************* 
* Section 1: Management parameter and options 
* _________ 
* Options for start of simulation at sowing; 
* SWSW = 1 - fixed sowing at sowing day SWD, 
* SWSW = 2 - simulated sowing day (not implemted yet!) 
SWSW = 1 
SWYR = 1000 ; SWD = 100 
* Options for simulation of plant emergence; 
* EMSW = 1 - fixed emergence at emergence day EMD, 
* EMSW = 2 - simulated emergence from sowing day SWD using 
* temperature TMSEM and base temperature TMBEM 
EMSW = 2 
EMYR = 1000 ; EMD = 291 
* plant density, plants/m2 
NPL =11.11 ! value INTERCOM 
* Section 2: Initial conditions 
* Initial leaf area (at field emergence), ha leaf/ha ground 
LAO = 4.5E-5 ! value INTERCOM 
* Initial stem weight, kg ha-1 
WSTI = 0. 
* Initial root weight, kg ha-1 
WRTI = 0. 
* Initial rooting depth, cm 
ZRTI =0.5 
* Section 3: Parameters to be experimentally derived 
* ___=___________________________=_-______—___——-—— 
* These parameters should preferably be experimentally derived 
* from field experiments because their values could change with 
* cultivar or variety. When no experimental data are available, 
* the values given here may be used as default values. 
* Leaf area growth parameter 
* Sink limited relative growth rate of leaf area, cm2/cm2/gr C.d 
RGRL = 0.0158 ! value INTERCOM 
* Partitioning tables 
* Fraction of total dry matter allocated to shoots (FSH), 
* and fraction of shoot dry matter allocated to leaves (FLV), 
* stems (FST), -
* Data according to INTERCOM 
FSHTB = 0.,0.80, 1000. ,0.90, 2000. ,1.00, 3000. ,1.00 
FLVTB = 0.,0.90, 250.,0.90, 350.,0.70, 550.,0.40, 
950.,0.05, 3000.,0.05 
SBEET.DAT ANNEX B23-2 
FSTTB = 0 . , 0 . 0 0 , 2 5 0 . , 0 . 0 0 , 3 5 0 . , 0 . 2 0 , 5 5 0 . , 0 . 3 0 , 
9 5 0 . , 0 . 3 0 , 1 2 0 0 . , 0 . 1 5 , 3 0 0 0 . , 0 . 1 5 
* S e c t i o n 4 : Fixed parameters 
* 
* These parameters should not be changed, unless from (new) 
* experimental evidence. 
* Phenological development 
* Temperatures for emergence, degree 
TMBEM = 1 . ; TMSEM = 114. 
* Base temperature for phenological development, degree 
TMBPHE = 2. ! value from INTERCOM (TMD) 
* Maximum temperature for phenological development, degree 
TMBMAX = 2 1 . ! value from INTERCOM (TMXD) 
* Maximum temperature for leaf area development, degree 
TMXLV = 2 1 . ! value INTERCOM 
* Leaf area growth parameters 
* Specific leaf area versus temperature sum, ha leaf/kg leaf 
SLATB = 0.,0.0025, 250.,0.0020, 3000.,0.00200 ! value INTERCOM 
* Specific stem (petiole) area 
SSA = 0. ! value INTERCOM 
* Death rate of leaves, 1/d 
DRL = -0.00055 
* Temperature sum at which leaf death starts, degree day 
TSLAM = 1329. ! ORIGINALLY 1329. 
* Critical leaf area beyond which death to leaf-shading occurs, ha/ha 
* GAICR =4.0 
* Base temperature for juvenile leaf area growth, gr C. 
TMBJUV = 3 . ! value from INTERCOM (TMDLV) 
* Interception capacity per layer of leafs, mm/d-1/ha leaf 
RNIP = 0.25 
* Root activity coefficient, -
EDPTFT = 0..0.15, 0.15,0.6, 0.3,0.8, 0.5,1., 1.1,1. 
* characteristic potential transpiration rate at a soil water 
* content halfway wilting point and field capacity, mm/d 
TRANSC = 8. 
* Constant for root elongation, m/d 
EZRTC = 0.012 
* Volumetric water content where water logging begins, cm3/cm3 
*(BB) High enough value 
WCWET =0.9 
SBEET.DAT ANNEX B23-3 
* Photosynthesis parameters 
* Actual C02 assimilation rate at light saturation for individual 
* individual leaves, 1.11 microgram C02/m2/s = 40 kg C02/ha/h 
AMX =50. ! value INTERCOM 
* Factor accounting for the effect of minimum temperature 
* on AMX, -
AMTMNT = -10., 1., 0.,1., 40., 1. ! values from INTERCOM 
* Factor accounting for the effect of temperature sum 
* (TMPSUM) on AMAX, -
AMDVST = 0.0,1.0, 500.0,1.0, 3000.,1. ! value from INTERCOM 
* Factor accounting for the effect of average day 
* time temperature on AMAX, -
AMTMPT = -10.,1., 0.,1., 40.,1. ! value INTERCOM 
* Initial light use efficiency for individual leaves, 
* 12.5 microgram C02/J = 0.45 kg (C02/ha/h)/(J/m2/s) 
EFF =0.50 ! value INTERCOM 
* Light absorption parameters 
* Extinction coefficient for diffuse PAR, ha ground/ha leaf 
ECPDF = 0.69 ! value INTERCOM KDF 
* Scattering coefficient of single leaves for PAR, -
CSLV = 0.2 0 
* Photosynthetically active fraction of short wave radiation, -
FRPAR =0.5 
* Multiplication factor on maintenance respiration with an 
* increase of 10 degrees Celcius, -
Q10 = 2. 
* Reference temperature for calculation TEFF 
REFTMP =25. 
* Respiration coefficients of leaves, stems, roots 
* and storage organs, kg CH20/kg DM/d. Storage organs above-ground 
* (crown) and below ground (tuber). Values INTERCOM 
MAINLV = 0.03 ; MAINST =0.01 
MAINRT = 0.01 ; MAINSO = 0.002 
* Assimilate requirement for dry matter production of roots, 
* leaves, stems and storage organs, kg CH20/kg DM. Storage organs 
* divided into above-ground (crown) and below ground (tuber) 
* Values INTERCOM 
ASRQRT = 1.444; ASRQLV = 1.463 
ASRQST = 1.513; ASRQSO =1.29 
* Table of relative death rate of stems (petioles) versus 
* temperature sum (TMPSUM). Values INTERCOM 
RDRSTT = 0.,0.00000, 600 .,0 . 00000, 1000 .,0 . 00022, 
1500. ,0.00050, 2500. ,0.00075, 3000 .,0.00075 
* Redistribution coefficient for yellowing leaves (REDLM) 
* and for yellowing stems (REDST), -
REDLM = 0.13; REDST = 0.36 ! values INTERCOM 
SBEET.DAT ANNEX B23-4 
* Table of beet dry matter fraction, -
BDMPTB = 0.,0.135, 800.,0.135, 1150.,0.160, 2000.,0.242, 
3000.,0.242 ! values from Spitters SUCROS89 
* Maximum rooting depth, m 
ZRTMC =0.60 ! value INTERCOM 
* Temperature sum after which no more root extension (taken from 
* partitioning table 
TSMMRD = 2 000. 
* Mass fraction of carbon in leaves, stems, roots and 
* storage organs, kg C/kg DM 
CFLV = 0.459; CFST = 0.494; CFRT = 0.467; CFSO = 0.471 
* Section 5: Experiment observations data 
LAI_0BS = -99. 
LAI_TER = -9 9. 
LAI_FRC = 0 
LAIJTRG = -99. 
TADRW_OBS = -99. 









WST_0BS = -99. 
WST TER = -99. 
WHEAT.DAT ANNEX B24-1 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* WWHEAT.DAT WINTER WHEAT * 
* Triticum aestivum L. * 
********************************************************************* 
* Production level 
IPROD = 1 ! 1=P0TENTIAL 2=WATER LIMITED 3=WATER+N LIMITED 












TMAX = 3 0. 
TSUMEM= 125. 
TSUMSP= 400. 
TS50 = 1550. 
DUREL = 1250. 
DURES = 600. 
TSUMH = 1725. 
DEGMAX= 25. 
Dry weight total biomass (kg_DM ha-1) 
Dry weight storage organs (kg_DM ha-1) 
Temperature sum (degrees days) 
Cumulative light interception 
requirements 
TBASE (degrees Celsius) before anthesis 
TBASE (degrees Celsius) after anthesis 
Maximum temperature for crop development 
(degrees Celsius) 
Temperature sum (degrees days) for emergence 
Temperature sum (degrees days) for max expansion 
rate 
Temperature sum (degrees days) at 50% light 
interception 
Duration of leaf expansion to reach complete 
absorption 
Duration of leaf senescence to reach zero 
absorption 
Temperature sum (degrees days) at harvest 
Maximum accumulation of temperature sum per day 
(degrees) 























Fraction light interception at start of growth 
LAI at maximal light interception 
Light Use efficiency (kg_DM J-l intercepted PAR) 
Reflection fraction (-) 
Extinction coefficient for visible and near 
infrared 
Crop factor 
Carbon concentration in roots (kg C kg_DM-l) 
Net photosynthesis (kg C02 ha-1 h-1) 
* Dry matter partitioning 
* CABO-DIiO Series: Simulation reports 27, 1992 
* fraction to shoots dependent of DVS 
FSHTB = 0.00, 0.10, 0.10, 0.50, 0.20, 0.60, 0.35, 0.78, 0.40, 
0.83, 0.50, 0.87, 0.60, 0.90, 0.70, 0.93, 0.80, 0.95, 
0.90, 0.97, 1.00, 0.98, 1.10, 0.99, 1.20, 1.00, 2.50, 1.00 
* fraction to leaves dependent of DVS 
FLVTB = 0.00, 0.65, 0.10, 0.65, 0.25, 0.70, 0.50, 0.50, 0.70, 
0.15, 0.95, 0.00, 2.50, 0.00 
* fraction to stems dependent of DVS 
FSTTB = 0.00, 0.35, 0.10, 0.35, 0.25, 0.30, 0.50, 0.50, 0.70, 
0.85, 0.95, 1.00, 1.05, 0.00, 2.50, 0.00 
* specific leaf area dependent of DVS 
SLATB = 0.00,0.0020, 1.00, 0.0022, 2.00, 0.0015, 2.10, 0.0015 
WHEAT.DAT ANNEX B24-2 
* Relative death rate leaves as a function of average daily 
* temperature (degrees Celsius) 
RDRLT = -10.0, 0.03, 10.0, 0.03, 15.0, 0.04, 30.0, 0.09 





0.0234 ! N fraction in storage organ (kg_N kg_DM-l) 






2.0, 0.0100, 2.1, 0.0100 
0.1, 0.0560, 0.2, 0.0480, 
0.6, 0.0270, 0.8, 0.0220, 





























Immobile N concenration in roots 
Maximal rooting depth (cm) 
Root fraction in profile (-) 
Maximal root growth (cm d-1) 
Initial root length (cm) 
Root/Leaf ratio (-) 
Row distance (cm) 
Root length/width ratio (-) 
Specific root length (m g-1) 
(g_N g_DM-l) 
* Water stress 
* Water stress on leaf area dependent on cumulative stress 
TFCST = 0., 1., 10., 1., 50., 0.5, 75., 0., 365.,0. 
* Water stress on daily biomass production 
TFDST = 0., 0., 0.5, 0.5 , 0.90, 1., 1., 1. 
* Relative water stress on root extension rate 
RMRER = 0.000, 0.000, 0.025, 0.200, 0.050, 0.350, 0.100, 0.500, 
0.200, 0.700, 0.300, 0.850, 0.400, 1.000, 1.100, 1.000 
* Temperature effect on root extension rate 
RTRER = -20.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 0.2, 10.0, 0.6, 15.0, 0.9, 
20.0, 1.0, 25.0, 1.0, 35.0, 0.0 
* Nitrogen stress 
* Nitrogen stress on daily biomass production 
NSFCTB= 0., 0., 0.5, 0.75, 0.75, 1., 1., 1. 
MANAGOO.LOG ANNEX C10-1 
********************************************** 
******* ROTASK Management tasks run 0 ******* 
********************************************** 
***** 1978. ********************************** 
Day: 3 07. Ploughing 
***** 1979. ********************************** 
Day: 103. Ploughing 
Day: 129. Ploughing 
Day: 129. Planting POTATO 
Day: 155. Emergence POTATO 
Day: 269. Harvest POTATO 
Day: 277. Ploughing 
Day: 292. Sowing WWHEAT 
Growth reduction 2% by rotation effect POTATO 
Day: 324. Emergence WWHEAT 
***** 1980. ********************************** 
Day: 231. Harvest WWHEAT 
Day: 3 02. Ploughing 
***** 1981. ********************************** 
Day: 327. Ploughing 
***** 1982. ********************************** 
Day: 3 09. Ploughing 
***** 1983. ********************************** 
Day: 69. Ploughing 
Day: 134. Planting POTATO 
Soil not fumigated: extra decline due to nematodes 
Growth reduction 13% by POTATO growth 4 year(s) ago 
Day: 161. Emergence POTATO 
Day: 252. Harvest POTATO 
Day: 272. Ploughing 
Day: 293. Ploughing 
Day: 2 93. Sowing WWHEAT 
Growth reduction 2% by rotation effect POTATO 
Day: 312. Emergence WWHEAT 
***** 1984. ********************************** 
Day: 243. Harvest WWHEAT 
Day: 318. Ploughing 
***** 1985. ********************************** 
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